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Looking 
".We ~t  to build you a new porch and paint 
your ho~e." I want to pay, said juanlta Hatton. 
"No way," said her caller. And so cameabout 
that one of our greatest community activists has 
a home with a new look. Above, Tenace 
Centennial Lions Ray T~mblay (on the ladder) 
and Tom McC.olgan work as Juanita looks on, 
Having Just completed the porch, they're putting 
the flnlshin8 touches to the exterior wallswith 
I I I 
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 fter our own 
paint donated by Jack Cook of Terrace Interiors. 
Juanita has played Santa Clam aud "Mom" to 
hundreds of young and old in our community 
over the years and this recent repayment for her 
many contributions i n't a flint. Last year, 
• Lawrence Stalls was passing by Jumnlta's house 
and It was obvious the chimney was In a state of 
disrepair. He built her a new chimney.., free of 
charge .  
I I 
Fishing guides 
• losing ground 
with tourists 
TERRACE-  Professional sport 
fishing guides who work the 
Skeena River system have found 
themselves in a dismal and ironic 
situation. Four years ago the first 
large group of Japanese fishermen 
arrived with fanfare in Terrace. 
That group caught 50 steelhead in 
three days, spent a considerable 
amount of money in local retail 
establishments, and seemed to 
promise a new element in the 
region's economic picture. 
Last week fishing guide Cosmo 
Zavaglia took a similar but smaller 
group out fishing in the Copper 
River area. The five Japanese 
fishermen spent five days on the 
fiver and caught a grand total of 
two steelhead amongall of them. 
Zavaglia said theywere repeat 
customers who have had thai/~ 
second successive year of poor 
f ishing on the Skeer~ and he 
doesn't expect hem to come back. 
"The fact is, we don't have "the 
fish to provide," he said. Although 
the Japanese have a preferen~ for 
steelhead fishing, Zavaglia believes 
they won't hesitate to go to other 
areas of the world-- New Zealand 
or Brazil, for example - -  mtl~r 
than pay $5,000 each to "get 
skunked" on the Skeena system. 
He said lie's considering getting 
out of the business, and he pro- 
bably isn't alone. "All the guides 
are going to have a tough go of 
it," he remarked. 
Zavaglia said he doesn't know 
what has happened to the prized 
game fish, noting that he commer- 
cial fleet akes some, the native in- 
river fishery has become more 
intense, and the life o f  the 
stoelhcad in the open ocean is a 
mystery. 
Bob Hooton, fisheries director for 
the Ministry of Environment 
Skeena regional office, doesn't 
know either. He does know, how- 
ever, that guides in the upper 
skoena and Bulkley arc doing 
poorly. "The guides need about 
one fish per day per customer," he 
said. "They're getting about a third 
of that." 
Harrington, Lagace 
honoured by youth 
Veteran Terrace radio personality Len Harrington received an 
award of recognition this week from the B.C.-Youth Advbory 
council for his special contributions in the service of young I~ople. 
Harrington, the sports~ster for r~lio C .F'I~ was one of eight 
people in B.C. to set the award. A statement Imu~! by the B.C. 
Youth Advisory Council said Lea received the recoanition became 
he "has for years made many donations to the needy, to school 
librarks, and has provided paid trips for needy children". 
Harrlngton is well known throughout the community for his 
efforts in media coverage of school sports and the activities of youth 
sports orpnizations. 
Roland Laaace, an instructor and organizer with the Terrace 
Chitwl~yu Fmmte Club, also received an award of reco~ltion. The 
award announcement oted that Lapce volunteers over 600 hours 
a year "to develop self-dbclpline, respect, sportsmanship and ~1 
citizenship in youn8 people s. 
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..... I see  i t . . .  
by Stephanle Wlebe 
There oughta be a bylaw- 
Last week, I heard it on the 
radio. Yesterday I saw more 
evidence in the store. Yes, i t 's  
beginning already. Only three 
months until it's Christmas again. 
Just think, it's actually less than 
three short months, that's twelve 
quick weeks, or merely 715 
shopping hours. I 'm not sure 
what that amounts to in "dog" 
years, but apparently it's not far 
away, because the Christmas tree 
ornaments are up for sale, and the 
Sears Christmas "Wish" book. has 
been delivered, and I heard a 
Christmas ad on the radio last 
week. 
• Christmas. Itfeels like light 
yea~. away. There will be lots of 
parties, snow, and it will seem 
like the world is dark outall the 
time. I can barely imagine. After 
all, the kids just started school, 
we haven't even thought about 
Thanksgiving or Hallowe'en yet, 
but I guess Christmaswill be 
here in the wink of an eye. 
It's strange - - I  really don't like 
to be reminded of Christmas now. 
It's difficult enough to deal with 
• the fact that summer has come 
and gone. 
To make it worse, my husband 
put up the outdoor Christmas 
lights last Sunday. I watched him 
drag out the ladder on a warm 
Autumn afternoon, and as the 
wire of coloured lights hung 
down, sparkling in the sunshine, 
some of them dragging in a bed 
of  still-blooming marigolds, I 
could almost hear the "Twilight 
Zone" theme music playing 
softly, and then "The Little 
Drummer Boy". I thought I heard 
avoiee in the warm breeze, 
"Come, they told me, pa rum 
pum pure pum=.only 82 days left, 
pamm pum punt pure..." 
Surely I'm not alone in my 
dismay over this premature 
holiday behavior. It has occurred 
to me that this practice of rushing 
Christmas hould be made illegal, 
if not punishable by some drastic 
measure. Perhaps offenders could 
be shut in a dark, cold closet and 
forced to listen to Bing Crosby's 
"White Christmas" over and over 
again, on August 1st of the year 
following their offense. And 
remembering that we have a new 
by-law enforcement officer, I
wondered what the procedure 
would be to enact a new by-law -
an  Anti,Early Christmas by-law. I 
had a vision of an officer 
approaching my uptbe-ladder 
husband, while the children 
frantically ask, "What did Daddy 
do, Mom? Was he bad?" 
"Yes, children," I would reply, 
"he has committed a serious 
offence and now he must pay the 
pdce." 
The officer would stand at the 
foot of the ladder, surveying the 
criminal act in progress. "I'm 
sure you are aware that there's a
by-law against he display of 
Christmas paraphenalia before 
November 1st. I'll have to 
confiscate those lights, sir," the 
officer would say. 
Caught red-handed, my husband 
would remove the offending 
string of lights from the window- 
frame. "How did you know?" he 
would ask, handing over the 
contraband. "Who was the low, 
down Scrooge of a rat that 
turned me in?" 
The officer would glance up at 
me, and our eyes would lock for 
a moment. "That's not public 
information, sir." Then my 
husband would be "cuffed" and 
taken away. 
Perhaps when that flint flake of 
snow fails, I'll feel differently. I 
might feel relieved that the 
Christmas lights are already put 
up. Maybe in December, I'll wish 
I'd bought hose tree ornaments 
back in the fall when they first 
came out on the shelf. 
Or maybe not. To everything 
there is a season - -  and this is 
not it. 
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Clowns, kids end cameras were three elements that helped bring in a little over $16,000 Sundayi 
with some still to be counted, That's the final result Of the Northern B.C. Winter Games telethon 
fund raiser and telethon Master of Ceremonies Doug Smith is "just delighted". The community 
really responded well, he says, and the organizing committee did a super job .... "It was excellent." 
Fatal 
crash at 
Kitwanga 
A former Kitlmat resident is dead 
following a single veillcle accident 
on Highway 16 about three miles 
west of Kitwanga. 
l-Iazelton RCMP say Glen Arnold 
Stohl, 34, of Bums Lake was 
travelling east on Highway 16 
early on the morning of Sept. 26 
when his pickup truck left the 
highway and rolled several times. 
According to police, St0hi was not 
wearing a seat belt at the time Of 
the accident and he was pro, 
nounced dead on arrival atMllls 
Memorial Hospital. An Investiga- 
tion into the cause of the accident 
continues. 
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The lnnll 
N. E.W.S 
by Robert Q. Smith 
General Manager 
BANQUETS! PARTIES I 
Take a look at our newly redecorated Skeena 
Ballroom. It's now the finest banquet room in the 
Terrace area and the Ideal place to hold a special 
event. We specialize in wedding receptions, anniver- 
sary parties, corporate meetings and special lunch- 
eons. Please drop in to the new Terrace Inn and we'll 
show off the Skeena Ballroom to you. Now isalso the 
time to book your office Christmas party with.us. 
Call Jackieor Margaret in our banquet department 
for all the details and room availability. Ask for a copy 
of our banquet and catering menus (a free booklet 
outlining all the foodand room services offered by the 
hotel). 
HONEYMOON PACKAGE BONUS 
Book a weddingreception with us and the Bride and 
Groom receive.the following bonus: 
1. A complimentary honeymoon suite, 
2. A bottle of champagne, flowers and chocolates in 
the room. 
3. Breakfast in bed. 
4. Private limousine service to the Terrace/Kitimat 
airport to start off your honeymoon or service to your 
home in the Terrace area. 
GOOD MORNING! 
A Good Morning starts with a hearty breakfast from 
the Terrace Inn's new restaurant. Breakfast is served 
from 6:00 a.m. until 11:30 a.m. Our new menu features 
pancakes, waffles and French toast or eggs and 
omelettes. Also very popular Items are the logger's 
choice, the weight watcher, fruit and fibre or the Ter- 
race Inn Good Morning breakfast. Start your day with 
us. Remember, we open at. 6:00 a.m. 
4551 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Phone: 635.6630 Fax: 635-2788 
I 
ITOLL FREE: 1-800-8§3-81581 
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town hall meeting 
by Ted Straehan 
been due to the fact that there was 
a lot of support for Wedeene's 
position at the Town Hall meeting 
in Terrace, a fact that wasn't lost 
on Vander Zalm. One ex-Wedeene 
i employee stood up and said, ,John 
Williams was innovative.., ahead 
of his time." But that made little 
difference;he said. "We got lost in 
government policy and now some- 
body else will follow and fulfil 
this dream." 
And with this, a new question: 
"What protection will they have?" 
Vander Zalm responded: "Gener- 
ally, policy changes all come as a 
result of taxpayer demands. There 
have been many demands to stop 
exports and we can't protect 
against that...," and, "Companies 
will be affected by policy change." 
But there was more. One stood 
and told Vander Zaim, "Why not 
give us a little more timber. We 
can do itl We're not going out of 
this meeting without a yes or no 
answerl" There would be no "yes" 
or "no" answer that night, said 
Vander Zalm. And Richmond said, 
'The problem is there are too 
many mills chasing too little 
timber. There's not enough timber 
to go around." 
Each new volley, though, brought 
another round of cheers and 
applause from a dozen or so one- 
ume Wedeene mployees in atten- 
dance. Eventually this led Vander 
Zalm to note, "The greatest test in 
my mind.., is when there is support 
from the employees." 
• As  for cuts in log exports, Van- 
der Zaim told Williams, "We 
would prefer to see all logs kept at 
home and see value added," but, 
"It's a political problem we have 
difficulty dealing with." Richmond 
agreed, "There is intense pressure 
not to export any more logs... 
people look at those logs and see 
jobs," he said. And then added, 
"We have reduced exports 60 to 65 
percent because we think it,s the 
right thing to do." 
Richmond put this thought into a 
slightly different perspective 
towards the end of the evening. He 
suggested it was pressure from the 
public, and NDP forest critic Dan 
Miller, that was to blame for cuts 
in log exports. A shot fired.., and 
no election. 
Kaeleene Bruce of Frame Log- 
ging had the last word on 
Wedeene. "I'm moved by the 
experience ofWedeene River," she 
said. And then talked about the 
- -  Continued on page A14 
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BILL VANDER ZALM: ...if 
they're unlucky, they lose it 
all. 
CLAUDE RICHMOND: Too 
many mills chasing too little 
Umber. 
Welcome Wagon . 
would I,ke to thank the following 
Br, dal Party Sponser: 
I 
• 
635"6312 
Specializes in Weddings, Birthdays, Showers 
and other special occasions. 
The Forest Resources Commission has just released its Options Paper for public review 
and comment. The Options Paper presents five major themes resulting from the 
Community Meetings last spring: land use planning, forest resource management, public 
involvement, economics, and education. The Options Paper is currently being mailed to 
those who submitted a brief to the Commission or participated in those meetings. 
If you did not participate earlier, you'now have the opportunity to do so. If you are 
interested in reviewing and responding to the Options Paper, please write, phone or fax 
the Commission to request acopy. 
Future 
of Our 
Forests Timing of Your Response 
Premier Bill Vander Zalm and 
several of his cabinet ministers 
attracted a crowd of around 450 
peoplet0 a Town Hail meeting in 
Terrace last week. As indication of 
the interest of local residents, the 
too or so who made up the stand- 
ing-room-ordy part of the crowd 
stayed through the entire meeting. 
This issues were many, but the 
future of the forest industry topped 
the list by far. Other issues on 
voter's minds included land claims, 
health, education, the Shames 
Mountain road, pollution caused by 
fish farming, and a few items of 
apparently ess global concern. 
Kelly Williams, formerly of 
Wodeene River Timber, set the 
tone of the meeting with the first 
real question of the evening: 
"Where were you when we needed 
you?" Williams told Vander Zalm 
and his ministers about he demise 
of Wedeene River Timber, the role 
a new appraisal system and cuts in 
log exports played in their demise, 
and suggested their forest licence 
would probably be sold at bargain- 
basement prices to a vertically- 
'integrated multinational, a com- 
pany that could afford the cost of 
the changes Wedcene needed to 
survive. Williams said that sort of 
capital is "something the typical 
family business can only dream 
• about." 
Vander Zaim responded by say- 
ing his government "would prefer 
many small business over several 
big business" but noted that "only 
:large companies can put in facil- 
ities like pulp mills and sawmills'. 
Also, "People, when they go into 
small business, take horrendous 
risks," said Vander Zalm. 'They 
put everything oB the line, and if 
they're lucky, they're successful. 
But if they're unlucky, they lose it 
all." 
Williams may have wanted to 
lake exception to that latter state- 
ment. He had already stated in his 
preamble, "It's not our manage- 
ment... It's your management," but 
time didn't afford the opportunity. 
Forests Minister Claude Rich- 
mend said the government had 
tried. They had met with Williams 
on several occasions "to try to 
explore avenues where we could 
save it". But, he said, all efforts 
had failed. Even West Fraser had 
backed away from a deal where 
they could have bought into 
Wedeene; Richmond said he didn't 
know why. 
But Richmond promised to take 
the matter back to cabinet one 
more time and that's a promise he 
kept. Skeena MLA Dave Parker 
told the Terrace Review Sunday 
that Cabinet has agreed to appoint 
an "investigative t am" to look 
into the Wedecne River situation. 
It isn't known yet who will be on 
this teem, but Parker says'itwill 
be group impartial to all parties 
involved. , " 
That action, In part, may have 
The Commission eeds your written response by November 14, 1990. A stamped, 
addressed response card is enclosed with the Options Paper. 
Regional Workshops ' 
The Commissioners are also inviting many of those who submitted briefs or made presentations to attend regional workshops in 
October and November, 1990. These workshops will be held in Parksville, Vernon, Creston, 108 Mile House, Prince George, Terrace 
and the Lower Mainland. The purpose of these workshops is to allow detailed iscussion from a wide range of interest groups in a 
two-day workshop setting. The workshop rocess, along with the public response to the Options Paper, will make sure the 
Commissioners have heard and interpreted the public accurately, and will help identify preferred options, identify implications of these 
options, and develop local and regional implementation strategies. 
The Next Steps 
All public responses to the Options Paper and the results of the Regional Workshops will be reviewed by the Commissioners. A 
newsletter will be prepared our.lining the results of both the workshops and public response to the Options Paper. In January', 1991, 
the newsletter will be sent o all those who participated. The final Forest Resource Commission report, including all 
recommendations, will be presented to ~overnment early in the new year. and will be available to the rmblic 30 days later. 
"] 
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in quiet surroundings! 
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It was too big to Send in the mail. Ray Jones of Terrace-based Northern Native Broadcasting 
was surrounded by politicians last week as he took delivery of a cheque for $100,000 of 
government money to help the communications ociety, expand their service .to more northem 
native communities. The cheque presentation was attended by Skeena MLA Dave Parker, Native 
• Affairs Minister Jack Weisgerber, Regional Development Minister Start Hagen and Provincial 
Secretary Howard Dirks. 
Nort,hern. Native-,,Broadcasting 
gets $100,000 for expansion, 
Among the special events che- 
duled by Premier Bill Vender 
Zalm and his ministers during last 
week's visit was the announcement 
of a S100,000 grant to Northern 
Native Broadcasting. Taking part 
in the presentation was Ray Jones 
of NNB, Native Affairs Minister 
Jack  Weisge~eer, Regional and 
Economic Develophient Minister. 
Stan Hagen and Skeena MLA 
Dave Parker. 
The grant will enable NINB to 
expand their current satellite radio 
distribution system to rural native 
communities but not to the extent 
they would have liked. A press 
release names nine communities to
receive the service, but the federal 
government has changed their 
mind on their half of the contribu- 
tion and that number has been cut 
to four, or possibly five communi- 
ties. Nevertheless it was one more 
step towards asuecessf~ future for 
NNB. 
According to Hagen, the grant 
combs through the B.C. General 
Commum'cations Grant Program. 
and will assist with the engineering 
and capital costs required to cow 
struct a number of satellite down- 
links and rebroadcast facilities. 
"Thanks to the efforts of the 
Native Communications Society,." 
says Parker, "the radio program- 
ming of Northern Native Broad- 
casting will be available to the 
rural communities of Soda Creek, 
Alkali Lake, Dog Creek and 
Alyansh." O n Jones's wish list, but 
left behind ue to a lack of federal 
funding, are the communities of 
Alexandria, Toosey, Fort Fraser, 
Fort St. James (Necoslie Band) 
and MacLeod Lake. 
• progranmdng consisting of news, 
music,, profiles interviews and 
NNB currently produces and 
broadcasts over 40 hours of radio 
community information locally and 
through 26 Northern B.C. satellite 
down-links every Week. This most 
recent grant will soon raise that 
number to 30 or 31 down-links. 
"This is a service," according to 
Weisgerher, "that is. very well 
re~ived," And last Tuesday he has 
offered additional support. "We arc 
very interested in seeing this con- 
tinue and we think we can help 
even more by purchasing adver- 
tising space." 
After dispensing the appropriate 
"thank-yea's", Jones said he hoped 
the Secretary of State would take 
note of the provincial contribution 
and follow with some funding of 
their own. If they were to do that, 
he said, all nine communities 
scheduled to be added to the net- 
work would be soon be receiving 
NNB broadcasts. 
Polly' s Car's ~,  . . 
~~ Chinese & Western Cuisine 
' Mon. - -Thurs .  10:30 a.m. - -  midn ight  - . 
Fd .&  Sat.  10:30 a .m. -  1 a.m. 
• :~unday 12:00 a.m. - -  10 p.m. 
4913 Keith Avenue, 638-1848 or 638'8034 
GIM'S 
RESTAURANT 
~.~" Chinese & Canadian Food ~.  
! i  " OPEN7 DAYS A WEEK ~,\~. 
t/I~ Mo,  - Wed 11:30 a.m. - -  iO:OO p.tn. ~i~ 
1too  : - 11,oo 
: ~ Fri-Sat 11:30 a.m. - - I ;00  a.m. 
Sunday 12:00 a.m. 10:00 p.m. 
4643 Park A venue 635,61 ! ! 
Thi~ Week  "In Augle's Lounge" 
Dally Luncheon Buffet 
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. 
Monday to Friday 
Soup/Salads 0 Hot Entree 
--"$6.95 
Piano Stylings by 
• Glenn Fossum 
4551 Greig Avenue, Terrace, B.C. Phone: 635.6630 
TOLL.FREE: 1.800.663-8156 FAX: 635-2788 
Specializing in Chinese 
Cuisine and Canadian 
Dishes 
[ ~ )  4606Gre lg  Ave. ,  l o t  Take .Out  
Ter race ,  B.C.  Ph .  635-6184 
~.'.!~ 
. . ' " ~  • 
! . . .. 
• , . .  ~ ~  
.~ ,~ .~.." 0~,,~,¢,~:.~ ~.,;,~ 
• ;~'~ . ,~z~ 
I 
COMING SOON 
TO' YOUR "HOME 
Every household in Canada will be 
receiving an 8-page information 
guide in the next few days. It 
~ outlines the country's economic 
~,  plan and contains important 
information about Canada's 
future. Please look for it in your 
mailbox and take the time to 
read what's inside. 
If you haven't received the guide bY 
October 15th, call the toll-free number 
below and a copy will be sent to 
your home. 
1-800-267-6620" '  • 
Hearing impaired, please call 1-800-267-6650. 
Pour obtenir la version fran(;aise de cette 
publication, veuillez composez le 1-800-267-6640. 
- I , I  ,,ov.,n.,o,,, Gouvernemont 
of Canada du Canada 
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Receiver analyzi:ng reasons Wedeene failed 
by Michml Kelly 
. ,  • IT  i . 
The 160 people whose jobs 
depend on the wedeene River 
saw~ll operation should know by 
the end-of this week if the mill 
will continue to run. Wedeene 
went into receivership Sept, 21, 
" and  representativesofreceiverPeat 
Marwick and Company are 
keeping the mill in operation until 
they determine whether it can go 
on a break-even basis while they 
try to sell. it, *. 
ColinRodgers, whois managing 
the mill for Peat Marwick while 
the operation is being assessed, 
said last week the analysis will 
take about 10 days to complete. If
the mill is not losing money by 
continuing to produce lumber m 
without debt payments figured in 
m Rodgers thinks it will keep 
going.. If it is losing money, in all 
likelihood there will be a 
shutdown. Redgem explained that 
operating losses would have to be 
flnam:ed by the banks, pflmarily 
the Canadian Imperial Bank of 
Commerce, that hold Wedeene's 
coq~orate debts. Any continued 
• operations will require the co- 
operation of the banks, he said. 
Peat Marwick intends to put 
together an information packasc 
for potential buyers and sell both 
the mill and its associated forest 
liccnces as a going concern, Rod- 
gcrs said. 
"Unfortunately, they didn't have 
enough wood," he,said in examin- 
ing the company's ~ailure. Rodgers 
believes Wedccne could have 
made a profit if timber supplies 
would have been adequate orun a 
second shift, or if the mill could 
have been refitted to cut the full 
timber profile available from its 
licences in the North Coast Timber 
Supply Area. 
"They could only use about 40 
percent of what they were cutting. 
The logs that were too large had to 
be sold on the Vancouver log 
msr~t, and the ones that were too 
Small were sold as pulp," he said. 
At a presentation made to Premier 
Vander Zalm and members of the 
B.C. Cabinet in Terrace Sept. 25, 
two corporate officers for 
Wedeene, Kelly and Clayton 
Williams, laid blame for the com- 
pany's insolvency squarely and 
entirely on government poflcy. If 
Wedccne had been allowed to sell 
on expo n markets the 10 percent 
of its cut that was too large for the 
mill to process, they said, the cash 
• fl0w from the high prices foreign 
log buyers pay would have 
allowed Wedeene to build a large 
log line at the Prince Rupert saw. 
mill. 
The Wedeene sawmill opened in 
May 1988. The company's export 
permit was revoked without notice 
as part of policy changes brought 
in by the Ministry of Forests in 
October of that year. 
Rodgers aid he expects potential 
buyers would be companies that 
already have supplies of timber in 
the region. 
The largest licence holder in the 
North Coast TSA is Vancouver- 
based International Forest Pro- 
ducts. Bill Rosenberger, timber 
developmentengineer for the com- 
pany, told the Terrace Review he 
had acquainted upper management Committee on Forests and Lands. Adolph said the North Coast 
offidals in the company with the A company representative said district is currently working on a 
Wedeene situation. "We're inter, i Monday , however, that Orendahas * . rC~*u~ management plan that 
ested in acquiring the timber. But absolutely no interestin picking up Will review the annual allowable 
the quota is tied to the mill; that's Wedcenc. cut, timber allocations and the 
the difficulty." . .Despite. its financial difficulties, - ama's land. base.,He expeeta the 
Wedeene-was-.originally .granted there.appears to be nothing wrong project o take several months and 
cutting flghis to about 170i00D, with,:Wcde~,_ne's prodact= "It:s' a, involve public hearings. 
NOTICE  
Trapper Education~ 
Course  .~ by,  the . -B ,C .  
Trappers Ass0clatm n
in Terrace Oct 12,13 
and 14. Registration 
and information from 
cubic meucs of timber per year on 
the north coast under the condition 
that hey woul d establish asawmill, 
to process the wood. The two 20- 
year renewable forest licences are 
still tied to.the mill. 
"We already have more mills 
than we can supply with timber," 
Rosenbergnr Said. "It [Wedeenc] 
doesn't appear that attractive fight 
now." 
Kelly and Clayton Williams, vice 
president of woodlands and vi& 
president of manufacturing for 
Wedeene, stated in an information 
bulletin Sept. 21 advising their 
employees of the company's insol- 
vency that joint venture negoti- 
ations with West Fraser Timber, 
another major licence holder in the 
region, had broken down Sept. 18; 
Wedeene stated, "The lack of 
profitability in the industry as a 
whole left them [West Fraser] in a 
position of being unwilling to take 
on any additional capital require- 
ments even though long term bene- 
fits could be realized." 
West Fraser already has a saw- 
mill in Terrace that produees 205 
million beard feet of green hem- 
lock dimension lumber for export 
annually. The company also holds 
a partncrshJi~ ..... :_ _ ~,..~,~,:.~,~, wlUl ~nso~ FOreSt  
Products in pulp mill in Kitimat. 
Both operations use timber and 
pulp cut on the company's Tree 
Farm Licence 41 in the Kalum 
Timber Supply Area, and West 
Fraser is presently awaiting appro- 
val from the Minister of Forests 
for acquisition of another 240,000 
cubic meter licence from Tay-M 
Logging in the North Kalum. 
The other mjor licensee in the 
region is Skeena Cellulose, which 
already has a pulp mill in Prince 
Rupert and a sawmill in Terrace. 
The company has tenure on Tree 
Farm Licence 1 and a 20-year 
renewable forest licence in the 
Kalum TSA that give it a com- 
bined cut of more than a million 
cubic meters of timber and pulp 
annually. 
Orenda Forest Products of 
Vancouver holds a 360,000 cubic 
metre licence in the North Kalum, 
and most of their cut is shipped 
o~hore through the port of 
Stewart under a standing green 
export permit. In the spring the 
company unveiled a proposal to 
build a chemi-pressudzed ground- 
wood pulp mill in either Stewart or 
some other location in the North 
Kalum as part of an application for 
100,000 cubic metres of additional 
tenure under Pulpwood Agreement 
17. Orenda has since indicated that 
the project may also include a 
paper mill. 
Acquisition of the Wedeene 
assets could give Orenda dditional 
pulpwood and add some vertical 
integration to the company, an 
aspect that could be particularly 
attractive if the government cuts 
off mw log exports from the North 
Kalum as has been recommended 
by the legislature's Select Standing 
good product,." Colin Rodgnm said. 
"We're shipping everything the 
mill can produce." 
The Ministry of Forests is going 
to :let the receivership run its 
course. Gary Adolph, manager for 
the  North Coast Forest Distr/ct, 
said his office attempted to find 
additional wood, for Wedeene but 
there were no allocations left in 
the district's 650,000 cubic meter 
annual allowable cut. According te 
the Prince Rupert forest Region 
,licensee list, Wedeene and associ- 
ate company Douglas Channel 
Resources held a combined cut of 
169,946 cubic metres, Boyle and 
Dean Logging holds 22,334, 
Thomson. Industries holds 30,696, 
and International, Forest ProdUcts, 
which operates a chain of sawmills 
in  Vancouver and the Fraser Val- 
ley, has a cut of 226,617. 
• The Minister of Forests will have 
to approve any sale agreement of 
Wedeene because it will include* 
the transfer of a forest licence. 
the Conservation Of- 
ficer, Ministry~of En- 
vironment, Terrace 
638.3279. 
Terrace Centennial Lions 
QUEEN CHARLOTTE ...... 
CRABS 
has been rescheduled 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 6 
• Cooked or Alive 
. . . . .  $6.00 each 
starting at 9 a.m. 
beside Petro Canada 
on Lakelse Avenue 
. . , ;  
Totem Service 
(N & J Service Centre Ltd.) 
A PETRO~.ANADA DEALER 
4711 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
. . . . .  6.:$5-4515 
"DESIGNATED INSPECTION FACILITY" 
STAY TUNED 
FOR ,A SMOOTH SEASON 
IGNITION TUNE-UP 
4 CYL. 6 CYL. V6/V8 
4400" 4800" 52oo* 
Driving's moreenjoyable when you know your vehicle will start and 
run smoothly, whatever the weather. So get in tune for the season 
now. Our Ignition Tune-up includes 21 services to ensure that you 
have a great season on the road. And if we spot any troubles in your 
ignition system, we'll call you before making any repairs. 
• Ignition system pre-analysi's 
• Test battery and clean 
connections 
• Inspect spark plugs 
• ' Test electronic cylinder power 
balance 
• Test spark plug cables 
• Inspect rotor and distributor cap 
1 
21 SERVICE CHECKS 
• Inspect all air and gas filters 
• Check starter 
• Check voltage regulator and 
alternator 
• Inspect all belts and hoses 
• Pressure-test he cooling system 
• Test the radiator antifreeze 
• Check all under-the-hood fluid levels 
• Check PCVvalve 
• Check heat-riser valve 
• Check EGR valve 
• Inspect choke 
• Check timing & adjust 
• Check vacuum advance 
• Chec k operation of block heater 
• Road-test vehicle 
I 
"LABOUR ONLY; 
ADDITIONAL CHARGE FOR VANS AND TURBO-CHARGED VEHICLES. 
. Marque de commerce de Petro-Canada Inc - Trademark PEIIM)fANADA ® 
t 
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" ~But what was this world created for ?" said Candide. -
.'~.To drive us ma~"  replie d Martini:::. ~.~; 
I 
t is one of the remark- 
" able th!ngs aboutli~ing 
.in this .era that we .can 
*wimess the only timber 
. .processing facility 0fany 
significan t size on the entire 
North Coast go bust for. 
lack of trees while more 
,than half a million cubic 
imetres of sawlogs go fl0at, 
simtiltaneousiy thaftaken :
together drove the business 
under. 
A :government tmI.!cY.. - - I " 
change On log exports came. 
about several months after 
the mill started up, knock- 
ing out one cash flow prop 
from under Wedeene. In 
Terrace last week the 
Peat-Marwick.analyst. says,: 
but the company.~s t~iiured 
tim~r~isupp~: w~n'V  :~" " 
6uough to feed the'mill for 
that ievelof p.roduction. In ' 
the mean time, a company 
with prior tenure a~ec- 
mdfits is s~pping:~26,00o 
cubic metres of timber out ~ 
of the same TSA to mills in 
Vancouver and the Fraser 
Valley. And in the North 
Kalum, hundreds of thou- 
timber-royalty system is 
t "  
. p" 
based on revenue targets 
instead of market value for 
.wood products, Wedeene's' 
Costs did not go down with 
its ~yenues. The end, 
..The explanations are all 
there, but so'is the inescap' 
able conclusion that some, 
thing is drastically wang • 
with a system that can : 
allow disasters like this to 
happen and then attempts to 
ing past its ••front, door every Minister of Forests sands of cubic metres of explain them away. 
.year, destined for the Orient attempted to blame public .sa.wlogs eve~ year are still -. The.annual. allowable Cut 
and the lower mainland. - opinion and Prince Rupert bemg Shlppedoffshore out for all of British Colum- 
: . .Forest. indus.try and MLA Dan Millerfor the of Stewart. . . . .  ' " : bmis folests managed by  
• govemmem analysts will 
argue that its a complex 
situation, and it is. But it 
can be stated, simply. 
V iewed from outside the 
: context of the.industry and 
policy change, but in fact 
resections on log exports 
came out of the Select 
Standiiig Committee on 
• Forests,. an all-pmly corn. 
mitres of the legislature at 
the system, the failure of least half of whose mem- 
the Wedcene River Timber bars are from the govem. 
sawmill in Prince Rupert ment side. The ultimate 
could hardly • have been outcome of denying 
more absurd if  it had been 
• scripted by Monty Python 
and his•entire Flying Cir- 
cus. • .... 
Wedeene a permit to export 
I0 percent of its cut 
about 17,000 cubic metres 
• •of sawlogs too,large to,- ........ 
the government last year 
was 72 million cubic 
meters. The amount con- 
s .umed by wood processing 
plants, was more than 90, 
million cubic meters. That 
means that one log in every 
five.reed by the industry 
' ' ,  . , ' :  . . . .  " .~ .,L~ "" :. .~v. % 
came ft0m private laffds, 
lands that in nearly every 
case ar e ndt: being managed 
Finally, the .market for 
lumber took a•dive, but 
ix:ca~e the government's 
// 
• VICTORIA - -  If I believed for 
Under any guidelines for~: 
renewal, The industry has 
been living in an unsustain- 
able fantasy. If the timber 
Supply is going to shrink by 
20 percent in the near 
future, plant closures are 
going to become-regular 
events. The question' is 
, where they wil l  occur. 
It 'is i ime-for this zegion ' 
• tO  lobby for the resource, to .  
be attached to the commun- 
ities that live With it, 
manage it, harvest it and ,. 
depend :o u it. 
Y 
The v iewfrrom 
Victoria --- 
by John Plier 
knowing what.they were doing? ing in •irony. 
: By all accounts the busi- 
ness seems to have been 
adequately managed and, 
• :having received approval 
from the Ministry o f .  
". Forests, the concept on - 
.which it was originally 
:based should have been 
sound. °A number of cir- 
cumstances however, arose 
process at the Rupert mill 
is that now nearly the 
• ent i re  650,000 cubic metre 
annual cut in the North 
Coast Timber Supply Area 
i s  exported out of the 
region. 
Wedeene may have been 
able to survive with the 
addition of a second shift, a 
GCNA~.  
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a minute that Premier Bill 
Vander Zalm would read it, I'd" 
write him a letter something 
like this: 
"Bill, do you really need all 
this aggravation? 
I mean, why not just walk 
away, take Lillian and your 
millions and leave? 
After all, you know there are 
those even within your own 
caucus, Cabinet and party who 
are praying that you w'.d! do 
just that. _: 
They believe it is .the only. 
thing which might give Social 
Credit a Chance to stay in 
power.  
Some are even resurrecting 
the rumblings about you 
becoming Richard lI (Hatfield 
that is) --'the kind of thing 
said in 1988 and 1989 when 
you were seen as the party's, 
number-one liability. 
Haven't you had enough of 
the back-stabbers, regardless, of, 
whether such sentiments are 
realistic? 
And hey, do you any longer 
need the ignominy of repeated- 
ly being called a liar, a 
schemer, a zealot, or a 
manipulative one-man-band --
not just by the Opposition and. 
the media, but by some loyal 
Socreds, too? 
Is the fuss over the Fantasy 
Gardens' fiasco worth the 
bother, now that you have , 
made your money and got rid 
of the white elephant?• 
Do You ieallyexpect us to 
Sorry, Bill, but it Won't fly. 
When you were popular and 
charismatic, that must.have " 
been exciting. How does it feel 
now to be the object of deri- 
sion disillusionment and 
ridicule/Who needs it? 
Or does the prospect of sit- 
ting in Opposition appeal to 
you? 
I know you are an eternally 
optimistic-- not to say bull, 
headedly stubborn m kind of 
guy. •But it defies logic for you: 
to expect o overturn the mess 
you're in by saying you aren't 
mendacious, you're just stupid. 
Do you believe, as I do, that 
no matter what policies or pro. 
grams you introduce, no matter 
what "good" you believe you 
are doing for B.C., the voters 
• are going to reject you or ig- 
nore you or punish you in an 
election? 
Either way, ~,ou'll ose. 
You don't need all this... 
and neither does your party. 
So just walk away, Bill. , 
Your family will thank you. 
Your adopted province will 
thank you. 
At the same time that the 
premier strings out his'"will 
he, won't he" game over an 
election call, former attorney- 
general Bud Smith isputting on 
the same act up in Kamlo0ps. 
He told reporters there last 
week:that he still had not 
decided whether he will run, in 
the wake of the radiotelephone 
Surrounded by. ads for escort 
services, and the ',uRimate 
massage", Bud appealed to 
readers to spend the day. with 
him for "family fun:., games/ 
barbequed beef  and  corn . "  
It may not surprise you to 
learn that the event is to be 
staged at Shady Waters camp- 
ground. 
We don't know• if it was 
coincidental, or a tease by a 
printer, but Bud's barbeque 
was sandwiched between an ad 
for a "safe and effective weight 
control" method from a 
woman named Margo, and one 
for three Okanagan "gorgeous: 
and shapely beauties" offering 
"exciting colour figure photos. 
of themselves." . - 
As Rodney Dangerfldd 
might add: "A man just • can't 
get no respect." 
. ! : . .  ,.,, ~'.~;;' 
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lPa~ng Thou~t::Graee Me; 
.Carthy, is a Very experienced 
and astute politician who has 
been aroufid a.long while. So 
her comments his week that 
she still would not sit in a 
Vender Zalm Cabinet, if asked, 
must be carefully weighted, 
given the timing et al, 
With the Socred convention 
only 10 days or so away, Ms. 
McCarthy may be trying to 
send signals Of discontent, yet 
~ ~r 
. . . . . . .  , .  . • ' : ,  ? ". 
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believe that'your lawyer'or ac- .tapes scandal which cost him " ,or she may have learned, that. 
countant or ~my0ne else, no his:Cabinet post in Julyi " tlie C/tbinet changes ,-- due at 
matter hoW't~Stediheyrmay L !: Inthe samenewspaperthe the end ofOctober indW iha( a 
be, would/~ ~di0Wedto .ha "ndle* following da~ in the perional , fall election is Unlikely- did 
y0ur aff~ii~s:bnd a~$15mdlion ::.:•/adse:iherew~a " seveli,fine/'..: nbir:lncludeLher an~ayl  
, 'busifi~ ~f yadrg~thtmt)yoU,:*,,: classified adwh!eh:W~':ar!P :, :: :':i! S tay tuned'•• ' : ~ 
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again, about Premier Bill. 
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"ll" ast week we too a look that was due to almost otal i r- I 
i l  _. at.the preliminary recom, ance of the complexity of our "~--i 
mendations of the B.C. forests; Today, however, them is " g -J k . . . !  
Forest Resources Commission. The change in the wind andit can only 
commission has called for an into- be  for the better. The Forest -- 
grated resource inventory common Resources Commission has pointed Ottawa last spring~ and what he 
to all provincial ministries involved us towards better management and said can't be ignored. Professor 
in any aspect of our forested lands, education. And in Terrace last 
a-resolution to land claims so the week Minister Of Forests Claude 
forest industry can move ahead Ricl~0'nd re~gaized another 
with some security and confidence, 
a review of the inner workings of 
timber supply area steering com. 
mittees, :and better public educa- 
tion, .particularly in our public 
schools. 
Not everything about our forest 
industry is negative. True, past 
major difficulty: "The problem is, 
there are too-many mills chasing 
too little timber," he said during a 
Town Hall meeting. "There's not 
enough timber to go around? 
But just how serious is this "pro. 
biota"? Professor William E. Rees 
offered some insight through his 
performance has often not been testimony before the Standing 
admirable. But to a great extent Committee on Environment in 
- -  Le t te rs  to the Ed i to r  
disagreed, however: our represen- 
talives have suggested the world- 
Rees is the associate professor of wide harv~t should be47 million 
Plan ,~," and Resource Ecology in acres per year. In Canada, we 
the School of Commmfity and 
Regional Planning at the Univer- 
sity of B,C. 
R eos was asked to define 
the term "sustained-yield" 
by Skeena MP Jim Ful- 
ton. According to Fulton, a group 
of 42 nations has Suggested we 
accelerate the world-wide harvest 
of trees to30  million acres per 
year by the year 2000. Canada 
Zero tolerance for dioxins in food 
harvest 166 million cubic metres 
of wood annually and the B.C. 
forest industry is lobbying for an 
annual cut of 160 million cubic 
metres in B.C. alone. But at the 
same time, the Canadian Forest 
Service has said that globally we 
need to replant 472 million acres 
of forests by the end of this 
decade. 
Rees answer to Fulton's question 
was simple. If we grow as much 
wood as we harvest we have a 
sustainable r source. But he then 
suggested an equally simple com- 
plication. We first have to decide 
what we an: attempting tosustain. 
An Open Letter to; 
Perrin i~ l ly  
Minister of Health 
House of Commons 
Ottawa, Ontario 
KIA 0A6 
The government's plan to 
quietly weaken regulations pro- 
hibiting dioxins in Canada's 
food supply is outrageous. I
strongly Oppose any plan to 
legalize any amount of dioxin in 
Canada's fo~! supply. 
Dioxins are the most danger- 
ous substances ever known. 
They cause cancer, reproductive 
failure and other serious dis- 
eases. Scientists agree that there 
is no safe level of dioxins in 
food. 
Instead of weakening the reg- 
ulations that wotect us, Health 
and Welfare Canada should be 
working to eliminate the produc- 
don of dioxins by wood pulp 
bleaching, dangerous manufac- 
turing practices and incineration 
of toxic waste and garbage. 
I agree with Greenpeace and 
am supporting their efforts to 
make sure this issue is brought 
out into the open, not buried 
behind closed doors and in ob- 
scure publications. Canadians 
must be made aware of the dan- 
ger that faces them. And Health 
and Welfare Canada should be 
working to help educate people 
on the dangers of dioxins, not 
bowing to industry pressure and 
increasing those dangers. 
Making dioxin legal will not 
make it safe. Changing the rules 
is not the answer. The change. 
has to be in the way government 
treats those who would pollute 
our environment and food with 
this deadly poison. 
Goose Bay plans to 
reunite in 1991 
To the Editor; " 
Since 1941, hundreds of 
thousands of military and civil- 
• • Jan personnel have lived for a 
time in Goose Bay, Labrador. 
1991 will be the golden anniver- 
sary of "the Goose" and we're 
extending a special, invitation to 
all former Goose-ites to come 
back for a visit. We're sure your 
newspaper has former Goose- 
ties among its readership and 
we'd like to tell them about our 
party through your medium. 
The Town o f  Happy Valley- 
Goose Bay will be hosting Reu- 
: nion '91 from July 19 to August 
5, 1991. Two weeks of activities 
will include the North West 
River Beach Festival, the Cana- 
dian ArmedForcm AirshoW, the 
Labrador Canoe Regatta and 
• lots of opportunities to remi- 
nisce with old friends and re- 
explore the area . . . . . . .  
Former Goose-ites are encour- 
aged to let us know if they're 
thinking of coming. We're 
building our mailing list • and 
have information, to send about 
events, how to get here, where to 
stay, registration, and more. 
We'd like to hear from them 
soon to give us an idea of how 
many visitors to expect at Reu- 
nion '9L 
Please write: 
Reunion '91 
Station A 
Happy Valley-Goose Bay 
Labrador 
AOP IS0 ,. 
or call: 
Carolyn Maybee 
Tourism Coordinator 
(709) 896-$431 
Carolyn Maybee 
Tourism, Coordinator, 
" ' Reunion '91 
The only safe amount of diox- 
in is zero. I demand that the 
federal standard for dioxin in 
food remain at zero. Safe food 
regulationSneed to be strength- 
ened, not weakened. 
Susan Mehs 
Terrace 
Don't lose 
HandiDART 
To the Editor; 
While I applaud the Handi- 
DART and paratransit additions 
to the Terrace and district ransit 
system, I deplore the use of the 
HandiDART van for regular 
transit service even though 
HandiDART use by the disabled 
has reached full capacity and ex- 
ceeded it, 
The technological dvances in 
our transit system should not be 
curtailed by unrealistically 
limiting available buses. Accord- 
ingly, Bus 6203 should not be 
transferred to another jurisdic- 
tion, but left in Terrace to 
replace the HandiDART van on 
regular transit routes. This will 
allow the HandiDART van to be 
exclusively used for the purposes 
for it was designed. 
, . R.W. Childs 
Terrace 
Thanks 
To the Editor;, 
I would like to thank everyone 
who helped make Terrace's first 
child car seat safety check on 
Sept. 22 a success and a learning 
experience. 
"robe thanked are the numer- 
ous volunteers, individuals, and 
organizations ,inthis community 
that have been instrumental to 
the success of this event. 
: -: ~ :. Lynn Lalond.e 
: i i /  Bk~ HealthUmt 
. ,  ' 
Do we simply want to sustain trees 
on a tree-by-tree basis, or do we 
want to sustain Mother Earth7 
One thing trees do - -  and they 
do it very well - -  is control the 
amount olY'carb0n' dio:idde~ib 'oUr 
atmosphere. :"I think it is very 
important in this connection of this 
world approach to reforestation 
that we rccoga/zc that it is only an 
interim step, that we can only use 
reforestation i an attempt to con- 
trol carbon dioxide increase during 
a brief period while we phase out 
the use of carbon fuels altogether," 
Rees explained to the committee. 
This raises the question: If we 
are to sustain the Earth itself, can 
we really afford to harvest any of 
those 472 n~llion acres we arc told 
we need to replant7 Or do we need 
to plant and grow that quantity of 
trees simply to sustain our atmo- 
sphere7 According to Rees: 'In 
order simply to compensate for the 
current levels of carbon dioxide 
emissions from carbon fuels, you 
would have to plant every year, 
and. not harvest it, an ares equiva- 
lent in size tO the condnent of 
Australia." 
As Rees points out, however, the 
Earth doesn't possess the real 
estate required to do this, and 
therefore plantin8 what little we 
can and not harvesting any of it 
will only buy us another few years 
or dccade, s to replace carbon fuels 
with as yet undeveloped methods 
of ma~ energy generation like 
hydmgan fuel cells or solar energy. 
Reea, incidentally, doesn't Include 
• nuclear energy m an option. 
Havin 8 absorbed this informa- 
tion, the oommittce chairman told 
Rees he bad recently visited B.C. 
and was told that we are Currently 
replanting 800 million trees a year. 
An impressive numher, 'Is that a 
correct flffue, or within reason 
'] :i'." 
I 
" . 
"No. B.C. is chronically insuffi- 
ciently restockS. , He then 
qualified this by saying,:~.~l~ ' 
nmnherof trees that am planted:i/S 
a measure of nothing, because we 
do not even monitor the surviva/ 
rate of new replantin~. Many 
people who actually do the ~ 
replanling can tell you of areas that 
they have replanted three and four 
times in which the new plantings 
have never taken because of  the 
severe soil erosion and other prob- 
lems that have resulted from clear 
cut logging. 
"The reality is that we arc a long 
way from having a sustained yield 
from the forests of B.C. I gather 
the situation issimilar elsewhere in
Canada, ' because, we have never 
managed them as ecosystems. We 
have managed them simply as  
stocks of a valuable resource called 
wood fibre: There has been-no 
concept of the soil as a part of thiit 
system." (See Forestry Insights 
"Who's mbuting the dirt? Nobody" 
Aug. I, 1990 Terrace Review.) ._ 
Th/s is an important point. Here, 
Reos raises his bow and fires the 
arrow into the very heart of the 
issue. An act that may make him 
unpopular in some circles, but his 
facts are di~cult o dispute. Caw 
lion, therefore, would dictate that 
we flsten. Basically, he suggests 
we have allowed large corporations 
to convert our resource into cash 
and now we're left sitting with the 
bill. From federal I-lansard, we 
offer the complete text of Rees' 
response: 
"In cconom/cs, traditional nee- 
classical economics has treated 
forests, flsher/es, agricultural so/Is 
as so-called 'natural capital'. Our 
philosophy has been that it is per- 
fectly all right to liquidate that 
natural capital pmvld~ that you 
invest funds gained in that liquids. 
tion in at least an equivalent 
amount of man-made capital. This 
is the notion of substitutability of 
capital. 
"If you look at tile pattern of 
investment by the B.C. forest 
sector, they see the old-growth 
forest aS capital, which they draw 
down, and rather tlum re-investing 
in the relmbflitation of the cco- 
system them, they use much of the 
proceeds to purchuse additional 
capital outside the country, every, 
where from Tasmania to the 
PMlippinos'. 
"They draw down the capital, 
and when it is gone they re.invest 
in some other enteq~rise that has 
nothing ~ to do with forestry at all. 
What 1 am argUhng Is flint if you 
take the ecological perspective , 
is it not nearly enough7", Darling you lmve to re-invest in the capital, 
, . , . .  
• AsJn, am'  mw,  r :•  i •I :.:conenu  ¢m poe  
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Do you thi the 'city;s bylaw directed at e cort '" nk. s 
g that they f,le.a I,st of their services requlrln 
customers and acttvtties is fa,r? 
• Dary Ivanoff 
I don't-think so. I'm 
thinking how I'd feel if I 
were using an escort ser- 
vice; I wouldn't want my 
name made public. It's 
peoples own business~ 
Lisa Buck 
Sure it's fair• The city 
should actually know 
who's going out with who, 
and what's going on. 
Marry Carpino 
! don't know. Yeah, I 
guess so, just so the city 
knows what's going on. 
Carlos Pedro 
Well, it is kind 
private. Escort servio 
have gotten a bad nan, 
that's all. 
Jennifer Filby 
Yes, I think • it's fair 
because I'd want to know 
beforehand who I was go- 
ing out with and what I 
was getting into. 
T erra ce ,~  ~ ~ ~ 
l Interiors Ltd. 
I i .... / 4610 ...-..h-e"e ~.'v=n-'e 
~ 635-6600 
~ /~ "A I1 the Supplies you need'" 
Exterior ancl interior paints 
Armstrong flooring ® Harding carpets 
Sunworthy wallpaper 
I 
5 
• 9 ~. 
IO 
12 
13 
16 
17 
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20 
21 
22 
2 4  ~. 
25 
26 
27 
30 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
ACROSS 
Ladder  
to riches 
Contaminated 
one 
Decrease 
Decade 
Reverse 
Avenue: abbr. 
Bide 
Light: Lat. 
Village: Scot. 
Immoral 
Middle: comb. 
form 
Western settlers 
Rearrange 
Art: Lat. 
Pro 
Call on 
Bothers 
Norse myth. hero 
Weary 
Anger "
Era 
Penalties 
Spoil 
mn~qm 
i l |  
I I  
l l :  
. ~ .  
I~ IP  I 
40 Church dignitar- 
ies 
42 Frozen dessert 
43 Enlarge 
44 Entertain 
47 Single 
48. Stitched 
gOWN 
" ! Renovates 
2 Aloft • 
3 Compass point 
4 Farmers, for in- 
stance 
S Fast 
; ; ' ,  
= mi l l  
l0 
, - 
b 
! - 
48 
6 Mishnah section 
7 Auto fuel 
8 Fence steps: pl. 
9 Dike 
!1 Musicalstudy 
12 Mountain lake 
14 Cat's feet 
15 Way out 
17 Warn 
21 Only 
23 Appendage, 
24 • Play parts 
26 Woodlands 
27 Vice-pres.: faro. 
28 Youskevitch and 
Stravinsky: for 
example 
29 "Tendons 
30 Belonging to me 
31 Ape . 
32 Lot 
33 ScorCh L 
35 Name 
38 - Season 
41 Zodiac sign 
45 Regarding 
46 Ed Wynn: init. 
THE PROPOSED GST. FIND OUT 'NHAT'S 
GOING ON. AND C()MIN(; ql)FF. 
Wondering whether your grocery bill will go up? Thinking about how much to save for that new car? Asking if your 
bank service charge will be taxed? Or, just plain confused? The answer is as close as your phone. Call us, your 
GST Consumer Information Office. On January 1, 1991, the proposed GST is scheduled to replace the 
Federal Sales Tax fiST) in the marketplace. Tounderstand what it means.., and what it means 
to you.., you need information. 
~/iiii:,~ .. We can give you the facts. Ask us for your free copy of The Consumer's Guide to the 
~:~. GST and Prices. Full Of helpful information, it also features a Key List showing 
~, .... how the replacement of FST wtth GST should affect pnces. We re here to 
!!..% ....... help you know what to expect, what to ask and where to turn. Because 
the more you know, the better you shop. Our lines are open 
from 3 to9 p,m. every da~. ~.nd they're,to!l-free from i~ywhere 
!i~ in Canada. ~r  hearing impaired call 1-800~(i5-7735.' 
The answer is tO call. 
Your GST Consumer InformationOffice. 
1-800-668-2122 
I d~l'l 'Government ofCanada Gouvernement du Canada 
~ ,~ :!/i I ./~ 
i. ":~i~,:~•"~.• ! ~i~ii~ 
I I IJ I 11 I I  [ I 
'%?  , - 
~ i ' ' h4r  , " ' L " 
Canada/ 
. j - . . ,  
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Forestry In'sights 
that produced the wealth In. the 
first place. 
"Our wealth in the western 
world. In the northern developed 
countries, is the result of the con- 
version of ecological capitalto 
financial and man-made capital. 
How We ate not even capable of 
sustaining our own existence to the 
extent that we have to use the 
wealth we have generated in that 
conversion process to buy up the 
/ 
ing of $ustut timber to a ¢onsor- 
t~u~ of Prince George forest com- 
panies and.more recently by the 
demise, of Wedeene Timber Ltd. 
• where a good idea died due to a 
lack o$ t~ees.) 
"If you are hearing what I am 
saying, I am suggesting that the 
ecological carrying capacity of harvest them." 
Third World countfles. We induce 
them to grow cash crops for our 
benefit largely because we can 
afford to do so because we have 
converted our own natural capital 
to financial capital. 
"British Columbians hypocritical- 
ly insist that the Brazilians not 
harvest he rain forests when we 
have obliterated our own rain 
forests. The Brazilians are quite 
n:tmmIly attempting to become 
wealthy by the same process Of 
Conversion of their natural capital 
stock to financial and other forms 
of human wealth. 
*That process is what I mean 
when I say that economic activity 
based on the old neoclassical 
models is cannibalizing the very 
basis of the life-support systems of 
the planet. This is why the east 
coast fisheretes are in such dire 
straits, and it is only characteristic 
of the 25 major fisheries around 
the world that are going through 
exactly the same stock-depletion 
problem from over-harvesting. 
Agriculture is the same, but we do 
not recognize it yet because there 
we have substittged fertilizer, 
irrigation, and other forms of man- 
made capital fort he depleted soils. 
It is all part of the same problem. 
only moral thing to do is to 
mamge your forests to sustain the 
communities to harvest them. I 
would say this means no resource- 
based company should be allowed 
to declare a dividend until it can 
show that the capital stock that it 
is exploiting is the same at the 
beginning of its business cycle as 
it fs at the end of an annual busi- 
ness cycle. This would require 
them to put back investment in the 
maintenance of the capital stock 
and hence re.orient the con'ent 
distn'bution of wealth back into the 
wealth-producing system itself. 
"The current practice allows us to 
ship the wealth offsbore to invest 
in someone lse's capital, which 
we then draw down, and they have 
to look elsewhere for an alternative 
investment, leaving devastated 
ecosystems and declining com- 
munities in our wake. I may be a 
skunk in a garden party but when 
people begin., to understand the 
consequences of. the current sys- 
tem, they are going to welcome me 
end a whole bunch of other 
skunke." 
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"This global wanning issue and 
the rise of carbon dioxide in the 
atmosphere is simply a minor 
symptom of this deeper malaise of 
a human species that is inappropri- 
ately exploiting the very environ- 
ment that sustains it. In my mind, 
it is doing so in ignorance, because 
we are operating from a model that 
worked for 300 years and simply 
does not work any more? (See 
Forestry Insights "Tenure: renting 
land by the cubic metre" July 25, 
!990, and seven subseq, ent 
oxticles describing the tenure sys- 
~.~ ia S.C.) 
This caused Darling to ask: "Are 
you suggesting that the provincial 
gnvemment of B.C. should cut tts 
forests yield every year? You 
would be as popular as a skunk at 
a garden party out there." Here 
again, Rees,.res~melwas direct~ 
"The alternative Is to do what we 
are doing. Every week we hear of 
sawmills that are running out of 
wood supply and of communities 
that are shutting down. When the 
fail-down comes, this is going to 
be an endemic problem for the 
province. 
.(See Forestry Insights "The Fall 
Down Effect" Feb. 21,-1990, and 
subsequent'articles.from Feb.28 to 
'Mar. 28, 1990, "Convergence of 
conj~ct", "Integration, vertical and 
horizontal", "The commodity trap", 
~Utlllzation... for what?", and 
"Putting it in concrete terms,. The 
result of the Fall Down effect has 
been demonstrated by the award. 
sense, in one sense, to maintain 
that renewable resource. If you are 
acting in your economic interest, 
you might just as well ggt out and 
Hquidate that resource nd put the Bank of Canada policy is totally 
money in the.bank because you des i re  to the natural an- 
will make a higher eturn at what- vironment, and it is something else 
ever the current savings account that is not raised very fxequcntly, I 
might add, in the House of • Com- 
" the only moral thing to do is to manage mons." ' "  In conciusion,Rees said that in  actual investor) and build end 
your forests to sustain the communities that h~ opinion we have to re-evaluate operate a Northwest logging •per- 
our objectives in the management mien called Jovial Logging Inc. 
- -P r° fess° r  Wi l l i am Rees  ° f  all l"~S°ur~e~" Ar~ we re°st  I ~ ! 
, ~ ~ii~ncem0:! in managing the woods 
rates are - -  I0 percent. Natural of B.C., in maintaining happy Taproot to treetop 
capital is always at a disadvantage shareholders in Zurich and New l[ Stump to dump U 
if the natural rate of reproduction York end so on, or ought.we to.be [1 
is below current interest rates from concerned with marntaimng You' l l  find the .best U 
treasury biffs, for example. It sustainable communitieswithinour [[ for try .coverage m the U 
makes ense, if you are thinking in own population?" At.the present U regmn m the pages of  I[ 
narrow self-interested economic time, says Sees, international [[ the . i 
terms, to liquidate the capital into financing favours happy stock- 
usable investment funds and put in holders... "The communities be 
T hese words strike hard at 
the forest industry. They 
suggest we have been 
, . . :  . . . , .  , 
. . . , , . . . . . . 
(he bank somewhere. . .damned., . . . . . . .  : . ,  • : .. " . 
• ~l'his puts the-wliole ecological h nd this: ~ , ,  us to .the ' ' 
paradigm I am putting to you at a next segment of  Forestry 
disadvantage, particularly in a Insights.Forest,n~venues. , 
period of high interest rates and Where do the come from? And 
therefore high discount rates, such where do they all go? We'll begin 
as we are in today. The whole with a discussion on the "appraisai 
system ~in B.C. and then examine 
what really goes on inside a forest 
company. We're going to step into 
the shoes of Milton M. Jovial of 
New York (we made this name up 
and aren't attempting toportray an 
roped and left with little to fend 
for ourselves. This, however, isn't 
totally fair. As Rees said, "We are 
operating from a model that 
worked for 300 yeats and simply 
does not work any more." 
Forest companies are offered vast 
areas of old growth forest, for 
example, end they jump at the 
chance. It means clear-cutting and 
quick profits. Unfortunately, 
though, after the quick profits, It 
also means reforestation thateats 
away at those corporate profits. 
For this reason, says Rees, forest 
industry executives have said they 
restock certain areas only because 
they are told by the government 
they must. And even then, "They 
do not go back to see whether it 
worked." Obviously, this "model '|
needs to be altered extensively. 
But before blaming the forest 
industry, and perhaps attempting to
punish them in some way for their 
bad deeds, we should realize that 
the model suggested by the indus- 
try was dictated by simple econo- 
mics. It was the government, seek- 
ing rapid economic growth end 
thus popularity that agreed, end it 
was the public, seeking those,same 
things, that unquestloningly 
believed both. 
Rees explains the corporate posi- 
tion in this way: "When you have 
a large natural capital stock that 
reproduces on an 80-year otation, 
you are really talking about less 
than.two percent per year on in- 
vestment. It makes no economic 
, , .: . 
We have s 
answers a 
your new 
assessme[ 
Property owners will receive a prop 
the mail within the next week or tv 
some questions about your new ass 
answer: all"of them, please give us a ~a, at u.~ ,,, ~,,~ ,,,,,,,~,~ ,,~,~,, ...... 
We want o help. 
Q If my assessment is sharply higher than the last one, will this cause asimilar • sharp increase inmy property taxes? 
A Probably not. 
• The assessed value is only one side of the 
tax picture -- the other is the tax rate applied to that 
value. Generally speaking, large overall increases 
in assessments areusually offset by local 
governments setting lower tax rates. This has 
happened in the past when large assessment 
increases occurred in 
British Columbia• 
This year assessments 
have increased 
significantly inmost 
areas of the province -- 
and once again this will • ~o~.~ m.,~te~,~*o~, 
not create automatic as  overall assessments i nc rease  
(when rnumc~pal spending 
tax increases, teme,ns constant) 
Q • How do I know my assessment is 
• accurate? 
valued by an experienced appraiser who looks at the 
selling price of similar eal estate in your 
community. (This is the same process used by 
mortgage companies and realtors.) Assessment 
Authority staff have computer access to the details 
of all real estate sales in British Columbia -- 
including those in ~our neighbourhood. 
Q What if I think my assessment might be 
• wrong? 
A Call us. 
• We will try to help you• If we agree there 
is a problem, we will ask the Court of Revision to 
make a change, ifwe cannot agree to the change you 
suggest, we will still help you by providing practical 
information on the formal appeal process. 
Everybody has the right o appeal their assessment 
to the Court of Revision -- but our experience is 
that many concerns can be resolved simply and 
quickly by calling us first. Please read both sides of 
your assessment notice carefully before you call us. 
This will save you some time when we are discussing 
details. 
A Check local real estate prices. 
$ The "assessed value" is the actual market 
value 0fyour land and buildings ifthey had been for 
sale on July 1 of this year. TheBC Assessment 
Authority has detailed information about all land 
and buildings in the province. Your property is
m~rmH COLU~~kASS#m~ ~mm" A ~  
/ . '" 
For.your convenience, we have extended, our telephone hours into the evening 
during the month of October. Cal las 8.30 am-  8.30. pm Monday to  Friday. 
In Terrace & surrounding areas call 638-1116 (collect d necessary), or call our 
province-wide toll free Help Desk at 1.800.667-3900 
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ASSENT OPELECTORS • COUNTER PETITION i 
Contributed,by - .display~them, .... ::..:. ~ • • , ...... . ' Dance,9:p.m:,. (SECTION 797, MUNICIPAL AC~ :;,i,~:ii.i~:~:~. , 
Peter Crompton -...'~; ~ ~: ::";Tickets ;for, 0ur/New ,Year,s Friday; Nov . .2~- -  Steak . . . . .  REGIONAL DISTRICT OF  KITII~AT, STIKINE ~. ' • 
We have had two •very suc- Evedance wi~ll be on Sate'early Night, 5'P.m.'toiap.mi: • :PART OF ELECTORAL AREA C ~ ~', , : 
"" , t 
cessful events in the past month, this year, and we will be looking. Saturday, N0V.~I 3 ~::'Poppy .... LAKELSE LAKE STREET L IGHTING ' ~ 
our scavenger hunt and, 50'60's for people to be designated " .... ~~ : LOCALSERVICEESTABL ISHMENT ~ 
dance, followed by the Terrace 
open darts tournament. 
At  the dart tournament we 
had *players f rom Kitimat, 
Prince Rupert, Houston and 
Terrace. John land Clare Groot 
of Wayside Grocery donated I l 
new dart boards to the branch. 
These will beputinto individual 
cases and mounted on the walls 
in the branch, so that they.wiU 
only be seen when in use. Colin 
Goodall of Northern Signs also 
donated a rod and reel for this 
tournament. 
We are now heading into a 
very busy period. On the week- 
end of Oct. 12-13th our branch 
will be hosting the fall zone 
meeting. Al l  members are wel- 
come to attend. ..: 
Crude. Arlene Bergh will be 
needing volunteers for our pop- 
py and wreath campaig.n for 
Nov. 11. Don't wait to beasked, 
please come forward. We need 
all the help possible onour pop- 
py campaign Nov. 3. We need 
people out the week of Oct. 22 
to sell wreaths, so the businesses 
of Terrace can have time to 
rivers. Over the next few weeks 
the following events are schedul- 
ed: 
Friday, Oct. 5 -- Steak Night, 
5 p.m. to 8 p.m. 
Tuesday, Oct : '9 -  General 
Campaign. - , 
Sunday, Nov, I i Remem- 
brance Day, 
Tuesday; Nov. 13 --  General 
meeting. : ~: !. ~ 
Don ' t  forg~*electi0n of new 
executive" on Dec. H at*'our = 
meeting, 8 p.m. 
Friday and Saturday, 
12-13 -- Zone meeting, 
Saturday, Oct. 13 Zone starting at 8 p.m.  * 
general meeting. " 
Oct, There is fun darts every Wed- 
. nesday evening in the lounge 
Kentron lands major 
highways contract 
Kentmn Construction of Kitimat 
has been awarded acontract worth 
nearly $3 million to do improve- 
ments on Highway 16 west of 
Terrace. 
The project will include 42 kilo- 
metres of asphalt resurfacing from 
the western boundary of Terrace to 
the Ex~tew railway crossing. Ken- 
Iron is also to add a third lane for 
October daze 
trucks going up the ldll just west 
of the Zymacord River bridge, and 
the contract includes construction 
of left-turn and deceleration lanes 
at the turn-off to the Shames 
• Mountain ski resort. 
The value of the contract is 
$2,810,728. The work is scheduled 
for completion in the summer of 
1991. 
events in history 
Complied by Tom Taggart 
Oct. 1: American orator Rufus Choate takes the stump (1799). 
The East is Red: PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA (1949). . . . . .  "•"~ ......... • 
Israeli planes trafe Tunis (1985). 
get. 4: USSR launches Sputnik 1, first manmade Earth satellite (1957), 
The Beatles "Love Me Do" goes into orbit 0962); Janis Joplin dies (1970), 
1987: Toronto and Detroit upstage Series, Tigers prevail 1-0, Tanana over Key. 
FULL MOON, 1990. 
France: Tom Paine's "Rights of Man" draws blood 0789). 
Canada: Chief Tecumseh killed by Yanks at Battle of Thames (1814). 
Canada: Big earthquake (6.6 Richter) rumbles through Ft. Simpson, NWT 0985). 
Gorbachev of USSR visits Berlin with the bad news (1989). " 
India: Religious zealot hugs self to death (1984). 
Actress Bette Davis gives up the stage (1989). 
Don Larsen of Yankees hurls the only World Series Perfect Game (1956). 
THANKSGIVING DAY, CANADA. 
Japanese Navy annihilates Russian Navy at Tsushima Strait (1905). 
The Queen of England visits Lotus Land (1987). 
Bolivia: Che Guevara murdered by CIA agents (1967). 
Mickey Lolich of Tigers outpitches Bob Gibson of Cardinals in .WS Game 7 (1968). 
USA: Birth of Eleanor Roosevelt (1884), social activist cousin-wife of FDR. 
England: IRA bomb fluffs up Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher (1984). 
Christopher Columbus and crew of 88 drop anchor in New World (1492). 
Toronto: "Direct Action" bombs Litton Systems (1982). 
Birth of the poet, "Virgil" (70 BC) and philosopher, Nietzsche (1844). 
Moscow: Death of John Reed, American writer (1930). 
China: The "Long March" begins (1934); PRC becomes fifth nuclear power (1964). 
Extra! New York Times gives birth to 5 ~ pound, 946 page issue (1965). 
1989: Big earthquake (6.9 Richter) upstages the "Bart" World Series. 
• Canadian women legally become "persons" sez British North America Act (1929). 
Grenada's Maurice Bishop (1983) and Mozambique's Somora Machel (1986) die, RIP. 
1987: Capitalists look into abyss as Wall Street closes "down" 508 points. 
Birth of the author Arthur Rimbaud (1854). 
- -R  • 
Sam Coleridge born (1772); Joan Baez gets jail (1967) for disturbing war. '~ : , 
Thomas A. Edison turns on the lights (1879). (((EVENT OF THE MONTH))). 
American entrepreneur "Pretty Boy" Floyd rubbed out ,by G'nien (1934). 
God creates World: (4004 BC); 241 U.S. Marines find Allah in Beirut (1983). 
Black Thursday, 1929: Wall Street buckles, harbinger of 1930's Depression. 
UNITED NATIONS DAY. 
Charge of the Light Brigade repulsed by heavyweights (1854). 
Leyte Gulf: Japanese lose the largest naval battlein history (1944). 
:'Family of Nations" infanticide: U.S. crushes tiny Grenada.(1983). 
get. 26: Tombstone, Ariz.: Doc Holiday and the Earps outshoot Clantons and McLowerys (1881). 
Russian.icebreaker frees two icebound whales off Barrow, Alaska (1988). 
Oct, 5: 
Oct. 6: 
Oct. 8: 
Oct. 9: 
Oct. 10: 
Oct. 11: 
Oct. 12: 
Oct. 14: 
Oct. 14: 
Oct. 16: 
Oct. 17: 
Oct. 18: 
Oct. 19: 
OCt. 20: 
,Oct. 21: 
Oct. 22: 
Oct. 23: 
Oct. 24: 
Oct. 25: 
get;, 28: PACIFIC STANDARD TIME, 1990. 
get; 29: Watershed: U,S; Arrny pmhes the "Alcan" through Northern Canada:to A Jask$ .(1942). 
get. 30: Scotsman John Baird invents television (1925). : . : *~" 
Giant asteroid Hermes nearly hits Earth (1937), almost no survivors.. : 
Grover's Mill, NJ:>Martian aliens invade via realistic.radib drama(193g) . .  : " 
(]tel. 31: HALLOWE'EN (Druid Autumn Festival). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
BYLAW NO. 291, 1990 • 
NOTICE is hereby given • that the •Board of the Regional 
District of Kitimat-Stikine proposes to consider the adoption 
o f  a.-Iocal•.service bylaw for the provision of street' lighting 
system at Lakelse Lake. 
pursuant •to Section 797 of the Municipal Act, those Persons 
wishing to oppose this bylaw are required to submit counter 
petitions against the proposed bylaw. Counter petitions have 
been prepared by the Board and will be provided to all per- 
sons who request them In writing. Persons wiShing to•receive 
a counter• petition, should write to the Regional District of 
Kitimat-Stikine,//300- 4545 Lazelle Avenue,•Terrace, B.C., V8G 
,4E1. If you wish further information regarding this bylaw, 
phone 635-7251. 
If counter petitions representing 5% orrnore Of the electors 
• in the participating area are not received within 30 days after 
the second publication of this notice, the bylaw will be deem- 
ed to have received the assent of the electors. For your infor- 
mation, it is estimated that there are 99 electors in the:local 
service area listed on the Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine 
List of Electors. • 
A copy of the proposed bylaw is provided as f011owsi 
REGIONAL DISTRICT OF KITIMAT-STIKINE 
BYLAW NO. 291 
A bylaw to establish a local service within a porti0n of Elec- 
toral Area C to provide street lighting services. 
WHEREAS a regional district may, by bylaw, establish and 
operatea local service under the provisions of Part 24 Of the 
Municipal Act; 
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board of the Regional District 
of Kitimat-Stikine wishes to establish a local service for the 
purpose of providing street lighting services for a portion of 
Electoral Area C; 
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board has published notice 
under Section 797(2) of the Municipal Act that it Intends to 
establish the local service within a portion of Electoral Area 
C;. 
AND WHEREAS the number of counter petitions against the. 
proposal represent fewer than 5 percent of theeleotors in the 
proposed local service area; 
NOW THEREFORE, the Regional Board :of the Regional 
District of Kitimat-Stikine, in open meeting assembled, 
enacts as follows: . 
1.The-RegionarDistrict hereby• establishes, within a portion 
of Electoral Area C, a local service for the purpose of.pro- 
LViding street lighting services within the. boundai'ies of the 
service area shown outlined red oh the plate attached, as 
Schedule A, to this' bylaw and known as the Regional District 
of Kltimat-Stikine Lakelse Lake Street Lighting Local Service 
Area. 
2. The annual costs shall be recovered by requisition of 
monies to be collected by a property value tax on land and im- 
provements. 
3. The maximum amount that may be requisitioned annually 
for the service provided under Section 1 shall be $0.50/$1;000 
of net taxable value of land and improvements. 
4. This bylaw may be cited as the "Regional District of 
Kitimat-Stikine Lakelse Lake Street Lighting Local Service 
Establishment Bylaw No. 291, 1990", 
0 D.L, 
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 L::ijoins 
i, iAlaskan 
group 
The City of Terrace: bec 
member of the Southeast (
ence last week, attcndir 
group's annual meeting 
• Rupert, 
- : ;  - . " 
• :T I~ i soutbeast ConfereB 
established: in :the ~d;5  
symm. It. was decided to 
tog~ti~r:to concentrate oncommon 
momms of commualfles in south- 
~t:  Alaska needing 'collective" 
solutions. Od~mdly, the Cozd'er- 
en~ had chambers of commerce 
.and. dtiea as memben. In z 8, 
• .indiv/duals and coq)omtiom were 
encouraged to Join. Last. year, 
Pd~ Rupm was the first. B.C 
community to become a member 
of tl~ SoutimStCo~e~nc~ and 
thb year, TermcoJoined the group. 
0ffleer, Peter Montelth, .expla~ 
the benefits of membership in the 
Southeast Conference for com- 
munities in no - - te rn  B.C. 
"When We arrived at this confe- 
ree ,  m one knew w~ Terrace 
was.. At the conclusion of the 
Conference, each speaker men- 
:floned Terrace byname. It's been 
a ~b~ons opportunity to promote 
northwestem B.C.. and more spe- 
dfically,.Terrace. My objective has 
been to profile Terrace." " 
Montelth V/ent on:to say that 
Torrace's representation at the 
Southeast Confemtr..e was a fitting 
follow-up to the Terrace trade 
mission to southeast Alaska this 
summer.  
At l~n lo  Pucel, • NOREDCO 
~rand Steve Smith, manager 
of the Crest Hotel in PdB:~ 
Rul~rt, at laat year's conference in 
:Skngway, planted the seed to have 
this )'car's cozff'ereB:e in Bfldsh 
--Columbia. Foster Husoy, a Prince 
' Rupert.alderman, summed up tl~ 
reason, "We've got the same prob- 
lems in northw~tcm B.C. and 
southeast Alaska. We have to Work 
together on the solutions for solid 
waste management, the sSJpplng 
act in B.C. and the Jones Act in 
Alaska for an /reproved marine 
highway system, tourism promo- 
lions a~l economic development 
and expansion to export markels." 
• Executive director of the sotzth- 
east Conference Jim KoMcr added 
that, with Terrace and Pdnce 
Rupert as members and White. 
home a potential member, north. 
western B,C., the Yukon and 
southeast Alaska have more in 
common. He said both a~cas will 
be benefactors in international 
markets. "The only thing that can 
brccd commerce and growth is 
knowledge and constant dialogue. 
between the southeast and ti~ 
northwest." Mayor Ted Fcny o£ 
Ketchikan, chairman of the SOUth-. 
~t ' "O>~emnr~, !  suggested •an 
; export consortium :l or ninnY: value- 
• ~; ndd~l::~¢xp0m ::~m,:'/southeast~. 
• . . ., .:/.. 
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inoonoruom=ioht of ,emlmr iad bikem Sport! .no teddy arSfrom emir handle bars heralded the take-off or the Terrace 
Road Runners' annual Toy Ride Salurday. When it was all over more than 60 motorcvcle buffs had collected over $1,000 in 
donafi0ns and delivered about 100 toys tO the Salvation Army for distribution to needychildmn at Christma~ Organizem termed 
the event another in a sldng of annual successes. 
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AtffOIIOTIVE 
BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
TheeeAcls appear in the more llmn 100 Nouq)epera ~lhe B,C. and Yukon C~mnunily Newepapera Amoc~ion 
and muchmomthan 1,S68,030polonlialreadem. 
$195; for25 words ($3.70 per each additional word) 
m, , ~ . ~ . , ~  : ;  635-"/840 
Adlve Auto Brokers, disposal 
agent for Active Bailiff SeMces. 
Repossesalons, estate, legate, 
cam; Irucks, molorhomes, boats. 
Call Mr. Pdce (only), (604)434- 
1819. D5476. 
I I ~ I I Iq 
BI~INESS ORPORI"UNffiF.S 
START YOUR OWN IMPORT/ 
EXPORT bus]nese, even spare 
time. No money or expedence. 
Since 1946. Free brochure: 
Wade World Trade, ere Cdn. 
13u~ Inst., Dept. Wl, 
1.140 Bekuny FId. N. #1,Scad~r. 
eugh, Ontario. M1H 1H4. 
MAKE BIG MONEY Impedlng 
U.S. cam.. Indeplh Seminar as- 
sembled W the experts now d- 
fered by mall. For free brod~ure 
centacl: Ivemm & Associates 
Conoulllno Ltd,, g00,1066.5 Jas- 
per Ave., Edmordon, T5J 359. 
Phone: 1-800-661-1100 or 
(403)428-8021, Fax: (403)421. 
8400. 
51' Landing Barge, established 
business, M.V, Palaquin, 15 T, 
capacity, Diesel, V.H.F., Radar, 
110V.; $95,000 firm. (so4)3aa- 
8768, evenings, 755-9962, cellu- 
inr. Operates Lasqueti, French 
Creek, Parksvflle area. 
Need extra Income for Christ- 
me.s? DISCOVERY TOYS needs 
you. Flexible hours, earn line 
Ioya and bonuses. Phone: 
Shldey, 1-246-9776, evenings. 
Wod~at home. Earn upl.o $100- 
$300.a day ~ommlsslon. Take 
phone ordem for Publisher. 
People callyou. (604)as9.7575, 
ext. 182. 
VERY HOT OPPORTUNITYI 
New gas ~vlng deviml Gives 
12%,,23% rnem,MF~l Guamn- 
leedl Ee~y Io mfl No ex l :~  
mqulredl Eamtngs $1,000- 
:t3,000 per month peal Ilmel 
Women wek:ornel Free Informa- 
tion, 1.800-535-4812, 
Seling se.onal resl~,umnUglft 
d~p. Potentlallor expam]on for 
aggrese]ve entrepreneur, Only 
mrioue buyem need enquire. No 
agents plem. Wdte: BOx 215, 
I.m~vlew, Al~rta, T0L IHO. 
ADA RENTA USED CAR "" 
Exoellenlt add on or lul lime bual. 
hue. e~peat ~ flow. Modest 
Investment, Fmnddse inlo: ADA 
By"tome Inl., 1075 Tiillcom, Vk> 
rode, VOA 2A4. PH~AX: 381- 
2340; 
BUSINESS oPPom'uNrrlEs 
• " . ,  - , . .  • 
. .  : , t~ . ,~; , .  . ~ ' "  
,i,r~;~,~,~ . '., < !:, :.,. '"Z .~., : ,, 
',.'~:~!,,. ,,. : ...... ..; : 
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.;~:V~Q~:',, . . . . . . . . .  , . ,. :.., 
CAMEUON - Run a l~ainose 
from your home marketing sheer 
non-me hosle~ and etading elver 
Jeweller,/. 40%-50% prom. Start 
before the pm-Chdstmu rush. 
Call collect:. (604)687-0510, 
(604)687-0409. Weekends/eve- 
n~g~: (604)681-~4. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS 
ORDER YOUR "LOVE STUFP 
BY MAIL FROM "OUR NEW 
LOVER'S LANE CATALOGUEI 
You're assured l~va~ and ~¢u- 
dly from our established storel 
Check us out in the ~ IN HOME 
SHOPPING! BEST SELECTION 
GREAT SERVICB ~)/ca~ogue: 
LOVER'S LANE BOUTIQUE, 
1074 SHOPPER'S ROW, 
CAMPBEll RIVER, B.C, vgw 
2C6. PHONE (034)286-1010. 
DIVORCE? No oourt.appear- 
an~ (x consenl d ~me neces- 
saryl Just S-15 weeks' $69.95 
plus coete. You ~ 
I.~wyer endorsed. 
~td Canada's new divoee acl 
literature. Samesystem 
alnce 1970. Divorcefvk~, 201- 
1252 Bunard, Vancouver, 1-687- 
2900. Franchises available. 
EDUCATION. 
Psychlatrk: Nuralng. You have 
Good communk:ation skills and 
care about people. You want e 
career where you can make a dlf. 
"terence inpeople'e fives. The eld. 
edy,'al~sed children, m~anue 
al~mem and bettered women am 
just seine d ~ peq~ who kxk ~o 
Psychiatric Nurses for help. The 
Psychiatric Numing program 
elves you ~ ~ experience 
along with class room learning to 
get you sladed in this proleselon. 
Caa Do, g~ Co~ge at (p04),~.7- 
5420 or write: The Olfi~e of the 
Reolstrar, Oouglas College, P.O. 
Box 2503, New Westmimler, 
B.C., VSL SB2, to find oul 
about B.O.'S only Peychlalrio 
Numing program. 
AUTO TECH: The mini sdvanoed 
Imldng avaiable for today~z auto- 
motlve tachnlclan, Oksnqan cd- 
lege ~fem an Indu~/m~wdzed 
12 month Co-op program indud- 
Ing pekl wod~ expederge, and all 
Ihe technical Indnlng In a four.yeax 
a~p~n~p pr~ram. N~xt 
(~88 J~u luy ,  1091 in Ke low~,  
now-ewallmenl I~ ImR~11 
For inlommlkm (all; ~ Wk)s- 
lade, 7624d45, 
EDUCATION 
FREE ~areergt~le.to home-study 
oo,mmonder~e ~ ~umes. 
Aco~unting,Airmndtk~ning, Book- 
keeping, Bmlnez~, Co~rmtology, 
~~, l .~aVMedk:a lBacm-  
tary, Psychology, Travel. Grantee, 
(SA)-263 Adelaide West, Toronto. 
1-800-950-1972. 
FOR SAI.E MISt 
UghtlnglMures. Western Can- 
ada's ~ dq~ay. Who~sCe 
and retail. Free catalogue avail- 
able. Nod~um Lighting Centre, 
4s0o Em Ha~n~ S!., Bamaby, 
B.C., VSO 2K5. Phone: 
(604) 299-0666. 
HALLOWEEN, CHRISTMAS, 
NEW YEARS. Use p~4esalonal 
tickets at d~n l  pdces. Easy 
order, fast dellve~. Infom'~alorV 
=~led~ - Flint Ticket ~ntlng, 
9710 - 54 Ave., Edmonton, AB, 
TBE 0Ag. (403)436-3008, fax: 
(40~)~.  
SAVE HEATING i~,f4~. Fa- 
mous Valley Comfort add-on or 
combinatk~ w~od-eled~ fur- 
nares and tmalem. Conlac~ your 
local dealer, or Valley Comfod 
~ysteme Inc., Box T/7, PenUo. 
ton, B.O. V2A BY'/. 
o~u~rmm 
TI-IE ULTIMATE GARDENER'S 
STORE, 1,000"o ol products, 
gmonhouses, l~ydrolx~Ics, huge 
book sek~ion. $4 for catalogue 
full el money saving ~oupons. 
Westam Water Fames, #103, 
20120-64th Ave., Langley, B.C., 
VBA4FI. 
HELP WANTED 
SUNSHINEVILLAGE requires lift 
opemlom, c~:~s, etc. tom ski hill 
pOS~ff Send resume: Box 1510, 
, AB, TOL (}CO, (403)762- 
6546, fax(403)762-6513. 
I•_4uIOTOFUA. Sales rep's requked rapidly expanding pdnl media. m and upward cen be ex- 
pecled. Poe,be elmoq)hemand 
htgh polentlal. R~un~ to : Na- 
tional Dlred Advertising, 210- 
1095 McKenzle Ave,, Victola, 
B.C., VeP21.5.. 
ESTABLISHED 14 YEAR OLD 
Cermdlsn firm seeks soH-moll- 
valed, momy~rk~nled indlvklu- 
~.  for ¢ IM~y meehend~e 
. l~a~menl in your emu, Inmme 
p~e.gal ~0,~)~ annually,' 
st~.tlng Immedistel~; (416)756- 
3174, (416)7116.2158. 
I I  I I I [  I 
r , 
I I  I 
- L r : .  ' "  
HFJLP WANTED 
TOPS 'N' TRENDS - Join e wln- 
Nng teaml See how easy I Is 
starling your own Fashion Buel- 
hess for as little as $175. Call 
Lynn: 1-800-268-5670. 
WANTED: 99 people to Ioae 10- 
29 Iba./momh with revdutionary 
DIErDISC. AsmononT.V. Fun, 
almple and 100% natural, emr- 
anlaed results. Dodor recom- 
mended. 1-800-665-2405. 
Overseas Poaltion~. Hu~reds 
oltoppayingpoalflone. AIIoccu- 
p~ons. Altmdlve benefits. Ree 
Sils: Overseas F.mploymenl 
lees, Depl. CA, Box 460, 
Mount Royal, Quebec, H3P 307. 
WEST FRASER Mil l8  LTD 
Pad~ bland Reeouroes Di~bion. 
Wanted: Interior HI-Laed Logging 
ConVaclor for appmxlmately 
30,000 ~ melem. For further 
details, please ¢onlad: ~=ry  
Quanstrom at the Par~k: Inland 
Resources Office, P.O. Box 3130, 
Smilhera, B.C. V0J 2N0, or 
phone:847-2656, inleremedpar- 
tles reply by October 31,1990. 
Train !o manage an Apa~menv 
Condominium complex. The 
go~mment lk~nmd homestudy 
certification Includes free place- 
menl a~slance. Free Ix~hum: 
(604)681-5456, Or:. RM'n, 1120- 
789 W. Pender, Vancouver, B.C., 
V6C IH2. 
RNANCIAL ADVISOR. VAN- 
TAGE SECURITIES INC. One d 
the leading Investment o/geniza. 
tions in B.C. with a eu~ceeaful 
hlstocy el providing Tax Shallem, 
.Mutual Funds, and Specialized 
Investment Opt~unitles, pies- 
enlly has eeveml positions avail- 
throughout B.C. g you 
sew the key requln~enla oi: 
mlnlmum 3 yearn ol Investment 
8also Experience, Entrepra. 
neudal ~plrit, Integdly, Record d 
Achievement and Deslm to be 
pert of a Growth Si~uatlon, Pfue 
~u here a Bacudties lioeru~. We 
i mwan~ your oontdbUion ~u~: 
100% COMMISSION PAY OUT. 
EQUIIY PARTICIPATION SUB- 
JECT TO PROVEN PERFORM- 
ANCE. Come end Independently 
wink with a selid n~o0nized team 
commme to: Mr. James Fltzglb- 
bona, Vim-Pmaldenl, .Vantage 
8ecudlios inc,. #1170- 1055 
Weet Fk~ngs Street,.Vaneou- 
ver, B.C, VEE 2E9.- 
Frr.LP WANTED 
INSTANTCASH! H youlovafmh- 
k~, independence, ~:~ f~x~,  
unlimited p~enU~l. Join the won- 
de~ world ol MA OHERIE HOME 
FASHION SHOWS (Est. 1975). 
Call ¢olled: (416)632-9090. 
mmo. .s 
FREE PER~:)NAU'W TEST. 
Your personality detami~ 
future. Know why'/Callthe Dia- 
neli~ I~line. 1~-87e8.  
About limel A diet that really 
v,.j:~. ! L~e p e , ~  
Qatn energy. Diet disc Is 100% 
guaranteed. D~:tor re~on~ 
mended. Call Info line: 1-800- 
665-0003 Iol frea. 
REAL ESTATE .;" 
RELAX, COUNTRY LIVINg. 1, 
§, 10, acre ic~. Water, Hydro, 
Telepi~ne, river dew and dmr 
fm~. ~0 miles weber Ksmloq~ 
Call c~le~: (6O4)379-2282. 
DEVELOPER LIQUIDATION, 
O~YOOS, B.C. Fully eendmd 
FLV. silea in Paradise Park R.V. 
Resorl until Oddlx)r 31sL only. 
2O% di~ou~br a~,  no dodng 
(=eta. Terms and tmdee conald. 
emd, Free two night etay (Sl~m 
avaiablo and advenm reserva- 
t~rr)). Call: 669-5~Z, (Vancou- 
or 495-7670 (0soyoos). 
TRAVEL 
AUSTRALWNEW ZEALAND. 
Call the South Padfi~ Specially, 
ANZA Travel. VancouverlAuck- 
land, mtum from $B99 to $1~B~. 
Vanueuver/Sydney return Iron, 
$1,140to$1,579. T~l.free 1.80o- 
972-69~e. 
""  VICTORIA B.C. ""  The AD- 
MIRAL ldOTEL. Fire acmmoc~ 
tion ovedoek]ng the beaulilul 
HARBOUR. Housekeeping 
units, reaaonable rates, friendly, 
personal attention from fandJy 
owners, CAA recommended, 
257 Belleville St,, Viclods, B.C. 
VSV1X1, Tel 034388-6267. 
WANTED 
Pul~he. r mka poem for up. 
con, ng peeW book. Wdle t~¢ 
~ m ~ ,  ~ ~y 
~.,  Suite 14&~0, ~ml~,  
B.C., VSH 4M9. 
B.O. nnd. Yukon Dlstdbubx~ Low 
Investment, hi0h prol,. No 
pttion..EXalusbe tmttm% 
Money mager wodd wtdle. 11 
H&ollon, B.C., V0J 2J0. 
I I I I  I I J I I I I I  I I I I I I I 
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES 
• 4535 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace, B,C. V8G 1M7" 
'. . Phone  63,5-7840 " 
,~11 classified and classified display 
l ids  must be prepaid by either cash, 
I Visa .or Mastereard,. except for ee- 
l tablisbed business accounts. When 
• phoning in. ads, please hive your 
card number and expiry date t~tdy. 
• DEADLINE FOR 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
1O a.m. Tuesday 
DEADLINE FOR CLASSIFIED 
DISPLAY ADS 
• 5 p.m. Monday 
RAT~: $4.50 for the first 20 words 
per week, plus 20¢ for each addi- 
tional word per week All CAPITAL 
or boldface words are $I.00 extra 
per insertion $2.00 extra for box 
service (plus postage if required) 
REVIEW sPECIAL: Get the fourth 
ad FREE. Four regular classified 
word ads for the price of three. Sav- 
ings of $4.50 or more. Prepayment 
only, 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS 
$5.75 per column inch, Minimum of 
one inch. 
PICTURE •CLASSIFIEDS 
$10.00 per week. Non-commercial 
use only. 
TENDERS AND LEGAL 
NOTICES 
$7.00 per column inch per insertion. 
Minimum one .inch. 
Terms and Conditions: Advertise- 
ments should be read on the first 
publication day. We are not respon- 
sible for errors app~dng beyond the 
first insertion. 
Agreement: It is agreed by any 
display or classified advertiser re- 
questing space that the liability of 
the paper in the event hat errors oc- 
cur in the publishing of any adver- 
tisement shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the advertiser for 
the portion of the advertising space 
occupied by the incorrect i em only, 
and there will be no liability in any 
event beyond the amount paid for 
such advertisement. 
NIRVANA . - -MODERN 
METAPHYSICS 
Courses -- Introduction to Meta- 
physics, Progressive Metaphys• 
ics, Advanced Meditation 1 and 
2, Stress and Relaxation Medita- 
tion, Progressive Meditation, 
Young Adults Codrses; Healing 
Group. 8 week courses start Oc. 
tober 1 registration by Septem. 
bar 24. Pre-registratlon for each 
set. Space limited. For calendar 
and Information call Laurel at 
635-7776. 
• Ministry of Solicitor General 
Corrections Branch . 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAU :~ : 
CASE AID WORKER 
The Terrace Probation Office has a personal services con .L 
tract prov!ding short,term assistance and enhancement ser- 
vices for adult andyoung offenders. Such services may in- 
clude,..but .not .necessarily be limited to providing home,, 
eoucattonat and after-care ;upport services. The.contractor 
Will be expectedto partlcip it3 in planning, conferenCeS and 
liaison with other agencies/professionals in conjunction with 
the supervising probation officer. 
Qualifications: Grade 12 or equivalent, skills in report writing 
and record keeping, and good:interpersonal skills; must con- 
sent to a criminal records check; valid B.C. drivers Iicence. 
Fees will be based on a rate of $15.00 per hour and average 20 
hours per week. 
Please submitresumes by Octobm: 15,• 1990, 4:00 p.m, to: Ker. 
de Reay, Local Director, Terrace Probation Office, Room 120, 
3408 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C., VaG 2N6. 
ACCOUNTING PROFESSIONAL 
position available with expanding C.A. firm in Terrace, 
B,C. You are highly motivated and desire to Combine 
public praCtisewith the opportunity tolearn new skills. 
• Working paper and microcomputer experience, ability 
to work without supe~ision and directly with clients is 
desired. 
Excellent remuneration and opportunities for advance, 
ment are available. 
Please reply in confidence tO: 
Craig A. Mills, C.A. McAIpine & Co. 
4634 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C., VaG 1S7 
FINANCIAL STATEMENT TYPIST 
Financial Statement typist required by C.A. firm in Ter- 
race, B.C. You are highly motivated and have a typing 
skill of 60WPM. Wordprocessing using Wordperfect 
5.0/5.1 and/or financial statement typing experience an 
asset but not necessarily required. 
Excellent remuneration and opportunities to learn new 
skills are available. 
• Please reply in confidence to: 
Craig A. Mills, C.A.McAIpine & Co. 
4634 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C., VaG 1S7 
• Employment Opportunity 
with growing Delivery 
Business. Must have de- 
pendable vehicle. Will 
train and supply C.B. 
Driver must be :. very de- 
pendable and any age 
over 19. Phone 638-8398. 
Energetic, Motivated 
Hairdresser Wanted 
to work full time in 
a progressive modern 
salon.• Must have 
B.C. license. 
Apply at: 
- - i  I 
J ,.,4,,.,,,.. i 
Terrace, B.C. I 
_ Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9. 5 ~_1 
UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY 
Catering to singles of t~e 
I I I  
90's. Join our national net- Looking for a mature person who WANTED 
work. Low Investment, high can babysit early morning hours. 
profit. Room and board also available. For with their own small car. 
Phone 737.6095 more information, phone 6384)029. Phone 638-1500 and ask 
10110p for Gerry. 
II I I I 
I 
BUSINESS FOR SALE 
Long established fabricating and welding 
business in northwest B.C. Employs 12-15 
persons. For financial information, contact: 
Odd Eidsvik, Chartered Accountant, #10- 222, 
3 rd  AvenUe ;West,  Prince Rupert. Phone 
827-1398 or fax 627-8056. 
I II I II 
NEW LOG HOME FOR SALE 
by LussierLog HomesLtd.,  
~i in Spring Creek Drive Subdivision ... 
by Northwest Community ,College 
Asking $I 32,000. 
MAKE AN OFFER TODAY I. 
• 1200 sq. ft., 3-bedroom • double carport 
on sA acres with trees • natural gas and water 
• covered porch and stmdeck 
Buy directly from Contractor and 
• SAVE THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS/ 
Come and see our high standard of workmanship. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PHONE 635-7400 
I I II I I 
WOODGREEN 
FOR SALE OR RENT 
LUXURY CONDOMINUMS 
4832 Lazelle Avenue 
Natural Gas Fire Places 
Dishwashers, Fridge, Stove, Drapes 
Plush Carpeting, Balconies • : 
or Personal Patios ,,; 
Ceramic Tiled Main Bathrooms & Ensuites 
1/= Block from Skeena Mall: & MCDonalds 
Large Kitchens, beautifully appointed 
. , -k ,k ,k * "k -k * "k 
Resident Manager and Security Entrance 
Undercover Parking 
Price Range 
$31 ,000-  $47,500 
PHON E: 635-9317 
CEDAR SIDING 
Select Tight Knot 
. Rough 
• Plain lx6 
• Timbnrs 
C,ANNet ? • Seams 
lx§ lxS" * Round 
• Fence Posts 
" Other 
Fencing 
lx6, lx8. lx10 Material 
I~  ~ VT80 L~lh-- • Cedar 
• Pine 
lx4 lx6 . . . . . . .  * Cottonwood 
2x4, or x6, or xa...*Cedar & SPF 
w • • lx3 ... ; .... Hemlock 
Competative Prices! 
DEPENDABLE LUMBER 
-Hazelton. B.C. 842-5660 
i 
For sale by tender.bid, cottage In  
Terrace.. Has electric heat, range ' 
and frldge. Cottage has been lived In 
on year-round basle. Will be sold as 
Is and must be removed from pres- 
ent location by.Nov.: 3, 1990, Buyer 
will be responsible for removal and 
moving. Bids close October 31,1990. 
Please mark envelope "Cottage 
Tender-bid". Phone after e p.m., 
635-4441 or write Box 354, Terrace, 
B.C. vaG 4B1. 1013p 
31.2 acres In South Hazelton. Ap' 
prox. four acres cleared, '/:,mile 
river front, approx. 900 sq.ft, brick 
cabin, metal roof, $38,000. Write box 
1588, Houston; or Box 59 Terrace. 
Phone 845-2249. 10124p 
Yamaha V/max, Voyager engine, up. 
prox. 6,000 miles. $800. Phone 
845.2249 or 838-1025. 10124p 
1972 Ford motorltome, 191/: ft. For 
more Information, call 635-5674 or 
leave messageon machine. 10124p 
1089 Mazda RXT.GX, metallic blue, 
16,700 kms, excellent condition. 
Asking $21,900 OBO. Phone 
638-0778. 10124p 
Fisher heater, good condition. 
Phone635-3360 or635-3816. 1013p 
OVERSEAS POSITIONS 
Overseas positions paying high 
salaries are now available In many 
interesting and exciting 'countries, 
Including the U.S. and •Canada. 
Many offer tax.free income and at- 
tractive benefits. All skills required. 
For Information on how and where 
to find these unique •Jobs, send 
name*and address to OWS, 7305 
' Woodbine Avenue, #472-278, 
Markham, On. L3R 3V7 10110¢. 
TURF 
Instant Lawn. Call Cypress 
Landscaping Turf 635-2652 or 
Uplands Nursery 635-2803, 
• Newspaper oll ends from $5 to $2,5, 
depending on size. Phone 835.7840. 
~ tfnp, 
14x70 mobile home with 12x25 addi- 
tion on 80x125 lot In Copperslde 
Estates. Features three bedrooms, 
re(:. room with wood stove, large 
12x55 cedar deck, completely land. 
soaped and cedar-fenced. Meets 
CMHC standards. $45,000. Phone 
635-6538 or 635-5168. 10124p 
1880 Mauls GLC, 2-door hatchbeok. 
Please leave message at 635.6744. 
10110p 
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:FORMER HIGHWAYS YARD 
FOR SALE 
The British Columbia Buildings 
Corporation Invites Offers to 
Purchase the following land and 
• improvements. 
Location: Good Hope Lake, +1- 
40 kilometers Northeast of Cas- 
slur, B.C. • 
Legal Description: D.L. 2983 and 
Block A of D.L. 6738, Casslar 
District 
Improvement Descr ipt ion:  
Former Highways maintenance 
building Including service 
garage, warehouse, carpenter's 
shop, equipment shed, oil 
storage, residence, various 
storage sheds. 
Site Description: Irregular 
shaped parcel .+1- 8.84 ha (+ 
21.8 acres) and hectares enjoys 
excellent frontage and exposure 
on HighWay #37.. 
Information/Offer to Purchase 
packages maybe obtained from 
the office of the Government 
Agent, Provincial Government 
Building, P.O. • Box 340, Connell 
Drive, Casslar, B.C. or from 
Michael Sampson, Real Estate 
Analyst, B.C. Buildings Corpora- 
tion, 3350 Douglas Street, Vic- 
toria, B.C., V8W 2T4, at 387-7382 
(Victoria) or 1-800-742-6152 (toll 
| free) or facsimile particulars to 
=l l l l  
E 
FOR REMOVAL 
Location: Former Highways 
Complex, Good Hope Lake, +/- 
40 kilometers Northeast of Cas- 
slur, B.C. 
Improvement Description: (a) 
+/-1974 Fabco Modular Bunk 
HouseTriple Unit +/- 145.02 m ~ 
(b) +1. 1974 Brltco Rec Hall Trail- 
er - -  +1- 96.6 m = 
(c) +1.1972 Double Wide General 
Mobile Home - -  +1- 98.16 m = 
(d) +/- 1974 Atco Kitchen Trailer 
- -  + I- 70.98 m = 
Information/Offer to Purchase 
packages may.be obtained from 
the office of the Government 
Agent, Provincial Government 
Building, P.O. Box 340, Connell 
Drive, Casslar, B.C. or Michael 
Sampson, Real Estate Analyst, 
B.C. Building Corporation, 3350 
Douglas Street, Victoria, B.C., 
V8W 2T4, at 387.7382 (Victoria) 
or toll free 1-800-742-6152 or fac- 
simile particulars to 387-7413. 
Gas conversion sale: Rheem 40 
gallon electric hot water tank, $150; 
Beach 98,000 BTU oil furnace, ap- 
proved for mobile home, 125 gallon 
fuel tank with about 30 gallons of 
fuel oil, offers. Call 635-4810. tfnp 
Gas ¢onverelon sale: oll furnace and 
oil tank In working condition. Phone 
635-2655. tfnc 
One building lot on Labelle Ave., 
close to schools In Horseshoe area. 
We Will build to suit. Phone 
635-7411. .  ,~  .... '~; 10/3p, 
For sale by owner--  Buy: direct; 
save the commission. Undeveloped, 
treed lot with character' ih Thorn- 
heights subdivision. Call 635-6244 to 
view. -- tfnp 
Better then average 14'x70' 
moduline, wall to wall, four ap. 
pllances, vendor will carry balance 
st $570 per month. Call Mary at 
838-0800 or Bill at 638-1182. tfnc 
1,000 eq.ft, house on two lots 
120x180, natural gas, 24x22 garage 
with grease pit, quiet dsedend street 
In town. Asking $55,000 firm or will 
consider trade up. To view, phone 
638-8388. 10/3p 
Two-year.old~ male basset hound, 
neutered. Has shots. Must go to 
good home, preferably With acreage. 
$200 OBO. Phone 635.4879. 10/3p 
Canon NP 112 photocopier. $1,500 
or take over lease payments. Phone 
635-8148. 10130 
I i r i - _  
HAY FOR SALE -- Alfalfa and I ' MOUNTAINVIEW ! "alfalfa mix, round (700 Ibs.) or 
• square bales. Phone W. Tofsrud In 
,o,o  i APARTMENTS I 
~ '  | Centrally located, clean, i only 173 km, like-new condition. 
$4,000. Phone 635-3303 after 6 p.m. | quiet, security intercom, on- I 
, •  10/10p |site manager. SPacious one ] 
~ .  ]bedroom units, laundry ] 
42,825 kms. sO~U.,,m. Contact Lin- ] facilkies and ,parking. | 
da at 635-401~. 10110p 
'i, 638'8398 , r .  '[ nace. Asking $1,500 OBO. Galantl . 
F.40 electric organ, excellent condi- ,, , •, = 
tion. Asking $1,800. Phone 635.3432. 
10117p 
Five ex-Mazda RX7 meg wheels with 
four tires mounted, studded, bal- 
anced, radial Yokohama 847-P155/70 
R13 with mounting bolts, less than 
1,000 kilometres, spare tire, very 
good Bridgestone radial winter, 
185/70 SR 13. Set of five, $500. 
Phone after 6 p.m., 635.4441 or write 
Box 354, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4B1. 
10/3p 
MACHINERY ' 
1989.C7E Tree Farmer grapple skid- 
der with chains, 1,200 hours, ex- 
cellent condition. 1981 668C line 
skldder, completely rebuilt. 1979 
9660 loader with Deatec grapple, ex- 
cellent condition. 1979 Hydro axe 
sllal, excellent condition. 1981 
freight liner, completely rebuilt cat 
motor, new transmission, differen- 
tial, brakes and tires. 1990 Peerless 
Jeep, 50-ton low bed, new deck. 1970 
D8H double tilt angle blade, Hyster 
winch, Finals steering, clutches and 
torque recently done. 1978 Ford 350 
service truck with compressor and 
welder. 1978 Uster 8 K.W~ light 
plant, long trailer with AC welder, 
excellent condition. Will deliver 
equipment. Phone 695-6413 eve- 
nings. 10/3p 
FOR RENT OR LEASE --  Body shop 
ARE YOU TIRED OF  
THAT DEAD END JOB? 
Learn what successful 
people do to find the job 
they love. For a free re- 
corded massage call: 
1-800-667-8782 
Journeymen carpenter will do 
finishing work, renovations, cabinet 
installation, patios, etc. Phone 
635.6277 after 6 p.m. 10/3p 
with spray booth, air compressor, 
rings in floor for frame repair, fire Wanted to rent --  small house for 
proof paint storage. Located at 4526 new Shames Mountain manager. 
• Grelg Ave., Terrace. Phone 635-2655. ' Call 635-3773 if you have any leads. 
• tfnp - . • tfnc _ ~  
FOR RENT OR LEASE -- Ware- Willing to bsby l i tbench  area. Have own transports- 
house suitable for store or shop, tlon. Up to two children. Phone 
14-ft. door, 2,000 sq.ft. Located at .635-6534. 1013p 
4523 Grsig Ave., Terrace. Phone 
635-2655. tfnc 
FOR RENT OR LEASE -- 850 sq,ft. 
office space at 4623 Lakelse Ave., 
Terrace. $525 ,per month. Phone 
635-2552. tfnc 
FOR RENT - -  Three- or four- 
bedroom house in Terrace. Ca l l  
1.847-4895. 1013p , 
ROOM TO RENT - -  Shared kitchen 
and living room. Call 1-847-4895~)/3 p -  
i ! I 
• 01 Boy's, lsp, Sliver, RanPor | 
, 02 Boy's, lsp, Sliver, Free Spirit, ~ FS500 I 
CLASSIFIED  
l FOR RENT / 
I Vacant 1 acre lot between ! 
, Kalum Tire & Kondolas Furniture 
• ALSO - -  CENTRALLY  LOCATED 
8,100 square toot warehouse = 
7,257 square foot warehouse - 3 phase power I 
4,800 square foot heated building 
3 phase power I 
DAVE McKEOWN 635.7459 ! 
J 
I f I I I 
LOST -- Male apricot toy poodle at 
McDonald's parking lot. For deaf 
child for communication. Reward of- 
fered. Phone 638-0626 or 638-8703. 
1013nc 
RED CROSS LOAN Cupboard. The 
hours for the Terrace Loan Cup- 
board are as follows: 
Mondays from 9 to 11 e.m. 
Thumdays from 10 a.m. to 12 noon. 
The Cupboard Is located in the 
Skeena Health Unit, 3412 Kalum 
Street. Emergency Inquiries can be 
made In between service hours at 
the following numbers: 635.2122 or 
635.7941. tfn 
Upen channel readings. For appoint- 
ment, phone Laurel at 635-7776 p10/3 
Stable professional couple would 
like to adopt Infant child. Please call 
collect for Nell, 9 a.m. to 12 noon, 
Monday to Friday, 545-5344. 1013p 
Single white male, mid 30's, 
6'1'7180. Physically fit, NS, open- 
minded, with a good sense of 
humour. The good times Include bik- 
Ing, skiing, hiking, boating and 
travelling. Also enjoy music, cook- 
Ing and a quiet home life. If you're a 
white female, 28 to 38, a non. 
smoker, fit and young-at-heart, can 
hold your own in conversation and 
believe soaps are for washing -- not 
watching, and are looking for a 
serious relationship, write File 70, 
c/o Terrace Review, 4535 Grelg Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. VaG 1M7. 10110p 
LOST -- ID folder, dark brown. 
Please turn in to RCMP (Terrace). 
Substantial reward. Urgently require 
ID. 10/24p 
LOST -- In taxi, blue packsack. 
Shopping bag with work clothes in- 
'side. If found, please leave message 
at 638-0693. 10/3nc 
LOST . -  Oboe In black case, near 
Northern Meg on Friday night or 
Saturday morning, Sept. 22 or 23. 
Reward offered for Its return. Phone 
635.2943 iifter 5 p.m. 10/3nc 
LOST--  gold locket at the hot- 
springs on Sunday, Sept. 30 at the 
pool. Please phone 638-1169. 
10110nc 
Kalum Family Day Care has open- 
Ings. Fenced yard, pets and toys. 
Ages newborn to 12 years. Full-time, 
part-time or drop-In available. Phone 
638-8429 or 638-8398. tfnc 
FREE INFORMATION about the 
Watchtower Society. Has It been 
honest with you? For 24-hour re- 
corded message~ phone 847-4354. 
New topic every week. 10/17p 
03 Boy's, lSp, Sliver, Scorpion II 
04 Lady's, 3sp, Blue, Apollo 
05 Lady's, 10sp, Blue, Apollo 
• 06 Man's, 10sp, Green, Apollo 
07 Man's, 10sp, Blue, Norco 
08 Man's, 10sp, Black, Cobra 
09 Man's, 12sp, Green, CCM Turismo 
10 Man's, 12sp, Black, Apollo 
11 Man's, 12sp, Black/Yellow, Vagabond, TT1200 
12 Man's, 12sp, Black, Norco, Alpine Express 
13 Man's, 12sp, Blue, Sportster Mountaineer 
14 Man's, 18sp, Gray, ProTour 
15 Man's, 5 sp, Green 
16 Man's, 10sp, White 
17 Man's, 12sp, Grey 
18 Man's, 18sp, Purple 
MISCELLANEOUS 
19 Honda, Trail 90 Motorbike 
20 Fram Filter PH2821A 
21 Fram Filter PH2821A 
22 The Green Machine Weed Trimmer 
23 Warn-Alarm Bell for Vehicle 
24 Used Zamboni (RESERVED PRICE) 
25 Frontier 12" Chainsaw 
26 4" Sewage Piston Pump c/w Motor and Hydro Cell• 
27 Unlden For(~e CB Radio (Model FMH 3500) 
28 Clever Brook Boiler (Model 4) Miscellaneous Electrical Parts 
29 Skate •Sharpening Machine (RESERVED PRICE) 
30 Sauna King Sauna Heater 
31 Vard Drafting Machine (Model #2287) 
32 Vemco Drafting Machine (Model #5100) 
33 IBM 5251 Work Station for Computer 
34 Victor Champion Adding Machine 
• 35 Texas Instruments T1-5219 Adding Machine 
36 Bogen Amplifier (Model MTA-10) 
37 Wall Plaque 
38 Huffy Workhorse Exerciser 
39 Black Bear Skin, Mounted 
40 15' 0" Plastic Canoe 
41 15' 0" Plastic Canoe . . . . .  , 
42 The Cyclone Seeder .... :: .... 
43 Cyclone Seed Sower ~ 
44 Cyclone Seed Sower : i 
45 Pump Tank Forestry BackPak • 
46 Used Carpet, out of City Hall ' 
47 Peabody Gordon-Platt Gas Burner 
46 Daric (Model 783) Score Clock for Arena 
ITEMS MAY BE INSPECTED AT: The Public Works Yard, 5003 
GRAHAM AVENUE. Tuesday, OCTOBER 9th through to Friday, OC. 
TOBER 12th, 1990 - -  between 1:00 and 3:00 p.m. ONLY. 
BIDS ARE TO BE SUBMrrFED: In a SEALED ENVELOPE, marked 
'SALE BY TENDER' 
FOR THE ATTENTION OF: M.S. FJAAGESUND, Purchasing Agent, 
5003 Graham AvenUe, TERRCE, B.C. 
ALL BIDS ARE TO BE RECEIVED NO LATER THAN Wednesday, OC- 
TOBER 17, 1980. 
The highest or any tender is not necessarily accepted. 
Any item not claimed on or before the 10th day after notification will 
be sold to the next bidder. 
S.C. Chrlstensen, Olrector of Englnsering 
CITY OF TERRACE 
/ 
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CLASS.IFIED Minister°ffers opinion on 
. . . .  c i ty 's+by law respons ib i l i t i es  
I i 
Invitation to Tender 
On hearing.the evidence into tbe circumstances ...... . Mayor and council were invited 
In accordance with the Ministry of Transportation and Highways Act, 
Section 49(1), sealed tenders are invited for the following: 
Project No.: 05897-006 
Location: 15.6 kin, South of Terrace on Highway 37 
Description: Furlong Creek Box Culvert Re-surfacing -- Construction 
of a 150 mm concrete overlay including all preparation work. 
Sealed tenders, completed in accoedance with the Conditions of 
Tender on the forms provided, will be received by the Ministry of 
Transportation and Highways at #300 - 4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C., V8G 1V4 until 2:00 p.m. (local time) on October .12, 1990, when 
tenders will be opened in public. 
A security deposit/surety bid bond will NOT be required (in accord- 
ance with the conditions of tender.) 
A pre-tender meeting will be held on October 9, 1990 at 2:00 p.m. at 
#300 - 4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Tender documents complete with envelope, plans, specifications 
and conditions of tender are available from the Ministry of Transpor- 
tation and Highways at #300 - 4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 
1V4 between the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m., and 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 
p.m. Monday to Friday, except Holidays. 
Where required, payment for contract documentation shall be made 
by certified cheque or money order, made payable to the Minister of 
Finance and Corporate Relations. All purchases are non-refundable. 
For further information contact Randy Penner, Area Manager/ 
Bridges at (604) 638-3360 or fax (604) 638-3316. 
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted. 
Province of 
F-q-~-~D 0~ British Columbia 
#~'~-/ .~--~" 'Niinl;try'of "l';ansportation" " 
P~OVE and H ighways .  
Hon. RIte M.dohnston, Minister 
I 
I I I 
( ~  PROVINCE OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF 
TRANSPORTATION 
AND HIGHWAYS 
Invitation to Tender 
In accordance with the Ministry 
of Transportation and Highways 
Act, Section 49(1), sealed ten- 
ders are Invited for the following: 
Project No.: 0 6766 
Location: Shames Mountain Ski 
Hill Road 
Description; Installation of no. 
post guard rail 
Sealed tenders, completed in ac- 
cordance with the Conditions of 
Tender on the forms provided, 
will be received by the Ministry 
of Transportation and Highways 
at #400 - 4546 Park Avenue, Ter- 
race, B.C., V8G 1V4, fax 638-3441 
until 2:00 p.m. (local time) on Oc- 
tober 16, 1990, when tenders will 
be opened in public. 
A security deposit/surety bid 
bond will NOT bs required (In ac- 
cordance with the conditions of 
tender.) 
A pre-tender meeting is not 
scheduled. 
Tender documents complete 
with envelope, plans, specifica- 
tions and conditions of tender 
are available at no charge from 
the Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways #400 - 4546 Park 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1V4. 
Phone 638-3338 or fax 638-3441 
between the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 
12:00 p.m., and 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 
p.m. Monday to Friday, except 
holidays. 
For further information contact 
D.J. Thomas, Project Manager at 
(604) 638-3594 or fax (604) 
638-3546. 
The lowest or any tender will not 
necessarily be accepted. 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
Terrace District 5220 Keith Ave- 
nue, Terrace, B.C. of British Col- 
umbia Hydro and Power Authori- 
ty reguired offers from contrac- 
tors interested in the perform- 
ance of Snow Removal and Ice 
Sanding at 'the above address 
between November 15th, 1990 to 
March 31st, 1991. Such *offers 
will be received until 15:00 hours 
on Wednesday, October 31st, 
1990. To obtain required docu- 
ments please direct Inquiries to 
A.W. Anderson, 5220 Keith Ave- 
nue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 4R5. 
Under reference to Local Road 
Contractors LWC#-03. 
BOhgdro 
THANKSGIVING 
$5,000 
BINGO! 
Monday, 
Oct. 8, 1990 
at the Gitwangak 
Reserve Hall 
at 6:45 p.m. 
Main: $25.00 9-Up 
Extras: $10.00 6-Up 
Extras: $5.00 3-Up 
Speed Game start,ng 
at 6:30 p.m. 
8 extra paper games 
SPONSORED BY: 
HALL COMMITTEE 
Contact: Norma Tait at 
849.5591 or 849.5829 
drowning death of six-year-old 
Joey Parsons, a coroner's jury 
made five recommendations. In 
brief, these recommendations sug- 
gested: that the city should enforce 
a bylaw that in part prohibits the 
obstruction of any waterway; in 
the event of a violation under this 
bylaw the city should coordinate 
any action with the Ministry of 
Environment; if it is established 
that the Ministry of Environment 
will take action the city should not 
attempt o play mediator;, and a 
"911" emergency number should 
be installed in the Terrace area to 
ensure Well coordinated rescue 
attempts in the future. 
With these recommendations i  
mind, the Terrace Review took 
advantage of the recent Cabinet 
vbit to ask Minister of Municipal 
Affairs Lyail Hanson a simple 
question. What is are the responsi- 
bilities and obligations of a muni- 
cipalities in matters of public 
safety? This was a very general 
question and could, of course, be 
applied to a number of different 
"In general," said Hanson after 
reading the recommendations and 
listening to a brief description of 
the circumstances surrounding 
Parsons' death, "Municipalities 
have a duty or a responsibility for 
safety in the community - -  par- 
ticularly if •they have adopted a 
bylaw containing specific hazards 
• they have a duty to enforce and 
a responsibility to uphold that 
bylaw. They can't pass a bylaw 
and then.., the • responsibility 
doesn't stop there." 
to comment on Hamon's tafement 
Monday night; the reply came 
from mayor Jack Talstra. "The 
inqult~ basically does two things," 
he sai(i. ;'It determines the cau~ of 
death and the Jury makes re~m- 
mendations that might help to 
avoid a similar occurrence in the 
future. It's not meant odetermine 
blame or fault." He added that he 
city is waiting for the view of their 
lawyer on the Jury's recommenda- 
lions. "We want to look at that 
l~st,"he said,. "and then .we will 
have some comments? 
Parker by acclamation 
Skecna MLA Dave Parker is in. At least with the Skeena Riding 
Social Credit Constituency Association. About 75 party faithful 
turned out for a nomination meeting at the Elks Hall last Friday night 
but there was no vote. Parker was uncontested in his bid for re-elec- 
tion. 
Although an election hasn't yet been called, Parker's comments at
this meeting may have set the stage for his campaign offensive on 
NDP hopeful Helmet Geisbrecht. Jobs and education, he said, ere the 
keys to keeping people in this area, and. keeping people here is the 
key to ensuring a stable 'future. 
Cabinet tour 
lack of access to timber, the failure 
of the Small Business Program. 
"It's a farce," she stated bluntly. 
"We're fed crumbs and left to fight 
over them." Who gets priority, she 
asked? Foreign capital is great, 
said Bruce, "But they pull out if 
stumpage goes up."Fletcher Chal- 
lenge was her example. "You need 
to take a long hard look at the 
present enure system," she dared 
Cabinet. 
l 
cost of service." So how about he 
Sustut-Takla timber licence deci- 
sion and the associated B.C. Rail 
connection to Prince George? 
The Ombudsman states, Northup 
reminded Vender Zaim, that the 
cost of the BCR upgrade rose from 
and estimate of $25 million to an 
actual figure of something like $44 
million. The cost recovery on the 
$44million is pegged at thedollar 
value of 1.3 million cubic metres 
of timber per year, but the annual 
allowable cut for the area is only 
400,000 cubic metres per year. 
"Given these figures. Using no 
public money; No subsidies. With 
the companies paying all the 
costs," Northup said; "You will 
have to over-cut by three and a 
quarter times.., or B.C. Rail will 
have to be  subsidized." Northup 
then reminded the Richmond of 
the masaiv~ beetle kill, the fact 
that Prince George was not.doing 
.very well at meeting ever-cxten. 
ding deadlines for stm3ing harvest 
in the area, and headed for the 
jugular: "Is the minister going to 
re-evaluate and send the timber to 
the area where it rightly belongs7" 
But this is a different issue, 
Vender Zalm countered. There 
were potential layoffs.., people 
losing their Jobs. Four to five 
hundred of them. "We couldn't 
allow that to happen," he 
explained. And besides, the second 
coming of the BCR extension 
would be an economic boon to 
communities like Fort St. James. 
As far as cost is concerned, Van- 
der Zalm explained, "The railway 
will be compensated by a levy on 
every carload on thel tracks, and 
they feel it is economically justi. 
fled." Compensated by whom? 
"More votes," drifted a remark 
from theaudience. 
, Richmond efended his boss. It 
was a very difficult decision that 
governments sometimes have to 
make. It was debated several times 
for many hours. And Richmond 
Continued from page A3 
differed with the 400,000 cubic 
metres offered by Northup. With 
the new licance issued the Snstut. 
Takla AAC just happens to be 1.3 
million cubic metres. "The value is 
there," he s~ld. " : 
In response to "m0re votes", 
Richmond appeared a little hurt,~ 
"That's not+.true,~ he sald+."JUSt 
more Jobs. We knew somebody 
was going to be unhappy... But it 
meant the most good for the most 
people and that's not always easy 
to swallow." 
Richmond then offered another 
argument. Hazelton and Smithers 
couldn't get to the Sustut timber 
anyway, he explained, Indian land 
claims are blocking the way. 
• But what about the beetle kill? 
"Tomorrow I'm taking a run up 
there to see i f  anythi~ can be 
done," Richmond promised. This 
was his second promise Of the 
evening. The first got him to 
second but this time he swung 
before the ball was even pitched. 
Wedeene;s getting an investigative 
team but those beetles didn't hear 
a single thwack from a helicopter 
blade. At least not one that was 
holding Richmond aloft. 
We checked. The bid to get 
'Richmond over the Sustut came 
from Terrace city council and that 
won mayor Jack Talstra a ride. 
According to Talstra, bright and 
early next morning he, Richmond 
and a couple of local forestry 
ofriciais boarded a helicopter, on 
schedule; government time. They 
headed north, over the Tay,M 
forest licence, viewed Kltsault way 
off in the distance, flew over 
Meziadin, landed in Stewart and 
toured the port (no bugs there), 
headed southeast , hovered over the 
Kltwanga sawmill for a while, and 
ran out of time. There was a Cabi- 
net meeting to attend, and the 
Sustut and its bugs will Just have 
to wait for another day.. 
We asked MIA Dave Parker 
ab0iit Richmond's excursion. 
"Nothlng's changed,"he said. 
"This has convinced me oven 
more," Vender Zalm said, thinking 
of Wedeene. "The attention and 
obvious support... Small business 
and small business opportunities 
are where it's at if we want a 
vibrant industry." And Richmond 
defended his Small Business Pro, 
gram. "It's been working for two 
and a half years now.., extremely 
well in places," he said. "Fifteen 
hundred new jobs have been 
created." But, he admitted, there 
are some places were it is working 
only ';well"' and a few places 
where it's working "not so well". 
With this came the third or 
twelfth big announcement of the 
day. Richmond said .they were 
always addressing the parts of the 
Small Business Program that were 
working "not so well", and with 
that thought in mind said he had 
commissioned a comultant to 
review, the program, with a report 
due in 45 days. The report, he 
explained, will help "fine tune" the 
system. 
• And there was a final forestry 
related issue that no northwesterner 
could allow Vender Zalm or Rich- 
mond to escape. No one was to 
leave the Veritas "gym without 
hearing at least one good question 
on the Sustut-Takia nd it's bugs. 
And the honours that night went to 
Smithem mayor Brian Northup. 
Northup began by quoting Ven- 
der Zalm from a Sept. 21 speech 
he gave at the UBCM, meeting in 
Vancouver: :"The public deserves 
straight amwem over the public 
m I 
• .... There'S. nothing official.yet, mail. conversion idea, the regional board 
is still trading hands. But it would 
h ' " • S ames share deal unlikely 
but possible, Hanson says 
appear there is a major obstacle in 
way of the Shames Mountain Ski 
Corporation share conversion pro. 
posal tO the Kitimat.Stikine 
Regional District. That obstacle, 
according to Minister of Municipal 
Affairs Lyall Hanson,is the Muni- 
"cipal Act. 
"In general terms," Hanson told 
theTerraceReview last week, "the 
Municipal Act prohibits munici- 
palities or regional districts from 
becoming involved in what would 
amount to private enterprise." In 
other words, promotion or eco- 
nomic development is one thing, 
ownership is quite another. At the 
same time, though, Hanson sug- 
gest~ that all avenues aren't 
closed. He says he's still seeking a 
legal opinion, but a referendum, if 
worded just fight, could maim 
share conversion something for the. 
regional district to consider. 
• Regional district board Chairman 
Jack Talstra says they do now 
have this information from Hen- 
son's office but it hasn't yet been 
put before the board, -andit's 
something they will have to con-  
sider when they next meet On Oct. 
27 in K/timaL He did suggest, 
however, that even though beth 
Terrace and K/timat Counc/Is have 
agreed in principle to the share. 
Housing 
industry., 
association 
makes pitch 
tonight 
is likely to take a different view. 
This isn't to say they're going to 
leave Shames Mountain out in the 
cold, says Talstra, but there are 
other options such as adjmtments 
" ,  , , , 
~ C E - -  Representatives of 
a national association for residen- 
tial contractors will be in Terrace 
tonight to determine if there is 
enough local inte/est to found a 
Tenace-Kitimat branch of the 
Canadian Home Builders' Associa- 
"tion. 
Kcith Sashaw, executive vice- 
president o f  the B.C. provincial 
CHBA, says it is a lobbying and 
standards group that represents the 
interests of residential building 
contractors, their suppliers, and 
profe~lonais within the indmtry. 
Sashaw will make a presentation 
tonigh t at a mini trades fair in the 
Inn of the West sponsored by 
Terrace Builders. He will be ac- 
companied by Bill Strain, secretary 
for the national organization's 
Ottawa headquarlers. 
Sashaw said Monday that bene- 
fits of forming a local branch 
would include access to education 
and training programs that encour- 
age better home construction and 
better project manascment. He 
added that a local branch o f t  he 
CHBACOUld also coordinate con. 
tractors' responses.to building code 
Issues, 
The organization claims 12,000 
members in Canada, 1,000 of 
which are in the B.C provincial 
branch. 
• - " ~'~t . 
in interest due and reschedulin R 
the debt repayment plan. With a 
little luck, the Shames corporation 
may have an answer from the 
board before the first set of skis 
hits the slol~S. 
And the  " am winners  . . .  
These are the winning lottery numbers as prov~d by theB.C. 
Lottery Corporation. In the event of a discrepancy between these 
numbers and those held by the corporation, the corporation's 
numbers hall be held as correct. 
LOrrfJZy. 
LOT10 6/49 Sept. '29, ! 990 
S0pt. 26, 1990 
EXTRA 
, LOTTO BC, 
EXPRESS 
.~ Sept. 29, 1990 
Sept. 26, 1990 
• " Sept. 29, 1990 
' Sept. 29, 1990 
PROVINCIAL 
BC KENO 
t 
• - T 
Sept. 28, 1990 
Sept. 29,1990 
Sept. 28, 1990 
SepL 27,1990 
Sept. 26, 1990 
Sept. 25, 1990 
• Sept. 24, 1990 
06-09-12-33-34.48 Bonus (;3 
04-05-07-18.33:42 Bonus 39 
11.15-70-89 
05.11-15-97 
11-12-21-27-38.40 
oo7o~9 
780807 
428522 
036321 
3223679 
04-06-08-31-34-43-44-48 
06-09-I0.15-16-25-48.49 
01705-12-15-16-20:24-56 
• 02-04-11.15-32-33.35.51 
06-07.-09-10-20-21-29-39 
24-27-29-30-44:45-50-51 
PUNTO SELECT 
FOOTBALL 
PUNirO ACTION 
FOOTBALL 
Sept.30,1990 
Sept. 23, 1990 
Sept.24,1990 
MIA wins by 20+ 
BUF win by 0 - 4 
GBAY'~irfby0 -4  " . . . . .  
LAwins by 14 - 19 
• HOU wins by 9 -13 
KC wins by 20+ 
01 O4 05 07 
10 !1 14 15 
18 20-e2 23 25 
27 
vet you wear 
clean with care.. 
Only 
EDNESDAY IS 
IDIRTY SHIRT 
DAY 
Men's or Ladies' 
,dress or business 
laundered. 
cotton blend 
shirts expertly 
,i Only drive-thru In town 
,,, Best, most reliable and cleanest service 
,.. Drop off point at Thornhill •Public Market 
id?iega 8 leaner8 
6100 a.m. 1o 6:00 p.m. -- Monday to Fdd=y 
8:30 e.m. to 8:30 p.m. --- Saturday . . . .  ~ | 
Q 
. . t 
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Offering 
readings/books, tapes, crystals, 
information center and more. 
361t Cottonwood Crescent Hours: 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-7776 
NIRVANA ' 
MODERN METAPHYSICS  
"NOW OPEN" 
courses, open channel : 
Mon.-Sat.: 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Men., Wed.,.& Fri.: 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
Coming Events 
Our Coming Events column•Is • public service offered by the Ter- 
race Review. Deadline Is Friday at  5 p.m. Coming Events must be 
mailed In or dropped off at our office, 4535 Grelg Avenue, typed or in 
legible writing. 
Information concerning the Twin RWer Estates project is available 
from the Skeena Senior Citizens' Housing Society office, corner of 
Apsley Street and Lakelse Avenue, each Thursday from 2 to 4 p.m. 
Anyone Interested In becoming a •leader and teaching a self-help pro- 
gram relating to arthritis, please phone Mary at 635-2577 or Joyce at 
635-5024. 
The HandlDART Nrvlce has recently started for Terrace and district. It 
is for people who have difficulty using the regular bus system. If you 
are elderly, frail or handicapped and need transportation, dial 
635-2666 (slowly) - -  pause and repeat the number 635-2666. • 
Wednesday, OCt. 3 --  Canadian Women In Timber, Terrace branch; 
will be holding a general meeting at 8 p.m. at Northwest C0mmunity 
College. Call Diana at 638-1602 for more Information. 
Thursday, Oct. 4 - -  Terrace and District Community Services will hold 
its annual general meeting at 7:30 p.m. In the Terrace Public Dbrary 
board room. 
Saturday, Oct, 6 - -  The Thomhlll Junior Secondary Band Will be 
holding a car wash from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Petro-Canada service 
station, 4711 Lakelse Ave., Terrace. 
Saturday, Oct. 6 - -  The Terrace Women's Resource Centre will be hav- 
Ing a garage sale at 4542 Park Ave., 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Anyone wanting 
to donate items toward the sale please drop them off at the Centre 
Monday through Friday, 12 noon to 4 p.m. 
October 6 end 7 - -  The Sacred Heart Parish of the.Roman Catholic 
Church will celebrate its 75th anniversary. Invitations have been sent 
to Other parishes in B.C. hoping to attract old parishioners to return 
and celebrate the occasion. A wine and cheese social will be held at 8 
p.m. on Oct. 6; and an outdoor Mass will beheld at 1 p.m. on Oct. 7, 
followed by an afternoon tea at 3 p.m. These events are being organ- 
ized by the 75th Anniversary Committee at Sacred Heart Parish, 4830 
Straume Ave., Terrace. 
Sunday, Oct. 7 - -  The Terrace Hiking Club will hike to Insect Lookout 
at Cedarvale. Great views of the Skeena and the Seven Sisters. Meet 
at the library at 10 a.m. Vlckl leader, 635-2935. 
Tuesday, Oct. 9 - -  The Pacific Northwest Music Festival committee 
general meeting will be held at 8 p.m. at the Northwest Academy of 
Performing Arts, 306-4720 Lakelse Ave. All members are requested to 
attend and new members till be warmly welcomed. 
Tuesday, Oct. 9 r YOU are cordially Invited to attend the regular 
school board meeting of School District No. 88 (Terrace) at the school 
board office, 3211 Kennay Street, Terrace, at 7:30 p.m. 
Wednesday, Oct. 10 --  Dating violenceworkshop, "education for date 
rape prevention", from 7 to 10 p,m. at the Terrace Public Library 
(downstairs). Co-sponsored by Terrace Sexual Assault Centre and Tar. 
race Women's Centre. For further Information, call 635-4042 or 
638-0228. 
Oct. 11 and 25 - -  Skeena Health Unit, Terrace, Is making Influenza 
vaccine available to certain groups at no cost. Annual vaccination Is 
recommended for adults and children with chronic lung or heart 
diseases, or other chronic conditions such as cancer, Immune system 
disorders or diabetes. It is also recommended for persons over 65 
years of age. Vaccination in the fall may provide protection for the up- 
coming "flu" season. Please call 638-3310 for an appointment. 
Oct. 12 and 13 - -  Third annual conference of Northern B.C. Friends & 
Families of Schizophrenics at the Terrace Inn. Sponsored by the Ter- 
race support group. Topics: the value of support and taking care of 
ourselves. Invited speakers: Gerry Marshall and Sylvia Trembley from 
the B.C. branch; Lynn Turnbull, Telkwa branch. For further informa- 
tion, contact Marsha at 635-5010 or 638-3325. 
Oct. 12 to 14 - -  Trapper education course by the B.C. Trappers' 
Association in Terrace. Registration and Information from the conser- 
vation office.r, Ministry of Environment, Terrace, 638-3279. 
Monday, Oct. 15 - -  The regular meeting of the Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary will be held in the hospital board room at 8:15 p.m. All 
members are urged to attend. New members are welcomel 
Oct. 16 and 23; Nov. 15 and 22 - -  Mille Memorial Hospital Diabetic Day 
Care Clinic. All patients attend both days. Diabetic patients must have 
a doctor's referral, and then contact the dietitian at 638-4050 during 
business hours to register. 
Wednesday, Oct. 17 - -  The Order of the Royal Purple present their 
fourth annual fall fashion show at 8 p.m., Elks Hall. Fashions by the 
Terrace Co-op Family Fashions, Glass Slipper Bridal Shoppe and haw 
styles by Rhonda's Hair Designs. Tickets are available at the Terrace. 
Co-op, Glass Slipper Bddal Shoppe and Rhonda's Hair Designs. For 
more information, phone 635-3160. 
Saturday, Oct, 20 - -  Rummage sale at Knox United Church from 9 a.m. 
to 12 noon. Adults' and children's clothing, toys, books, tools and 
much, much morel Refreshments and goodies sold. Sponsored by the 
Knox Mission and Outreach Comm. Proceeds to local and outreach 
projects. 
"T L 
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City bows to pressure on pub zoning 
What some might consider to be 
efficient or expedient, others might 
see as a threat. This was the case 
Monday night when council lis- 
tened to public concerns on a 
proposal to amend the city's Con- 
tml Commercial (C1) zone descrip- 
tion to include neighbourhood pubs 
as a permitted use. Following a 
number of presentations, though, 
the gallery won. Council, with 
recorded opposition t'rom alderman 
Pet(s) of the Week this week are an unnamed but 
happy pair of three-month-old German shepherd cross 
puppies, a male and a female. Both have been 
wormed and had their first set of shots. Staff at the 
Terrace Animal Shelter, where the two are currently 
boarding, say they're well-behaved and affectionate 
dogs, They're just looking for a home. 
zt', Comi, g. . .  I 
The "Business 
Opportunities 
At Your Doorstep" 
Conference 
FOR THOSE INTERESTED IN STARTING 
OR EXPANDING A SMALL BUSINESS 
Look for your brochure in the mail. 
[)etails can be found--m your community 
NEWSPAPER Or on your local RADIO and 
CABLE stations 
OR . 
Contact the Terrace & District 
Chamber of Commerce 
to have your name placed on a 
PRIORITY REGISTRAT ION LIST 
CALL  635-2063 
Sponsored by: 
The Ministry of Regional and Economic Development 
Honourable Stanley B. Hagen, Minister 
t 
MINISTRY OF REGIONAL AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
Honorable St=n~ B, Hagen, Minister 
'CREATING A CLIMATE 
FOR GROWTH 
Dave Hull, decided the change in 
the bylaw was not a change for the 
better. 
The situation arose from a simple 
liquor licance application from a 
single business. The Bavarian Inn 
wants to give up their 250.seat 
cabaret licence and replace it with 
a 65-seat neighbourhood pub. 
There's not a lot of opposition to 
this particular proposal. Still, 
Bavarian owner Gus Gerdel has 
been going through bureaucratic 
hoops for many months and is still 
waiting for the approval of the 
Liquor Control Branch. 
A year or so ago, this might have 
been relatively simple. Then there 
was the Knigllt Street Pub affairin 
Vancouver, and in the interest of 
answering public concerns the 
government added a few twists to 
the law. Mtmicipal, councils are 
now an integral part of the licens- 
ing process and they now have the 
final word in expressing public 
desire. 
That isn't the prime reason for 
the delay in Gerdei's application, 
but did have something to do with 
Hull's opposition to throwing out a 
bylaw amendment that would 
allow the establishment of a neigh- 
bourhood pub anywhere in the C1 
zone. In effect, anywhere in down- 
town Terrace. 
Council has .long held a policy 
that it is wrong to offer "spot 
zoning". In other words, to permit 
one property owner to partake in 
an activity that his neighbours, 
living in the same city zone, are 
not. As mayor Jack Talstra 
explained Monday night, this prac- 
tice can result in a perception that 
one particular business is being 
favoured over another. 
For that reason, although council 
had already held a public meeting 
and approved i n principle Gerdei's 
application, when it came to the 
zoning pmce. ss a broad brush 
approach to the definition of C1 
zoning..was, favoured und un 
amendment tothe permitted uses 
of that zone ~received first two 
readings last month. That set the 
stage for a public hearing on the 
amendment, a public hearing that 
attracted about wo dozen residents 
opposed to the change. 
"I object to the rezoning £or this 
purpose. I do not wish to have the 
possibility of a pub next door to 
my business, or next door to my 
church, or next door to my resi- 
dence," said one. "I also suggest 
that they (council) consider any 
adverse impact that a neighbour- 
hood pub would have on those 
persons who reside in the area, 
especially children and those who 
may be ill and need a quiet area," 
said another. 
City aldermen argued the point 
and it was considered that even 
with "blanket zoning" every future 
liquor licencc, application wouid 
come before council for individual 
approval. It was also considered, 
however, that the law uses the 
word "may", not "shall"., in requir- 
ing council to hold a-public hear-. 
ing on each application; and while 
that was their, intent, it might not 
• be the view of future councils. 
Council; therefore, was swayed, by 
public concern and opted for a 
motion made by Danny Sheridan 
to rescind the bylaw, amending the 
Central" Commercial zone and 
initiate anew bylaw offering "spot 
zoning" to G erdei's property, only. 
In his opposition, Hull explained 
that he understood the public's 
concern but said he felt there was 
enough protection i  the individual 
assessment of each liquor applica- 
tion. He offered a compromise by 
suggesting that the amending 
bylaw be passed while a bylaw 
effecting only the Bavarian Inn 
was prepared. This would speed up 
the process for Gerdei, a process 
that has already proven total~ far 
too long, Others pointed out, how- 
ever, that at the most it would only 
cost Gerdei another two weeks and 
a blanket change, once passed, 
may never be rescinded. 
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Furni'ture Wareh'ous.e" 
s less... A LOT Lsss: &Mattresse for Furniture 
LOW COST WAREHOUSE OPERATION ~ DIRECT FACTORY PURCHASES 
NO COMMISSION SALES STAFF 
NO COSTLY FRILLS OR GIMMICKS ~VOLUME DEALER" LOW PROFITS 
NO MEMBERSHIP FEE TREMENDOUS SAVINGS! 
Prices as low as 1 /2  those of regular stores ,= 
r JHUGE MANUFACTURERS' DISCOUNTS 
~ LARGE SELECTION OF BRAND NAMES 
I ~  4650 Keith Avenue apE. TO THE eUeUC: : | 
Monday- Friday 10 a.m.- 9 p.m. 
Terrace Saturday 10 a.m.- 6 p.m. I ~ ~ Phone: 635-4111 Closed Sunday 
I I 
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• Your hometown locally owned 
and Operated newspaper 
Section • +,.Sports . . . .  Fea-mres 
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& Enterta inment 
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Terrace's ladles of the Royal Purple eamed the dght to keep this 
national trophy for the next year - -  it goes tO the Order of the Royal 
Purple branch in Canada that raises the most money per member for 
the Purple Cross Fund, and for 1989-90 Terrace's 39-member 
organization was the top branch in Canada. The ladies pulled in an 
average of $265.76 each through bingos, catedng and their annual 
tag day. The Purple Cross Fund provides money for medical 
expenses to help children under the age of 19 and specializes in 
helping those with headng impairments. The group's next event will 
be a fashion show at the Elks Hall Oct. 17 starting at 8 p.m. 
I I I i r  I 
Long-term shelter project next goal for Transition House 
Women need better 
options, director says 
I = 1 
Women seeking shelter from 
abusive husbands go to the Terrace 
Transition House for safety, and. 
help, often taking, their children 
with them. But the maximum 
length of stay at the Tmmition 
Homel Is 30 days. What then? 
In+addition tothe emotional and 
• .' sometimes physical wounds, to 
cope with, the practical problems 
• for women who decide to strike 
" o f f  on itheir own can be. over- 
" whelming. The 'vacancy: rote for 
rental bo.m.ing is near zero in Ter- 
race. There* is+ the matter Of earning 
a L living,• arranging , care + for 
children, ~ risk of being dis- 
" covered and harassed by an angry. 
and abmlve husband, and the 
trauma of adjmting to a failed 
relationship. 
Transition House director Leslie 
McCauley believes helter that 
goas beyond the 30-day limit 
imposed by the* 'organization's 
contract with the Ministry of 
Social Services and'Homing 
should be available to women in 
Terrace who need It. The concept 
is called sec0nd-s~ge'housl~, and 
it's the next goal for the Transition 
Home. 
McCauley sees the need for 
many women in the area to have a 
secure placeto stay for up to six 
months while they put their lives 
in order. The project would take 
the form of a lock-out apartment 
building with on-site day care and 
counselling. She thinks it would 
help eliminate the revolving-door 
syndrome in which women return 
to abusive homes simply because 
they have nowhere lse to go and 
no means of support. "It could act 
as an indw.ement for women who 
think they're stuck in abusive 
iclatlop~hips," McCauley said. ' • 
The Terrace Transition House 
provided temporary shelter for 385 
women and children from the 
beginning of April 1989 to the end 
of Maroh 1990. The occupancy 
rate averaged about 70 percent. 
Staff provided counselling to 148 
non-residents - -  women who 
called for advise and support but 
didn't check in to the house.The 
people who ,used the service come 
from every part of the social and 
economic .spectrum - -  abme and 
battering aren't associated with any 
specific background or income 
level, and the abuse is not often 
obvious to people outside the 
family. 
Women who are being abused 
seldom go around with blackened 
eyes and bruises. McCauley 
divides it into four categories: 
physical abuse (battering), emo- 
tional abuse, sexual abuse (martial 
rape is not unusual) and the de- 
struction of property. She has 
counselled women whose husbands 
have, rather than punching them, 
killed their cats, stamped on a 
favourite piece of jewelry, punched 
holes in the wall next to their 
heads.,, and the calls for help are 
trending upward this year. All 
these .actions, she says, are 
methods by which men seek to 
hold control and power. 
Men are raised this way/she 
says, with the expectation - -  the 
compulsion - -  to control relation. 
sMim and homeholde. It wasn't all 
that long ago that under English 
ponsibilities and goals. McCauley 
says there will be a stronger em- 
phasis on that aspect of their work 
as time goes on. Over the past 
year the Transition Home has 
provided a setting for Human 
Service Worker course student 
practicurm and put six people 
through a 25-hour volunteer t ain- 
ing program. They held a fund- 
raising raffle and set up an infer: 
mation display in a local shopping 
mall. On Sept. 25 a support group 
• for women in abusive relationships 
started, and will meet once a week 
for the next two and a half months 
for discussions and, it is hoped, to 
find a way out of their individual 
helh. The group is still open for 
new members, McCauley said, and 
information is available by calling 
the Tmmition House or the Sexual 
Assault Centre. 
The-organization's next fund 
raising, effort will be underway 
soon, a raffle with blankets hand. 
made by women who stayed in the 
~gramition Home as prizes. Tickets 
will.go on sale within the next few 
Common Law, the basis of o~ days. 
own legal system, women and Enlistlng support for a non-profit 
chiklrenwere regarded e~p~perty, organization that helps women in 
cult and emotionally demanding, 
and by its nature the came is low- 
profile and sometimes controver- 
sial. McCauley said an application 
for funding through the Law Foun- 
dation to attach a court worker to 
the Transition Home failed. The 
worker could have done important 
work in legal counselling, walk- 
through of court procedures, court 
accompaniment and applications 
for child custody and peace bonds. 
The second-stage housing project 
could be a while in coming. The 
Transition House has contacted 
Canada Mortgage and Homing 
about capitol funding, and a grant 
application is in the works. Me' 
Cauley believes a feasibility study 
will inevitably be required.. 
Ksan Home Society, the parent 
organization for the Transitiol~ 
Home, holds its armum~ genena, 
meeting in November. The society 
will be seeking newboml morn- 
ben, and it is currently lacldng ah 
executive director. 
McCaulcy says her long term 
goal is to establish a commelllng 
~ntre in Terrace to deal with 
, family viola .nee issues. For anyone 
who thinks, that's a goalworth 
Public ~ educatiott-  .~scmlnars, .crisis is not an+ easy task. It's ti ie~alizing for this ~mmunity, ~e 
workshops,', presentations - - are .. cause that lacks glamour compared Ksan annual general mcet!ng is tl~ 
part 'of,the. Transition House' res .  tQ ~ many others, the work is diffi, Opportunity oget started on iL' 
I * 
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Rousing first rally 
for Thornhill Pub 
It was a lot of work, but it was 
great fun, and organizers of the 
ThornhiU Pub's first annual car 
rally on Sept. 22 expect a much 
larger turnout for the next event 
than the seven teams competing 
this year. : 
The foursome o f  Cindy and 
Dave Mitzemberg, plus Wayne 
Hamilton and Trevor Neilson, 
accumulated the most points for 
first place. Larry Anderson's 
team of Jack Smaha, Diane 
Hawryluk; Louise Thome .and 
I:R u dy to 
" / 
Eleanor Tosczak won the run- word. 
nerup spot. And, to make things even 
Third •place went to the tougher, a scavenger hunt was 
Gurszki team of Paul, Bruce and included for up to a dozen items. 
Kelly, The  last leg of the three-hour 
The rally started with teams trek had them shooting a golf 
driving around Thornhill and ball on a specially built miniature 
Terrace while following an in- golf hole. 
struction sheet. Part two of the 
event had them taking photos at The picture-taking chore 
various locations, brought out special prizes for 
They also had to go to assort- the most obscene photo, shock- 
ed locations for find 'letters' ing photo and uncomfortable 
that would make up a special photo. 
Best at many things: the winning team in the multi- 
disciplined Thornhill Pub car rally held Sept. 22 was 
Cindy and Dave Mitzemberg, Wayne Hamilton and 
Trevor Nelson. The pub expects to run another rally 
next year. 
minors 
Another  Terrace Minor 
Hockey star from the early 
1980's has been shipped back to 
the minors. 
Muscular forward Rudy Poes- 
chek was farmed out with 
several others Thursday as New 
York Rangers padded their 
Binghamton squad of the 
American Hockey League. 
Poeschek spent most of last 
season with Flint Spirits of the 
International League. In 38 
games he scored eight goals, 
picked up 13 assists, and spent 
109 minutes in the penalty box. 
The Rangers called him up for 
15 games during the NHL 
season, but he failed to earn a 
point. During this stint his time 
in the  penalty box was 55 
minutes. 
The Scores Are... 
SKEENA VALLEY  JUNIOR GOLF CLUB 
CHAMPIONSHIP  - -  SEPTEMBER 22 WEEKEND 
Net 
1. Chris Holtom, 138 
2. David Erickson, 140 
3. Tyler Robinson, 141 
4. Michael Cooper, 162 
3rd Flight 
Gross 
1. Ryan Miller, 118 
2. Tyler Rosengren, 120 
3. Raegan McAllister, 131 
4. Jeff Marcean, 137 
5. Steven Brown, 167 
6. Mandy Mclnnes, 184 
Net 
1. Kara DeJong, 51 
2. Ryan Stevenson, 65 
3. Wade Stevenson, 66
4. Travis Tait, 77 
5. DannyHowenivk, 90 
6. Michelle Irvine, 132 
7. Stacey Marcean, 213 
1st Flight 
Gross 
1. Brian Cox, 189 
2. Matt Soules, 194 
3. Kevin Oates, 195 
4. Shane DeJong, 203 
5. Tyler Gibson, 208 
6. Adam Kirkwood, 232 
Net 
I. Sheldon McInnes, 143 
2. Scott Gingles, 145 
3. Brian Barwise, 154 
4. Jason Krause, 155 
5. Scott Blaines, 158 
6. Shown Buck, 185 
2rid Flight 
Gross 
I. Terry Smith, 208 
2. Mike McAIlister, 227 
3. Mark Dhami, 234 
4. Jeff Mathens, 239 
5. Kevin Andrews, 241 
NOTE: 
Correction to Terrace men's 
recreational hockey league schedule in 
the Sept. 19 Terrace Review 
All Wednesday night games start at 
10 p.m. not 7:45. 
Come over to the 
A complete personalized• Agency 
HOME 
4648 Lakelse Ave,~, Terrace i.: 
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It looks like golf but it isn't. One of the events in the 
Thornhill Pub's car rally was shooting through a 
specially designed miniature golf course. 
i j 
TERRACE 
TOURISM IS A SHARED EXPERIENCE - -  BETWEEN RESIDENTS AND 
VISITORS - AND TERRACE HAS SO MUCH TO SHARE ALL YEAR 
ROUND! WHATEVER THE SEASON AND WHATEVER THE REASON - 
VISITORS TO TERRACE ARE STRUCK BY THE SPECTACULAR 
SCENERY - VAST QUIET SPACES - AND FRIENDLY PEOPLE! DAVE 
ESTACAILLE IS A TECHNICIAN AT SKEENA BROADCASTERS. AND 
HAS LIVED IN TERRACE FOR 26 YEARS! HE LOVES TO BE ABLE TO 
GET TO GREAT OPEN SPACES IN 5 MINUTES - AND IS PROUDTO 
CALL TERRACE "HOME"• 
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sortedout at " "1' " " -  
* Skeena golf club. , 
Onthe net side, Rod Mc!nnes 
came up with a 143 to edge but 
Scott Gingles by two strokes. 
Terry Smith had a 208 for gross 
honours in the second flight. 
Chris Holtom took net with 138. 
In the extended handicap flight,: 
Ryan Miller won gross, while 
Kara DeJong. won net. 
Devan Van Hulle is the 1990 
junior club champion of the 
Skeena Valley golf club. In the 
36-hole club championship tour:. 
nament on •Sept. 22 weekend, 
Van Hulle shot 186 to beat out 
Brian Cox by three strokes. 
Matt Soules's 194 was good 
enough for third overall gross. 
Work begins on 
driving range 
The first permanent driving 
range at the Skeena Valley golf 
club should be ready to go early 
next season. 
The range area, 10caied in 
back of the first tee on ground 
recently purchased, has already 
been plowed, graded and: seed- 
ed. Club pro-manager Dan 
Rosengren estimates the range to 
be about 280 yards in length and • 
90 yards wide. 
Cost of installation should be 
about $15,000, which includes 
driving mats, balls and rental 
clubs. 
Cal teams-o.pe.n-volley. 
sea.son on the road 
Senior high school boys open- 
ed their volleyball season on 
Sept. 22 weekend at a big tour- 
nament at Prince George. Ter- 
race Caledonia placed seventh 
out of 16 teams'on a record of 
one-and-three in the round- 
robin section, then went on to 
beat Vanderhoof two games to 
one in the finals. Cal boys.went 
to UBC last week for a major 
early season tournament. At 
Prince George, Kitimat's Mount 
Elizabeth boys placed ninth. 
In senior girls' at Smithers, 
both the host club and Caledon- 
ia won all five of their round- 
robin games. Caledonia wound 
up first by beating Smithers 
14-16, 15-13, 15-3 in the last set. 
Houston, Bulkley Valley Chris- 
ddn and Hazelton also took 
part. 
Meanwhile, in junior action 
Nisga'a it was Thornhill who 
~on the bO~s' ~id~ ith:Sl~/ia 
second and Hazelton third. For 
the girls it was Skeena first, 
Thornhill second and Hazelton 
third. 
Kitimat applies for Winter Games 
Kitimat doesn't want the 
Northern B.C. Winter Games. 
However, they'd like to host the 
D93 or '94 B.C. Winter Games. 
At a Kitimat council meet.ing 
last week, they accepted• a 
recommendation from its ad, 
visory recreation commission to 
seek either B.C. Winter Games 
Ter i 'ace Rev iew - -  Wednesday, October 3, 1990 B3 
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Winter Games in the near 
future, but this idea has now 
been shelved. 
Terrace has the '91 games 
while the '92 games for North- 
ern B.C. go to Fort Nelson. It's 
likely Quesnel will get the '93 
games. 
('93 or '94). 
In endorsing the resolution, 
council pledged $40,000 in cash 
towards the games. An addi- 
tional $40,000 in goods and ser- 
vices was also pledged by the 
local fund-raising committee. 
• Kitimat had planned earlier to 
bid for another Northern B.C. 
' • EVERYONE WELCOME!  
(Age 14 years and up) 
Lucky na ih ,  r 
• , ." , 
Regular 
Games 
alace 
;hway 16 West 
~EN AT 4:30 P.M. 
SUNDAY: Terrace Athletics Association 
MOMDAY: Terrace Minor Hockey (First three Mondays of 
every month) 
Terrace Minor Baseball (Remaining Mondays of 
• every month) 
TUESDAY: Kermode Friendship Society 
WEDNESDAY: Terrace Blue Back Swim Club 
Terrace Peaks Gymnastics 
THURSDAY: Sponsoring Comm. to 747 Cadets 
Order of the Royal Purple 
EARLY FRIDAY: Canadian Paraplegic Association 
LATE FRIDAY: Nisga'a Tribal Council (Terrace Local) 
SATURDAY: Canadian Parents For French -- Morning 
Terrace Soccer Association - (Alternate) 
B.C. Paraplegic Foundation --,- Evening 
LATE NIGHT: Kinsmen Club of Terrace 
Terrace Figure Skating Club- (Alternate) 
Extra 
Games 
| Thank you/Have a Nice dayl 
i = i I 
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It was day for paulng out trophlea Sept, 22 at the Skeena 
Valley golf club with the junior championship being decided• in a 
36-hole tournament. 
i i i • 
STIHL WOOD.PIW G~W'Go KK 
EACH KITINCLUDES: • Oi;omatic Replacement Chain Loop • Combo Fuel/Bar 
Lube Container • 250 ml Engine Oil Mix • 6" Pruning Saw • Stih! Hat • "Sharp 
Advice" Filing Manual • Valuable Stihl Coupons worth $75.00 "~h ~lu~r~ puchase 
TERRACE EQUIPMENT 
SALES LTD. 
4441 Lakelse Ave., Terrace Ph'.635-6384 
~t 
'i 
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League oh am pions, 1990 ' 
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negot ia te .  ~ ' .  ' \  . \ l : . , : .  
a t t i t u d e ~ n ~ t ,  they Still I ' " 
shipped him ouL ~ [ 
Surveyors became championsof Terrace Youth Soccer's regular league for under-lO dMsion by 
finishing on top in .regular season play, 
i 
Long run,seaso-n 
beg.ins in Sm.it.he.r.s. 
The Northwest zone high 
school cross-country running 
season started up Saturday, 
Sept. 22 at Smithers, and it was 
the host competitors who wound 
up in :top places. 
For senior boys, Canadian 
juvenile champion Peter Doug- 
las had no trouble winning his 
class. He was followed across 
the line by teammates Ryan 
Kuntz and Peter Hynds. The 
best for Caledonia was David 
Shepherd in fourth place. 
It was one-two-three in junior 
boys for Smithers, with Jud 
Lutick, Graham McLean and 
Ryan Turner pickingup the 
honours: 
On the girls' side, Smithers' 
Donelle Murdoch was the win- 
ner with Megan Reid of Terrace 
runnerup. • * 
Bandetrs finished first in league standing for the under-12 dMsion in.the Terrace Youth Soccer 
• 1990 season. 
i i i  i i i • i i I 
National-class squash 
tournament in Kitimat 
Kitimat's second annual 
Aluminum City open squash 
, tournament, is coming up Oct. 
9 to 14 at Tamitik. Organized 
by the Kitimat Racquets Club, 
the six-day event will feature 10 
of the best squash players in 
Canada - -  all being nationally 
ranked. The tournament .offers 
$6,000 in cash and prizes. The 
entry deadline is thi~ week. 
Potential entrants should con- 
tact Susie Rees-Hansen at 
632-5575 or 632-2066. 
Coming events in 
.regional sports 
Kitimat's 2nd annual open 
squash tournament runs Oct. 9 
to 14. Area players must enter as 
soon as possible. Contact Susie 
Rees-Hanson at 632-5575 or 
632-2066. 
The Terrace Curling Club has 
its ladies' opening potluck din- 
ner Wednesday night at 7 
o'clock. ,Lady curlers and pro- 
spective newcomers are web 
come. 
The curling club's opening 
men's event is Thursday night 
with their pizza and games 
night. Regular league curling is 
expected to start Tuesday the 
9th. 
The Terrace Badminton Club 
season is underway at Thornhill 
high school. They play Tuesday 
and Thursday nights starting at 
8 o'clock, and Sunday nights 
starting at 7 o'clock. Newcomers 
welcome. 
~T"  the 
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George's Pub 
3086. Hwy.  16 East 
635-6375 
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It was skates, sucks, pads and all the other paraphernalia that go with preparing for the ice 
during Terrace Minor Hockey's annual equipment swap held recently. As the kids grow up the 
outgrown equipment filters down to-younger players ata price that parents can afford. 
SHOPPING .CONVENIENCE - 
WE'VE GOT 
at 4617 Greig .Ave., Terrace 
® 
CO-OP 
• Ter race  Co-op Shopping Centre's 
,new sho in hours: 
' ' r  
Mondays through Wednesdays 8 a.m..6 p.m. 
'Thursdays and Fridays 8 a.m.. 9 p.m. 
Saturdays 8 a.m.-6 p.m. 
. . . . . . . .  Don't forget to visit the Co-op Home Centre 
at 2912 Molitor St., Terrace 
. i  
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Winter 
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TRY (The Responsibility Is Yours) contributed $5,000 to the 
Terrace Northern B.C. Winter Games last week. Skeena MLA 
Dave Parker delivered the cheque to NBCWG rep Campbell 
Stewart. TRY is a provincial government program to combat 
substance abuse, and its support for the gamesrecognizes sports 
as an alternative to drug and alcohol abuse. 
by Mary Ann Burclett 
The Northern B.C. Winter Games executive would like to ex- 
: pjress thejr s.ineFre thanks,to a!l the people whose hdp and co-  
operation went • into the Telethon. The participants have been 
tremendous, the workers most willing and of course without the 
supporters it could not have happened. 
For anyone who has not as yet sent in their pledge, all monies 
will be accepted at the Winter Games Office on Keith Avenue. I f  
you have any questions or concerns, just give Marge a call at the 
office - 635-1991. While discussing funds and the telethon it 
would seem to be an appropriate time to recognize the chairman 
of the Fund Raising Committee for the Winter Games, Campbell 
Stewart, and the Chairperson of the Telethon, Gayle Appleton. 
Both these people are extremely efficient workers, well organized 
and, for these upcoming Winter Games as at all other times, very 
dedicated to the community and especially if the activities involve 
the youth of our area. Thank you to you both and all members 
of your committees for what you have already accomplished and 
what we know will be forthcoming between now and that first 
weekend in February. 
Fund raising is a most important aspect of these Games, and 
some of the many possible ways you can assist would be to 
become a "Friend of the Games", a "Sponsor" or a "Patron". 
A Patron is anyone who donates $5,000 or more towards the 
Winter Games. So far Terrace Minor Hockey and the TRY Pro- 
gram (B.C. Government) are confirmed Patrons and will be hav- 
ing their pictures in the local papers, receiving a certificate of 
thanks presented uring the games, will have a flag flown in their 
honour at the opening ceremonies, be noted on a poster at each 
game venue and have the admiration and appreciation of the peo. 
pie of this area for their generous contribution. 
A Sponsor is anyone who donates $2,000-4,999 to the Games. 
A Sponsor is looked upon as having purchased one of the events 
and will have a large banner with their name on it at the event 
site, a picture in the paper and a certificate of appreciation along 
commun ty. with the recognition and thanks of the people of the i 
Sponsors so far confirmed are All West Glass, Campbell Stewart 
Ent. (A & W), B.C. Rail, Wightman & Smith Insurance Agencies 
and Century 21, and Sight and Sound. 
Friends of the Games are also welcomed and appreciated in 
various ways for their donations of up to $2,000. Confirmed in 
this category at the time of writing are Acadia Heaung, Ventilation 
and Gas Installations Ltd., Roman Pdletier, Richards Cleaners, 
Dr. Harry Murphy, Northwest Consolidated Supply Ltd.; 
Wireways Elec. Ltd., Convoy Supply Ltd., The Fabric Boutique, 
Copperside Stores, Terrace Builders, Terrace Travel Ltd. and 
Halfyard, O'Byme and Wright, Barristers and Solicitors. 
If you would like to be a Friend, a Sponsor or a Patron a call 
to the Games Office would set the ball rolling and.your contribu- 
tion to your town and your games would be most appreciated. 
'Til next week remember - -  Terrace is Terrific and so will be 
the first weekend in February. You help and cooperation will 
make it so. : .  , , . : .  , , 
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L.eague champions 1990 
• = _ .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
' , '  ' 7 "3  
Terrace '(outh SOccer. 
by New Jersey Devils last w,~.k to. their Utica Devils farm - .. 
team •in the American Hockey League, : " - ' 
Slu~.les,.who is M.the option.yur-oglds,four-year con.tract,. 
probably won't sign a new pact until alter the re-entry draft. 
this year. It will depend on whether Jeff. is, pined 0n,Jersey's • 
protected list. If be Is not.protected and then'eho~n:hi the.. 
draft by another NHL team, he'll be in,a: better '~ i l i oa ' !o  ,' 
negotiate. 
Jeff said management gave him high marks for a good . " ' 
attitude, good training camp and bard work. But, they still 
shipped him out. 
Surveyors became champions of Terrace Youth Soccer's regular league for under-lo dMsion by 
finishing on top in .regular season p lay .  
Long run. seaso-n 
begins in Smithers 
The Northwest zone high 
school cross-country running 
season started up Saturday, 
Sept. 22 at Smithers, and it was 
the host competitors who wound 
up in top places. 
For senior boys, Canadian 
juvenile champion Peter Doug- 
las had no trouble winning his 
class. He was followed across 
the line by teammates Ryan 
Kuntz and Peter Hynds. The 
best for Caledonia was David 
Shepherd in fourth place. 
It was one-two-three in junior 
boys for Smithers, with Jud  
Lutick, Graham McLean and ,  
Ryan Turner picking up  the . 
honours, 
. • "~.~ 
On the girls' side, Smithers' 
Donelle Murdoch was the win- 
ner with Mega_n Reid of Terrace 
runnerup. ' ; 
:Bendatra finished first in league standing for the under-12 division in-the Terrace Youth Soccer 
1990 season. 
i i , i I ' ' 
National-class squash 
tournament in Kitirnat 
Kitimat's second annual 
Aluminum City open squash 
tournament is coming up Oct. 
9 to 14 at Tamitik. Organized 
by the Kitimat Racquets Club, 
the six-day event Will feature 10 
• of the best squash pla~ers in 
Canada - -  aH being nationally 
ranked. The tournament offers 
$6,000 in cash and prizes. The 
entry deadline is thi~ week. 
Potential entrants should Con- 
tact Susie Rees-Hansenat 
632-$575-or 632-2066. 
Coming events in 
regional sports 
men's event is Thursday night 
with their pizza and games 
night. Regular league curling is 
expected to start Tuesday the 
9th. 
The Terrace Badminton Club 
season is underway at Thornhill 
• high school. They play Tuesday 
• and Thursday •nights tarting at 
8 o,clock, and Sunday nights 
starting at 7 o'c!ock. Newcomers 
welcome. 
Kitimat's 2nd annual open 
squash tournament:runs Oct; 9 
to 14. Area players must enter as 
soon as possible. Contact Susie 
Rees-Hanson at 632-5575 or 
632-2066. 
The Terrace Curling Club has 
its ladies' opening potluck din- 
ner Wednesday night at 7 
o'clock..Lady curlers and pro= 
spective newcomers are web 
come. .  
The curlin~ club's, opening 
' ' '  t 
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It was skates, sticks, pads and all the other paraphernalia that go with preparing for the ice 
during Terrace Minor Hookey's annual equipment swap held recently. As the kids grow up the 
outgrown equipment filters down to younger players ata price that parents can afford. 
i i = , |  i 
SHOPPING CONVENIENCE- 
WE'VE GOT IT! 
at 4617 Greig Ave., Terrace 
® 
CO-OP 
Terrace Co.op Shopping Oentre's 
new sho in hours: 
° 
Mondays through Wednesdays 8 a.m..6 p.m. 
Thursdays and Fridays 8 a.m.- 9 p.m. 
~ Saturdays 8 a.m.. 6 p.m. 
• :Don't forget to visitthe Coop Home Centre 
at2912 ~ Molitor St., Terrace $ 
TRY (The Responsibility is Yours) contributed $5,000 to the 
Terrace Northern B.C. Winter Games last week. Skeena MLA 
Dave Parker delivered the cheque to NBCWG rep Campbell 
Stewart. TRY is a provincial govemmant program to combat 
substance abuse, and its support for the gamesrecognizes sports 
as an alternative to drug and alcohol abuse. 
i i 
by Mary Ann Burdett 
The Northern B.C. Winter Games executive would like to ex- 
.:, press the~ sincere than~Ato all the people whose help and co- 
operation went into the Telethon. The participants have been 
tremendous, the workers most willing and of course without the 
supporters it could not have happened. 
For anyone who has not as yet sent in their pledge, all monies 
will be accepted at the Winter Games Office on Keith Avenue. If 
you have any questions or concerns, just give Marge a call at the 
office - 635-1991. While discussing funds and the telethon it 
would seem to be an appropriate time to recognize the chairman 
of the Fund Raising Committee for the Winter Games, Campbell 
Stewart, and the Chairperson of the Telethon, Gayle Appleton. 
Both these people are extremely efficient workers, well organized 
and, for these upcoming Winter Games as at all other times, very 
dedicated to the community and especially if the activities involve 
the youth of our area. Thank you to you both and all members 
of your committees for what you have already accomplished and 
what we know will be forthcoming between now and that first 
weekend in February. 
Fund raising is a most important aspect of these Games, and 
some of the many possible ways you can assist would be to 
become a "Friend of the Games", a "Sponsor" or a "Patron". 
A Patron is anyone who donates $5,000 or more towards the 
Winter Games. So far Terrace Minor Hockey and the TRY Pro- 
gram (B.C. Government) are confirmed Patrons and will be hav- 
ing their pictures in the local papers, receiving a certificate of 
thanks presented uring the games, will have a flag flown in their 
honour at the opening ceremonies, be noted on a poster at each 
game venue and have the admiration and appreciation of the peo- 
ple of this area for their generous contribution. 
A Sponsor is anyone who donates $2,000-4,999 to the Games. 
A Sponsor is looked upon as having purchased one of the events 
and will have a large banner with their name on it at the event 
site, a picture in the paper and a certificate of appreciation along 
with the recognition and thanks of the people of the community. 
Sponsors so far confirmed are All West Glass, Campbell Stewart 
Ent. (A & W), B.C. Rail, Wightman & Smith Insurance Agencies 
and Century 21, and Sight and Sound. 
Friends of the Games are also welcomed and appreciated in 
various ways for their donations of up to $2,000. Confirmed in 
this category at the time of writing are Acadia Heaung, Ventilation 
and Gas Installations Ltd., Roman Pelletier, Richards Cleaners, 
Dr. Harry Murphy, Northwest Consolidated Supply Ltd., • 
Wireways Else. Ltd., Convoy Supply Ltd., The Fabric Boutique, 
Copperside Stores, Terrace Builders, Terrace Travel Ltd. and 
Halfyard, O'Byrne and Wright, Barristers and Solicitors. 
If you would like to be a Friend, a Sponsor or a Patron a cal l  
• to the Games Office would set the ball rolling and your contribu- 
tion to your town and your games would be most appreciated. 
'Til next week remember --- Terrace is Terrific and so will be 
the first weekend in February, You help and cooperation will 
make ii so. 
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UNBC boa.rd of governo.rs. ,,,to. 
meet in Terrace .next, month.,. 
.~bY"  i l l l l~ J rOr l r  , , ' ' , " ' . .' " ' . .' , 
Terracewillbe the site of the Dediluke, "'and are hoping to UNBC board chairman Murray 
November meeting of the board conclude their report by the next Sadler. "The iast instant uni- 
of governors of the University of meeting." 
Northern British Columbia. 
At its meeting in Prince 
George on Sept. 15, the board 
discussed the logistics of holding 
meetings in other centres in the 
north and decided to meet in 
Fort St. John in October and in 
Terrace on November 22. 
"It will be an opportunity for 
all the members of the board to 
become acquainted with the 
university areas to be served," 
said Margaret Dediluke, UNBC 
Board member from Terrace. 
"And an opportunity for in- 
terested people to talk to the 
Board in its early stages of plan- 
ning." 
The board also received in- 
, terim reports from the site selec- 
fiOn.~:ommittee and the president 
search committee. 
"Both these committees are at 
a very sensitive stage," said 
The selection of a President is 
enhanced by the opportunity for 
the individual to be involved in 
the early ,planning for the uni- 
versity community and for pro- 
gram development. 
Advisory committees are 
working and reporting at the 
present time in five subject 
areas: health care, education, 
aboriginal studies, resource 
management and journalism. 
The university has met with 
representatives of the three com- 
munity colleges in northern B.C. 
to define areas of responsibility 
and cooperation. Northwest 
Community College has been re- 
presented by  president Don 
Anderson, faculty member An- 
drew Klingner and board chair- 
man Hans Wagner. 
"Expectations are high," said 
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Life 
looks 
good 
It was a pivotal 
year in my life, 
1985. The best 
little newspaper in
the west began 
publication, my 
flrst-bom son 
graduated from 
high school and... 
Five years ago 
Saturday my home 
burned. 
That event now 
seems like a part of another life. Time has worked its miracle. 
Time has separated me from the trauma" and the pain. But 
once in a while I am reminded of my losses. Like when I 
discovered the cardboard box. 
Of things collected after the fire from the ash ruins, stored 
then restored later (or discarded), one box remained, tucked away 
in a dark corner of the basement, forgotten. It had been 
overlooked uring that other-life time of sifting, sorting, r~laim- 
ing, and restoring. 
versity', Simon Fraser, took 32 
months. W e have only been 
working for four months and 
are making significant pro- 
gress." 
Bricks 
sell 
well 
The Terrace Peaks Gymnastics 
Club brick sales fund-miser for 
their Thomhill gymnasium project 
has been going well, but organizers 
say there are still plenty of bricks 
left. You can purchase one of four 
values: Platinum $500, Gold $100, 
Silver $50, or Bronze $25. Follow- 
ing is a list of contributors todate: 
Platinum ~ Alcan Smelter and 
Chemicals. 
Gold - -  Canada Safeway, Vesta 
Douglas, Kalum Kabs (2), Joe and 
Eflka Neves. 
Silver - -  Chinook Sales Ltd., 
Cramptork Brown & Arndt, 
Richards Cleaners Ltd. 
Bronze u Central Rowers, 
David J. Dediluke, Keenleyside 
Imurance Services, KDM Forest 
Services Ltd., Peg-Rin Enterprises, 
Ltd., The Fabric Boutique. . .... 
At the bottom of the ash.littered box was a dulled and damag- 
ed wooden plaque which used to hang on the wall in my office, 
above my desk. 
Where a collection of inspiring little savings and favourite 
family photos used to hang - -  nothing survived; nothing remain- 
ed. Just black charcoal. But this plaque, soiled, sooty and grimy, 
must have fallen from the wall and lodged behind my desk. It 
was protected, somehow, from the flames.., to survive. After the 
fire it was thrown in this box; along with the other possibly 
salvageable treasures, and forgotten... 
Now here it is, a little rough round the edges, still smoky, per- 
manently scarred and smoke-stained. But on the plaque the 
bushy-tail~! skunk still smiles, reposing among now-yellowed 
grass and now-grey daisies. And the little bluebird-of-happiness 
still perches on the skunk's extendedpaw, smiling a birdie-smile 
back. Along the bottom of the plaque the caption still reads: 
"When you're happy, life looks good from any angle." 
A special treasure, my only remaining plaque from that other- 
life, looking a little worse for wear and displaying a few of the 
bumps and knocks of life, is hanging on a new wall in a home i 
now filled with new treasures., It's there to remind me that even 
when life is viewed from an angle buried beneath soot and ash, 
life can still look good... You are happy because you survived. 
Life does look good. 
J ' f  ~OL~ ~l"L~h to  a~t'r} °u '~ce  fo  ~ 
,he  i,,h e  'ouR b by.  teo.e:# ca, ,h, , 
avaitable in the maternity word at Mills Memorial 
Hospital We h, ill pick up.).our forms, every week. 
BARGER -- Keith and Mary-Ann are proud to announce the 
birth of their daughter Jasmine Louise on September 17, 1990 
weighing 6 lbs. 9 oz. 
MOI,DENHAUER ~ Joan and Chris are pleased to an- 
nounce the birth of their son Scan Andrew on September 19, 
1990 at 2:55 p.m. weighing 7 lbs. 13 oz. 
MORGAN -- Wallace and Marguerita re the proud parents 
of son Ryan George Mackenzie, born September 15, 1990 at 
1:56 a.m. weighing 8 lbs. 6 oz. 
PATTERSON -- Doug and Roxanne announce with joy the 
birth of their daughter Kelsey Paige on September 19, 1990 at 
8:30 p.m. weighing 6 lbs. 15 oz. "A little sister for Tara". 
PETERSEN ~ It's a GIRL!! Karen (Timmerman) and John, 
My|co and Nevin are thrilled with the arrival of 8 lb. 11 oz. 
F.RIN CHRISTINE on August 2, 1990. 
ROBINSON:--. Victor and Hilda of New Aiyansh, B.C. are 
proud to announce :the •:birth o f  their daughter Victoria 
Danielle on September 21, : 1990 at .7:!5 p.m. weighing 
9 Ibs. 6 oz. 
F gR$ 
SKEENA MALL 
"EXPECT THE EXTRAORDINARY" 
12 - 4741 LAKELSE; TERRACE 
After Store Hours 638-19541 Telex 04785549 
• ,TERRACE FLOWEF~ A LA  CARTE LTD.  
Your chance to get involved 
The Royal Purple Lodge #216, Terrace holds 
meetings the 2nd and 4th Mondays of every 
month. For Information and membership, 
please phone 635-6643 or 635-2415. 
If you have experienced the Ices of a family 
member through suicide and would like to 
meet with others who have experienced the 
same, please call 638-0942 or 635-3178 for 
more information. 
The All.Seasons Steelers ladles' soccer team 
meets every Monday and Thursday at 7 p.m. at 
Caledonia Senior Secondary School. Anyone 
Interested in Joining is more than welcome to 
attend. 
The Bsmavemant Support Group meets'every 
Wednesday at 1:15 p.m. at the Terrace Mental 
Health Centre, 202-34.12 Kalum St. Please call 
638-3325 for further information. 
The Terrace Tennis Club has club nights at the 
Kalum Street courts on Tuesdays, Thursdays 
and Sundays. For Information, call 635-2347 or 
638-1514. 
The Happy Gang Centre for Seniors offers the 
following activities: Tuesdays: 10 a.m., sewing 
end quilting; 7:30 p.m., cribbage and bridge. 
Wednesdays: 1 p.m,, carpet bowling; Fridays: 2 
p.m., bingo. First Saturday of every month: 8 
• a.m. to 11 a.m., pancake breakfast. Monday 
through Friday every week: 11:45 a.m. to I p.m., 
lunch. Second Thursday of every month: 2 
p.m., general meeting of the B.C.O.A.P.O 
Branch 73. For further Info., contact the Happy 
• Gang Centre,' 3226 Kalum St; at 635.9090. 
The Terries Single, Psrents, Association. 
welcomes all Interested to attend their.month- 
ly meetings on the second Wednesday of each 
month at 7:30 p.m. at 4542 ParkAve. Learning 
to raise the kids alone; learning to live without 
the kids In the house; widowed or dk'orced; we 
are all building new lives. Sometimes It helps 
to talk about it. Phone Dabble at 6354383 after 
4 p.m. or Rl©hsrdat 635-7762 for more Informs. 
tlon or to arrange transportation. 
HOwooYouDOIT HOTLINE -- Your Travel In. 
foeentre Counsellor Is Just a telephone call 
away. When you need some answers on plan- 
ning your holiday tdP or what to do with 
visitors, (:all the HOWDOYOUDOIT HOTLINE 
for some HOWTODOIT,HELP -- 635-2063. 
Terrace Pipes & Drums praotlsee Mondays at 
7:30 p.m. st the "Kin Hut" behind Heritage 
i i, : i i L I I I I I I , 
Park. Come join us, learn, or Just listen. For 
morn information, call Barry at 635-5905 or 
Chris at 635.2009. 
Alcohol and Drug Education Video Night at 
Mills Memorial Hospital in the Psychiatric Unit 
every Thursday at 7:30 p.m. 
Survivors of Sexual Assault Support Group. 
Open meetings (~very Thumday at 7 p.m. at the 
Sexual •Assault Centre. For more •Information 
phone 635-4042. ' : 
The Terrace Breaatfeedlng Support Group 
holds their meetings in the hospital education 
room on the first Tuesday of every month. For 
further ~informatlon, call Terry Walker at 
635-3287. 
Do you want to support your community? 
Here's your chancel Big Brothers and Big 
Sisters Affiliated Is recruiting new members. 
Regular meetings are the third Tuesday of 
every month at 4804 Olson Ave., Terrace from 7 
to 9 p.m. For morn information, phone 
638-0161. 
Anyone Interested In Joining a support group 
for step and blended families, call Lee at 
635.9O55. 
Loam, either through separation, divorce or 
death can be a time when you may need addi- 
tional support. If you wish to be in a supportive 
group, please join us the first and third 
Wednesday of each month from 1:15 to 3 p.m. 
in the conference room at the Mental Health 
Centre. Call 638.3325 for more Information. 
OMmmters Anonymous support group meets 
every Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. at the Terrace 
Women's Resource Centre, 4542 Park Ave. 
Phone 635-6510 or 638-0664 for further Informs. 
tlon. All newcomers are welcome. 
The 8beenaVs|leyMedel Train Club meets 
every Monday at 7:30 p.m. lit 5010 Aoar Ave. In 
Terrace. Large layout under construction. 
Everyone welcomel 
OSTOMY SUPPORT• GROUP for any persons 
having an oatomy or needing one in,the future. 
A chance to sham problems, Concerns, Infor. 
marion and receive support from others In the 
same situstlon. Call 635-5905 In Terrace or 
(}32-5951 In Kltlmat.. 
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to band together 
TERRACE - -  Representatives of 
the Terrace Anti-Pove~y Group 
were ~nding out leaflets in front 
of the district Ministry of Social 
Services and Housing office last 
Thursday morning, urging ministry 
clients to form a coalition to help 
change a ministry policy that they 
claim is harming single parents on 
social assistance. 
Gerry King, director of the local 
anti-Poverty group, says the minis- 
try's regulations requiring single 
parents with children over six 
months of age to seek work is 
damaging families and in some 
cases causing parents to lose cus- 
tody of their children. He wants 
single parents ~ the vast majority 
of them single mothers - -  to band 
together and lobby the ministry to 
have the regulation changed. He 
thinks a court challenge to the rule 
would be the most effective way 
of doing that, and he says anyone 
who wants to take on the ministry 
will get all the legal support 
needed fJom the Law Foundation 
of B.C 
• "The minisWregulationa state 
once a GAIN recipient's youngest 
child reaches the age of six months 
the parent is considered employ- 
able unless.the parent has a health 
problem preventing employment or 
the child is handicapped and 
requires constant parental care. 
King points out that in some cir- 
cumstances parents are forced to 
take low-wage employment, leav. 
ing them with a' net income at the 
same level as welfare but with the 
increased living expenses associ- 
ated with working. These expenses 
can include child care, or alter- 
natively leaving children with 
unqualified people for care during 
working hours. 
King contends that single parents 
should have the option of staying 
home with their young children 
. : : , , . :  :,.,:: 
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Clients, staff and visitors entering theTerrace district Ministry of Social Services and Housing office last Thursday were handed 
leaflets by members of the Terrace Anti-Poverty Group urging changes to ministry policy toward single parents with young children. 
Gerry King (left) believes parents should have the option of staying home with young children while receiving social assistance. 
z 
during that formative period in the 
children's fives. The ministry 
policy also doesn't take into con- 
sideration the number of other 
children in the family. Under these 
conditions of stress and financial 
hardship, he says, there is a risk 
that the children could be taken 
from the parent by the ministry. 
King believes that in the long run 
public money could be saved by 
allowing single parents to remain 
at home to raise their young 
children rather than sending them 
into the work force, because the 
children would be brought up review, him at the anti-poverty 
better and have fewer social prob- King is urging anyone who dis- office in Terrace. 
leas when they grow up. agrees with the policy to contact 
group 
Bill Anderson, Terrace area 
manager fgr, the Ministry,of Soci~ 
Services and Housing, said his 
staff are flexible and "look at each 
case on its individual merits". 
They are, however, compelled to 
follow the regulations and 
Anderson suggested the issue is "in 
the political arena". 
A ministry policy analyst in 
Victoria said that to his knowledge 
the policy is not currently under 
!iii;i 
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Close business and personal relationships are high- 
lighted. An interesting alliance may develop right 
in your own back yard. 
A joint venture brings success where solitary ef- 
forts couldn't quite "cut the mustard." Get the 
family involved. 
Love life should flourish as you experience fan- 
tastic mental rapport with those dear to you. 
Formulate plans for future action. 
Home and family matters are highlighted. New 
plans and activities are set to begin. Maintain an 
atmosphereofcomfort and security. 
You have a rather unique way of expressing your 
thoughts on a matter of concern to the commun- 
ity at large. 
Take full advantage of a new trend in money- 
making activities. An  influential person is right 
behind you. 
Your magnetic personality makes a profound 
impression on one who can be a big help in a 
domestic quandry. 
It's time to step back and reassess the situation. 
There are hidden factors to be brought out and 
analyzed. 
Enjoy the delights of the Fall season. The social 
contacts you make along the way are an added 
bonus. 
Career interests are emphasized. You may find 
yourself bi:tween a rock and a hard place. Tread 
cautiously. 
Dealings with lawyers, publishers, or the clergy 
bring some elusive matters out in the open and 
answers questions. 
A joint money-making venture could be very 
profitable to all parties. A co-worker contributes 
some good in-put. 
1 • II I I 
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B.C. RADON SURVEY, Phase 2 
Dr, C. van•Netten from the Department of Health Care and Epidemiology has been 
asked by the Radiation Protection Branch, to identify those areas in British Columbia 
where there is a potential radon hazard. This advertisement is a request for volunteers 
to participate in this study. 
Radon gas originates when uranium disintegrates within the earth. This radioactive 
gas percolates through the soil and can enter houses through cracks in the basements 
where, dependin'g upon the structural details of the house, it may be trapped exposing 
the occupants to unnecessary high levels of radioactivity. Because exposure to high 
levels of radon gas has been directly linked to lung cancer, it is essential to establish 
where in British Columbia radon gas is a potential problem so that .remedial action can 
be effectively implemented, 
The monitoring devices are radiation sensitive plastic discswhich will be •placed in 
the basements as wellas in the main living area and left there for a period of one year 
after which each participant will be asked to send those monitors back to the University 
of British Co!umbla at the address below . . . . . . . .  
Only 75 homes will,be tested within the city of Terrace therefore not all volunteers will 
be selected to participate. Selection of participants will be b~se~l" oh first Come, first 
served basis, as well as on the geographic representation of the house in the area of in- 
terest . . . . .  ~ .  " 
If youare Interested in having your house monitored; free Of charge,' for radon gas 
please complete and return the form below or contact the University. of BritishColumbla: 
directly at 2283036. . - 
• i . .  
I'" Radon G~'s sU;Oy'-- I : . . . . .  : 
J Name ] to :  " ' :  Send c0mpletedform 
' . d d m . . !  Dr c v°...,,.n. E ¸ i 
• , Department of Health,Care , 
]'Phone No. (home) (work) '] and Epldemiology, . "  • , ,  " U iversity of British Columbia, . . . . .  ' 
l'H°me Owner (yes) (no) l! Mather Building, 5804 Falrvlew Avenue, 
VANCOUVER, B.C. V6T lW5 . " 
I 
!Tenant Occupant (yes) ~ (no) j 
m 
- . .  ; - -  ,, . . . . .  , , i  i - -  11 . . . . . . .  i - i~  , . . . . . .  ' , , ' . . . .  ' -  ' " ;  
ARIES 
Mar, 21-Apr. 19 
TAURUS 
Apr. 20-May 20 
GEMINI 
May 21.4une 20 
CANCER 
June 21-July 22 
LEO 
July 23-Aug. 22 
VIRGO 
Aug. 23-Sept. 22 
LIBRA 
Sept. 23-Oct. 22 
SCORPIO 
Oct. 23-Nov, 21 
SAGITrARIUS 
No¼.22-1ke. 21 
CAPRICORN 
Dec, 22-Jan, 19 
AQUARIUS 
Jan. 20-Feb. 18 
PISCES 
Feb, 19-Mar, 20 
i i i  i !  i i  . : ii iii ,. 
• BERT 'S  DEL ICATESSEN 
~ WE HAVE.. . . . . . .  
,..a larga variety of , . ,  
meats, cheeses, European " 
oo . , , .  
sandwiches, fresh saladsl 
We cater for large and 
small parties and picnics• 
e,%-IN40 
4603 Park Ave. Terrace (across from the library) • ; -  b 
. . . .  I I I I I I I i i  i i i  I I  I 
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., .COOSEMANS PIANOS 
IMPORTS - SALES 
PIANO TUNING, . 
EGULATION & REBUILDING 
Jos~ Coosemans 
4703 Straume Ave. 
Terrace, B.C, 
CANADA V8G 2C4 
-,,ere ,u r,,-,u,[ Guide (604) 635"927S 
2803 Kenney Street I~ Tree  Tr imming  II r ~  Terrclce, B 
Will cut down any tree! I~  ,,s, mv., aJlJ~lk I I CHANGES ~wo,,.,...,.o,,,.,.., ~-,,;"~]~.\. GROCERY 
. ~ ¢ LANZA products I ++oooo+ , , .n , ro . , , , c , . . , ,  
I '~+ °++ for YOUR prolecflorl r I I ~- - -  635-9+66 ~* 1'" ~+ +1 ..... Open 8".30- 10:30 daily 
[. 635-7400 I L TOTAL HAIR _ _  ~ ~  i_\ ~ " : ~ , . - ~  ""-- T'" ('~z: 27015. Kalum 635-6180 
ICBC claims handled promptly 
s38-l.l:ss 
HI-QUALITY BELTING & 
CONTRACTING SERVICES 
Inflatable Boat Repairs 
Durable- High Quality 
Vulcanizing Repairs 
We speciolize in conveyor belt 
instollotions, splicing, end repoirs 
vulconizing end pulley logging 
638-8530 24 HOUR SERVICE 638-0663 
CARLINE MUFFLER 
~ Swifty Carline Muffler Centre 
SHIMOAIWA CHAIN •SAWS 
II 
1B.3238 Kalum St., 
Terrace, B.C. 638-0241 
SIMONS CONSTRUCTION 
Carpentry- Renovations 
"'No Job too Small'" 
Seniors Rates 
3514 King Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. Malcolm Simons 
VSG 4Z3 Ph .  635-7724 
• = k 
DL No, 7550 & POWER PRODUCTS 11635.290914946 Greig Ave., Terrace. 
(604) 635-2881 
TWIN RIVER ELECTRIC 
& HEATING LTD. 
3992 C OLD LAKELSE LAKE RD.. 
TERRACE. B.C. V8G 3V1 
(604) 665.5054 
Fax (604) 635-3279 
• 24Hour Alarm Monitoring 
• Bonded Fully Llcenced & Uniformed Secudty Personnel 
• Department Stere Surveillance 
. • Burglar & Rre Alarm Systems 
• Closed Circuit T.V. Systems, Residential Intercoms 
COLLIS ION REPAIR West Coast 
AND PA INTCENTER . Landscaping 
NATIONALLY GUARANTEED ~ 1  DESIGN --  INSTALLATION 
" I f  you ' re  sat is f ied ,  te l l  o thers  ~ i  MAINTENANCE Jon Blake 
, . .  i f  not  . . . tel l  u+%" COMMERCIAL-- RESIDENTIAL 635-2572 
RON or AL 4918 Greig Ave. = LAWN REJUVENATION 3923 , s~ Cres 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1N4 L~~ 635-3929 4630 KEITH, TERRACE 1 * PRUNING • SPRING CLEAN UP Terrace. B.C." 
Phone 638-1991 * IRRIGATION SYSTEMS 
• SATELL ITE  TV !CURITY 
Cancom/Valuevision authorized dealer 
PRO-TECH ~ ovida Security ~mzm¢ 
ELECTRONIC j ~ ~  Se.w.ices . * Hemlock &.Cedar Fenctng * 
ENGINEERING ~ nmercial & Industnal BUY DIRECT FROM MILL 
, (A OIVlStON 0F U¢It0,, INDUSTRIES LTD.) Security Patrol Experts 
Residential, Commercial and industrial 
Electronic Equipment 
635-5134 ,~+0 Lakelse, Terrace 
Your complete 
source for at/ i r JL~t: l~l 
your heating 
needs. I " - - - -~~ 
Northwest Consofldated 
Suppy Ltd, 
5239 Keith Ave., Terrace 635-1158 
& ~renmt=ium ~t~. 
4626 Davis Avenue 
Terrace, B:C. V8G 1X7 
Phone: 604-635.2444 
Serving Northwestern B.C. 
Todd Davidson 
OwnerOp.=or 24,our+ 635"6333 
i 
• , ,ma,  l , , *  . - - - - .  
+¢$.;i ~'~+. .,,'..~-~ o,,,,,,,,t,,,~ 
. . . . .  . ,:~ .~. "~%~,~ " ' _  • , : • . 
=++ 
V,~P"  , ,~  V • ,8 '  . - L  A~'  
• Novelty Balloon O Grams 
" Birthday Clown Fun Pack  . . . . . . . . .  
', - .  . m] ~lr~u r Kalum AVenlNI Promotional Window DiSplays Terrace, B C, VSG 2N3 
PARTY COSTUME RENTAL8. BOOK HOWl BEAT ;HE RUBH! 
SKIDOO 
i 
2903 Braun Street, 635-5981 
Terrace, B.C. 
= u i i 
Jon's Photo Graphics 
Weddings John Roders Custom Framing 
Portraits. ..(-,~. " 
Family+Sittings ~ :,~ :... Mat Cuttingl 
Posters: 
5 Minu!e Passposts ,,rJ .. Limited Editions 
Dry Mounting 
4609 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G IP9 
,q 
i i , 
Sales and Service for 
Motorcycles, Chslnesws 
8nowmoMlee, Medne Supplies 
TERRACE A EQUIPMENT 
SALES JP-- LTD. 
4441 Lakelse Ave., Terrace Ph. 635-6384 
Laminating 
Bus. 635-5288 
Res. 635-5544 
! 
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Indian , .  
bands 
launch 
social 
The Shady Ladles from Wrangell, Alaska, seemed to fit right into the decor at Heritage Park during their 
recent visit to Terrace. The two gold rush gals in full Klondike regalia were taken on a tour by park director 
Val Erho while accompaning a delegation of Wrangell officials and business people on a trade mission to 
Terrace Sept. 24 and 25. 
I I II I 
housing 
projects 
Four Indian Bands in the North- 
west will spend over $4 million on 
social housing projects in-the 
coming year. The projects, one of 
which will be built at Kitsumkalum 
west of Terrace, were armounced 
last week by the Canada Mortgage 
and Housing Corporation, the 
federal agency that will provide 
most of the funding through loans. 
The Kitsumkalum development is 
three units at a total cost of 
$305,000. CMHC is insuring a 
$235,000 loan from a private 
lender, the Department of Indian 
and Northern Affairs is contribut- 
ing $28,000 and the rest of the 
capital will come from the Kitsum- 
kalum Band's equity in the land. 
An eight-unit project is being 
built by the Iskut Band near 
C pet y = om ition, dr weather slow $891,000, and in Grccnville the Lakalzap Band is spending 
market for pine mushrooms 
by Harrier Fja~esund area; 2) Korea has had a good Because theseasonstarted late end up with a big season," he 
(the first mushrooms tarted 
trickling in during the second 
and third weeks of August), it's 
hoped that with a little bit of  
luck it will last until about the 
Ist week in November. "It's too 
early to tell, but we could still 
said. 
In spite of the setbacks, Lim 
said lots of goo d quality mush- 
rooms are coming in, especially 
from the New Aiyansh and Kit- 
wancool areas. There also seem 
to be more depots this year. 
harvest his year; 3) the recent 
hurricane in Japan slowed the 
market further. 
But lack of moisture would 
appear to be the major problem. 
Lira explained that the recent 
rains and heavy dew at night 
have helped, but that we need 
about three inches of rain over 
the next few weeks. 
When asked how the fall pine 
mushroom season is doing so 
far, Jit Lira at the New Cen- 
turion Gitlakdamix Council 
depot in Terrace said it was 
about as well as can be expected. 
He added that three factors have 
slowed the market somewhat: 1) 
the dry weather in the Terrace 
i 
"OKTOBERFEST" is Wunderbari 
OCTOBER 1 -OCTOBER 31 
SPECIALS 
"BAVARIAN BAUERN 
SCHMAUS" 
Grilled sausages, smoked 
pork loin, Bavarian meatloaf, 
sauerkraut and dumpling. 
$14.95 
MUENCHENER 
SCHWEINSHAX'N 
Pork Hocks with 
filed potatoes and warm 
cabbage salad 
$12.95 
POTPOURRI OF SAUSAGES SCHWEINE BRATEN 
Veal bratwurst, pork bratwurst, Porkroast with sauerkraut 
Bavarian emokle, red cabbage, and dumpling 
sauerkraut and home $13.95 
fried potatoes 
$12.95 ,--,__" ~ I 
I 
: " : ,  ' . :  i ,  l 
• • also Availeblel ~ ~ .._f 
Saturday, October 27 t~ ~ /t" ,~ '~~~ 
Reserve Now, ~ ~  
$1,125,000 to build nine units. At 
Telegraph Creek the Tahitan Band 
is building an 18-unit development 
at a cost of $1,964,540. 
Most of the capital cost of all the 
projects will be met through pri- 
vate loans guaranteed by CMI-IC. 
All loan repayments will have an 
interest subsidy from CMHC 
attached in order to lower pay- 
ments and allow the homing to 
remain affordable for the residents. 
400-  4741 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VSG IR5-  Phone 635-2546 
All Skeena Mall 
.... stores will be open 
• Sundays from 12 
noon to 5 p.m. 
October 7th until 
:~ ,~:, December 31st. The 
, " merchants of the 
- Skeena Mall hope  
that these extra 
shopping hours will 
be .a benefit to all 
thew customers In 
" the Northwest. 
/ 
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Pumpkin, and proud of it 
Bits 'n 'Pieces 
People and everyday 
events in the Northwest 
by Alie Tooe 
It is October, and that means pumpkin time. Pumpkins are 
counted on to produce the Thanksgiving pie and the traditional 
jack-'o-lanterns for Halloween. It is only two weeks ago that i for 
the first time in my life saw a real pumpkin patch. These were com- 
merciaUy grown pumpkins, at least I presume they were, as there 
were what looked like thousands of big orange balls sitting on the 
black dirt and only Charlie Brown was missing. Whether you grow 
your own pumpkin or buy it fresh or canned, here are some recipes you 
might want to try. 
Grated pumpkin bread 
3 
1½ cup 
1 cup 
2 tsp. 
2 cups 
3 cups 
1 tsp. 
1 tsp. 
1 tsp. 
1 ½ tsp. 
½ tsp. 
½ tsp. 
1 cup 
eggs 
brown sugar, firmly packed 
vegetable oil 
vanilla 
findy shredded raw pumpkin 
all purpose flour 
baking powder 
baking soda 
salt 
cinnamon 
nutmeg 
allspice 
nuts or raisins (optional) 
In large bowl, beat eggs. Gradually beat in sugar, oil and vanilla. 
Stir in grated pumpkin. In seperate bowl, combine flour, baking 
powder, soda, salt, and spices. Stir into pumpkin mixture. Stir in 
nuts Or raisins. Pour into 2 greased 8x4 loaf pans. Bake at 350 F. for 
50-55 minutes. 
Pickled pumpkin preserves 
4 lbs. pumpkin 
1 ½ cups. cider vinegar *"~"~ ' 
1½-cups. water ' :; il. i~::." ,,, ~ i~ :! 
4 cups sugar . '~ ~: .. 
½ lemon, thinly sliced ..:,: ~ ~.  • .... 
2 cinnamon sticks : *: 
1 tsp. whole cloves - , r ; 
1 tbsp. diced candied ginger '.- 
Peel pumpkin and cut into 1 inch cubes, about 6 cups. In large sauce 
pan combine vinegar, water, sugar, lemon and spices. (If desired, •
tie lemon and spices in cheescloth bag). Bring to boil and continue 
boiling uncovered for 5 minutes. Add: pumpkin and •boil gently for 
20minutes or until pumpkin is tender. Pack into hot sterilized jars, 
being •sure hotliquid covers pumpkin completely. •Makes about 6 
jars. This old fashioned sweet pickle is very good with poultry. 
Pumpkin applesauce tea bread 
2 cups sugar 
cup molasses 
1 cup cooked pumpkin, mashed 
I cup applesauce 
cup oil 
3 eggs 
cup milk • = ~.~..~.: ~.~.~,~.~. : .~ 
3~6 cup flour 
1 ½ tsp. baking powder ,: :, : ,  : 
2 tsp. baking soda 
2 tsp. cinnamon 
1 tsp. nutmeg 
1 tsp. vanilla 
1 cup nuts 
1 cup raisins or dates 
At medium speed beat together first 7 ingredients. Sift in dry ingre- 
dients, then add remaining ingredients and mix well. Pour into 2 
greased 9x5 loaf pans. Bake at 350 F. for I hour. Cool 10 minutes in 
pans. Wrap in foil and store overnight. 
Perfect pumpkin pie 
pastry for 9 inch single crust pie shell 
2 eggs .. 
1 ½ cups ' cooked pumpkin 
1 ¼ cups light cream 
1 cup packedbrown sugar 
- -  Continued on page Bl l  
,d' 
• Tended lake  
Ttmu CARSOn'S # .~. , Beat all filling ingredients. Pour nta r 
PRaLm't PU~KIn  I~  • " ~"LL -Z - "~ i P 
, pie shell. Bake on lower oven rack in a pre- . 
ht  unusual, yes, but the crunchy 
A [ " ' " heated 450° F (230° C) orx'n for lS minutes, 
~.  .~lk prahne that tops thzs lrad~tional ToeemG b 
. then reduce heat o 350°F (180°0 for 25- ;,. 
pumpkin pie has made this dessert an all 113 cup granulaled sugar 75 mL . ^ . . , .., , ,, , , ,  r 
~ :Jr minutes or unto set. Imserr Knife in P 
time favourite with Terri and her ~ ~ 113 cup lightly-padzd brown sugar 75 mt _ . . - ~IP 
| ~|l[~liOl~i | centre; if it comes out clean, the pie is done.) Ib 
¢a,,;h, 1 iJlilma 3 tbsp evaporated milk or light cream 45 mL - . . g 
J~""'~ "J~'" 1 L ~ Mix  together topping ingredients. 
I 'ASTRY ' ~ ! II2 cup pecan halves I25 mL i . ib 
r ~ Sprinkle venly over pie. Cover pastry edge 
I r.r~t~r.r,~Ltth~ rerlm rasmj aou~ 1or aou~.crust NUI KIWI-~, whipped (optionaO i 
9" (23 cm) ~ie (~ ~NDEe, n.AKE tara ~ac~g). ~ • I with foil. Broil 5" (12 an) from heat until 
II, 
Fa.rmc " . " Roll out half of dough and fit ~ ~-"~ppmg's bubbly . . . .  and browned. Save warm 
,, or cooled wtth Nutriwhtp topping 2 ee, ss . Z into9 .(23 ~)  pie plate. Trim edge ~ r . . . .  " ib- 
I cup tightb-packedbnnonsugar ZSOmL evenwithpiep!ate, Rolloutremaining ¢ddr  '_ ~ ~  ~ 
I/z ~p satt . . . .  z mL .as~, Cut out small leaf., hea# or circle ~ " ~ " ~ ~ : ~  ~' ..... " . . . . . . .  ' ~ . - " -  , "" ~' , j..,:. ~t#.."...~ - ; _ , s ,~m~'~t~m~nn ~ ;:~: 
,~p cinnamon 5 mL shapes of doughusing small culler or ~ , ¢ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  I [ '  p 
~#:tl4 rspls nubme . ~:1 mL "~"  nu~eg sharp knife. Place.shapes around / ' : ' .~  ", ,'~ _ _ IP 
1 cup evaporated milker light cream 2.50 mL , "2t.es s lizhllu to secure. ( ".2:,~,.7 " ' . | 
' . . . .  " : . . . .  . , J ~  .. lr, l T lY~.~l l t l~  " '~ ~. .~  i 
mTenderflake; . . . "  .... 
Noth ing  Makes  I t  F lakier .  : ' ~ I f : ' - .~  , ,~ .~,~~~~i i J  i! 
Every  T ime.  ' • " ~ ~  h]p  
~, A ~,~ A A ~, ~ A • A I i '~  A '~ ~ A"~ ~ ~,  AA AA A AA A A A A AAAA~A d," 
• • ~i •:::::••:I  ¸ : ' v :~i" 
..~ ~:~ =:,. . . .  • . 
I • . : : . .  . 
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Teachers, 
board 
divide 
%:: :  ~ . ; 
'~  " ,([ .:: "~ 
' ~ ~ i ~ml l lml l l~  
..... ~ : .~  
~ ;  ::... ~: ........ , .~  ................. 
contract 
items 
TERRACE--- The first round of 
talks after the summer break 
between Ten'ace District Teachers' 
Association representatives and the 
bargaining team from School 
District 88 made some progress. 
Both sides have agreed on which 
items are monetary and non-None- 
tary. 
TDTA spokesperson Sandra 
Audet said Sept. 25 that the overa l l  
proposals from both the teachers : 
and the board have now been 
divided into two packages, with 
negotiations on non-monetary 
items cheduled for first considem. 
lion. A~let said those items 
: ~ ; ~ : ~  ,~ ,~r~. , : , .  : ................................. ~ . ~ ~ i  . . . . . . . .  : ' include part-time staff, personnel 
Getting cold and wet for a good cause, Caledonia Senior Secondary Students staged a car wash downtown rues and technical c ..l~n. ge - -  in 
last Saturday in the first wave of fall weather to raise mopey for the Terrace 1991 Northern B.C. Winter ge.~s.bjects ~twlll ..o. taff~ 
Games. The. proceeds were added to over $16,000 raised ~n a telethon the following day. , salaries,the bargainingbenefitsPhaSesand costs. eadmg with 
Pumpkin - -  Continued from page BIO 
1 tsp. cinnamon 
½ tsp. ground ginger 
½ tsp. salt 
In large bowl beat eggs lightly, blend in pumpkin, cream, sugar, cin- 
namon, ginger and salt. Pour into pieshell. Bake at 425 F. over for 
15 minutes, reduce heat to 350 F. and bake for 35 minutes longer. 
Cool on rack. 
Pumpk in  date  muf f ins  
These muffins are so delicious, you'll want to add the recipe to your 
file. Freeze the remainder of the can of pumpkin in ~ cup portions 
to have on hand when you want to bake another batch. 
1 ½ cups hot milk 
1 cup quick cooking rolled oats 
1 cup chopped ates 
1 cup raisins 
2 eggs 
½ cup canned pumpkin 
1 tsp. vanilla 
1 cup whole wheat flour 
1 cup all purpose flour 
r 
~A cup. packed brown sugar 
1 tsp. salt 
1 tsp.' cinnamon 
¼ tsp. nutmeg 
1 cup chopped pecans or walnuts 
In bowl, combine milk, oats, dates and raisins, set aside. Beat 
together eggs, pumpkin and vanilla, set aside. In large bowl com- 
bine flours, sugar, bakingpowder, salt, cinnamon and nutmeg. 
Add oat mixture and pumpkin mixture, stiring with fork until com- 
pletdy moistened. Stir in nuts. Spoon batter in 12 large muffin tins, 
filling until almost level with tops. Bake at 375 F. for 20-25 minutes 
and enjoy. 
: , Pumpkin ice cream 
½ cup cooked pureed pumpkin 
¼ cup brown sugar 
¼ cup milk . . 
½ tsp. vanilla ..: .. , ~ ,' 
½ tsp. cinnamon . ' .  : -  • 
¼ tsp. ginger ". ' , ' , .  
pinch salt " " 
1 cup whipping cream, whipped , 
Combine all ingredients, except whipped cream. Stir until sugar is 
dissolved. Fold in whipped cream. Freeze in freezer tray until firm. 
• About 4 servings, 
Pumpkin marble cheesecake 
1 ~A cups ., gingersnap crumbs 
~A cup finely chopped pecans 
~Acup margarine, melted 
2-8 oz, pkgs. cream cheese softened 
¾ cup sugar 
1 tsp. vanilla . .  
• 3 eggs 
- 1 cup , canned pumpkin 
tsp. cinnamon 
¼tsp: ': "~ ground nutmeg ' . . . . . . . . . . .  ~:~ . . . . . . .  
Combine crumbs, pecans and margarine. Press into bottom of 1 
inches up sides of a 9-inch spring form pan. Bake at 350 F. for 10 
minutes. 
Combine cream chesse, ~ cup sugar and vanilla, mixing at medium 
speed until well blended. Add eggs, one at a time, mixing well after 
each addition. Reserve 1 cup of batter. Add remaining sugar, 
pumpkin and spices to remaining batter, mix well. Alternately layer 
pumpkin and cream cheese batter over crust. Cut through batters 
with knife, several times for marble effect. Bake at 350 F. 55 
minutes. Loosen cake from rim of pan. Cool before removing. 
Chill. 
Pumpk in  cheese  bread  
2~ cups sugar 
1-8 oz. pkg. cream cheese, softened 
cup margarine 
4 eggs 
1-16 oz. can pumpkin 
3½ cups flour 
2 tsp. baking soda , 
1 tsp. salt 
1 tsp. cinnamon 
tsp. baking powder 
¼ tsp. ground cloves 
1 cup chopped nuts 
Combine first 3 ingredients, mixing at medium speed until well 
blended. Add eggs,. 1 at a time, mixing well after each addition. 
Blend in pumpkin. Add combined ry ingredients, mixing just until 
moistened. Fold in nuts. Pour into 2 greased and floured 9x5 inch 
loaf pans. Bake at 350 F. I hour, cool 5 minutes, remove from pans. 
Last but not least you can start Thanksgiving day with 
2 cups 
2 tsp. 
¼ tsp. 
¼ tsp. 
' ¼ tsp. 
~A tsp. 
1 ~A cups 
~A cup 
Pumpkin waffles 
flour 
baking powder 
cinnamon 
ginger 
nutmeg 
sa l t .  
eggs, beaten 
milk 
pumpkin pulp, mashed • 
cup oil 
~A cup nuts, chopped 
Sift dry ingredients together. Mix well with eggs, milk, oil and 
pumpkin. Stir in nuts. Bake in hot waffle iron. Whole wheat flour 
may be substituted. 
Have a happy Thanksgiving everybody and thanks for the 
recipes, 
The next mtmd of talks is sche- 
duled to take place Oct. 12-14, 
with further meetings set for Oct~ 
19-20 and Nov. 2-4. 
Audet remarked that in speaking 
to TDTA ex-president Craig Houl- 
den, she was told that the current 
bargaining is going at about the 
same pace as the talks that resulted 
in the previous contract. Those 
talks ended in strike during 
January 1989. The contract negoti- 
ated afterward expired in June 
1990, but a bridging provision 
continues the terms of the expired 
contract until a new one is signed. 
Blue Ridge 
going 
wholesale 
Blue Ridge Graphics, the shop on 
Kalum St. •well known for graphic 
work. and custom silk screened T- 
shirts and other items of clothing, 
is moving. 
They're setting up at 5031 Keith 
Avenue, where they will have a 
bigger and better graphics and silk 
screening shop. They are closing 
their retail outlet, for the time 
being, Says owner Oord Shaben, in 
order to expand their manof~ur- 
ing and marketing exam and pro- 
vide a more comprehensive service 
to current and future customers. 
Effective Oct. 15, Blue Ridge 
will again be open for business at 
their new location. They will have 
a show room of products available 
to their wholesale customers and 
local retail outlets. Even before 
they open their doom, Blue Ridge 
Graphics has a new fax line 635. 
9200 and their old phone number 
635.7731. 
Shaben thanks all their retail 
customers for their business and 
adds, "Don't worryl We're not 
leaving town. Watch for out Iradi. 
tional Blue Ridge products and 
many new lines being available at 
retail outlets around Terraos. '|
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CHURCH DIRECTORY 
I u shalt  not  bear false I 
I witness against thy neighbor. I 
I Exodus20:16 
Sacred Heart Catholic Church 
Mass Times: Pastor: 
Saturday: 7:30 p.m, Fr. Allan F. Noonan 
Sundays: 9:00 a.m. O,Nt.I, 
11:30 a.m. 
'4830 Straume Avenue .. 635-2313 
St. Matthew's Anglican Church 
Holy Eucharist: 10 a.m. ' Priest in Charge: 
Sunday School: 10 a.m. Rev. Eugene Miller 
4506 Lakelse Avenue 635-9019 
Christ Lutheran Church 
Morning Worship - -  9:00 a.m. 
Sunday School - -  10:15 a.m. 
Pastor: Donald P. Bolstad 
3229 Sparks S~reet 635-5520 
Terrace Seventh-Day Adventist Church 
Sabbath School: Pastor: 
Saturday 9:30 a.m. ale Unruh ~ 6,15-7,113 
Divine Service: Prayer Meeting: 
Saturday 11:00 a.m. Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
3306 Griff iths 635-3232 
Evangelical Free Church 
Sunday School: Pastor : 
{for a l l  ages) 
9:45 o.rn. 
Sunday Services: 
11:00 a.m. 6:30 p.m. 
3302 Sparks Street 
W.E. Glasspell 
Prayer Meeting: 
Wed, 7:00 p.m. 
635.$115 
Terrace Full Gospel Christian Fellowship 
NEW LOCATION: 3222 Munroe Street 
Sunday Service: 10 a.m. & 6:30 p.m. 
Wednesdays: Mid-Week Service Pastor: Slade Compton 
and Bible Study: 7:30 p.m. 
Church: 638-8384 Res.: 638-0829 
Knox United Church 
Sunday Worship: Evening Worship: Minister: 
10:30 a.m. Every 2nd Sunday: Stan Bailey 
Sunday School: hymns only Youth Group: 
10:30 a.m. 7:00 p.m. 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 635-6014 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m. 
Momlng Service: 10:30 a.m. 
Evening Servlce: 6:30 p.m. 
Pastor:. John Caplin 
Associate Pastor: Cliff Siebert 
3511 Eby Street 635-2434 
The Alliance Church 
• Family Bible Hour: 9:45 a.m. 
Morning Service: 11:00 a.m. Pastor: Rick Wiebe 
Evening Fellowship: 6:30 p.m. Ass't Pastor: Douglas Glnn 
• All are cordially Invited 
Youth Ministries , Home Bible Studies , Visitation 
j: 4923 Agar Avenue 635-7727 
• Christian Reformed Church 
Sunday.Servlces: Paston 
10:30 a.m. & 6:30. p,m. Peter Sluys -- 8352621 
i " . Coffee Break, LaWn Bible Study 
. . . . . .  Sis, p/era.bar-May.g:30 a.m. & 11:00 a.m, 
. 3602 Sparks 635.7207 
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KNOX UNITED CHURCH, 1950. 
Knox United Church looks 
back over 77 years in Terrace 
Contributed 
This year Knox United 
Church celebrates 77 years of 
continuous ministry in the com- 
munity Of Terrace. Beginning as 
a congregation f the Presbyteri- 
an Church, the first sanctuary 
was completed and dedicated to 
God and ministry in Terrace on 
Oct. 13, 1913. 
In 1925 the membes of Knox 
Presbyterian Church voted to 
join in the union of Methodists, 
Congregationalists and other 
Presbyterians to form the 
United Church of Canada. The 
name of Knox Presbyterian 
Church changed to Knox United 
Church on June 10, !925, 
The churches of the United 
Church of Canada occupy a uni- 
que position in the Canadian 
communities of which they are a 
part. The liberal theological 
stance of the church imposes few 
restrictions on people when they 
need or want the church. We 
have high hopes that relation- 
ships established at special times 
will remain strong at  ordinary 
times but impose no formal 
obligations. We simply offer our 
ministry in God's name and pray 
that it will be accepted and sup- 
ported. 
The often unstated feeling 
that the United Church is the 
community's church is much in 
evidence. Since the arrival of the 
present order of ministry per- 
son, the Ray. Start Bailey, in 
Sept. 1985, ministry staff, in- 
cluding lay minister Shirlee 
Lindsay and summer interns 
Kevin Derry from Ontario, 
Stephen Berube from New 
Brunswick and Gloria Christian 
from Ontario, have officiated at 
108 funerals and 100 weddings. 
Being available to the communi- 
ty of Terrace in times of celebra- 
tion and sorrow, as you can see 
from the figures, has in the past 
and will continue to be in the 
future a high priority in the 
ministry of Knox United 
Church, 
It seems appropiate on the oc- 
casion of Knox reaching the ripe 
'old age of 77 that we extend a 
special invitation to those with 
whom or whom we have minis- 
tered, to worship with• us in this 
anniversary month of October.. 
:Beginning with the Sunday of 
Thanksgiving Oct. 7 we will 
celebrate with other Christians 
around the world as we share in 
the Lord's Supper following the 
Liturgy. This will be followed by 
a special Thanksgiving social 
time which, •once experienced, 
you won't want to miss. 
The United Nations World ' 
Food Day established as a 
special day in 1980 and observed 
on October 16, will be the focus 
as the Mission and Outreach 
Committee l ad worship on Oc- 
tober 14. Ray. Start Bailey will 
along with regular worship plan- 
ners prepare an order of worship 
for Peace Sabbath on October 
21. On the final Sunday, ••Oc- 
tober 28th, the U.C.W. (United 
Church Women) who have been 
stalwart in their support of Knox 
in good times and in bad times 
will be offering their leadership. 
During this ecumenical Decade 
of Churches in Solidarity with 
Women we want to celebrate the 
faithful ministry of women here 
at Knox. This is an invitation to 
the whole community of Terrace 
to join us for any or all Sundays 
and stay for refreshments 
followin~ the worship times, 
which each Sunday begin at 
10:30 a.m. 
Pra/se Hewn Sanctuary... 
r - .  .Come Joln us as we ~:~r . ,  . , .,new,.building, , , ,- , . ,,. 
I 
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S acred -- H ea ! c el ebrates 75th: year  .- 
Part 
m 
ContribUted by:sacral' Hesrt . . . .  
Parish 
On October 6th and 7th, 
Termce's Sacred H~art Parish will 
Celebrate its 75th anniversary. 
Church records and responses to 
inserts in B.C. Catholic. parish 
bulletins inviting ex-parishioners 
and clergy to Join in the 
celebration reflect on the growth of 
the parish from 1915 to the 
• present. 
The earliest known church 
building was erected on Lakelse 
Avenue, on land donated in 1916 
• by a Mr. Besner, in a location ow 
• known as the west end of the 
Skeena Mall parking lot. In 1930, 
Mr. Besner donated five more 
acres of land, and in 1936 a small 
school was built next to the 
church. In the next few years, the 
padsh quickly expanded. 
An ex-parisbioner, Jack" of  
Chemainus, was stationed here 
during World War II, and 
reminisced in a letter: I was not a 
Catholic and not at all religious, 
and I iesen:ed being marched of f  
every Sunday to the Drill Hall 
Among us, there was a group of 
Catholics, mostly French. 
. . . . . . . . . . .  . "  ,' . . . . . . .  ' ................................ ~ - -  . . .  
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Canadians. Every Sunday, die ., 
Sergeant-Major would use some was broken:" The new church was 
"not aice remark" and fall them dedicated on December 15, 1974 
out and march the rest,of us off to by Bishop Fergus O'Grsdy. 
the:. Dril l  Hall I thought the Bill Sweeney wrote of his years 
Catholics would go back to be~ as Sacred Heart: "...among my 
but no, they walked down to memories, however, I would have 
Sacred Heart Church. I could not to include the relocation of the 
understand it... So one dark night Parish school and complex, the 
I knockedonhis[ReverendFather building of the church and 
Fabre's] door. Father asked me auditorium - -  and how the 
what I wante& My /mees were memories flood into my mind. The 
shaking and I blurted out, "I want day we had the roof fall in on us, 
to become a Catholic." His the time the city cut our water off, 
answer, "What do you want to do my fight with city coundl after 
--mm, ry a Catholic girl?" I said which they invited me to run for 
"Not" He invited me in. Later, I office because they were so 
was confirmed at Sacred Heart. impressed with my performance. 
Father Fabre and I kept in touch The smoke-filled hotel rooms with 
until he passed away. the developers who thought hey 
Father Lawrence Turgeon was could ply me with liquor but ended 
assistant parish priest fro m 1955 to up under the table themselves... I 
1960, during the time Veritss don't believe there was ever a 
School came into being. During parish that had more fun socials 
the first year of Operation, Father than were experienced during those 
Turgeon taught Grades 5 and 6. In years. I will never forget Ann 
1960 he was posted to Dawson being dared to lift up one of the 
C'¢ek, but returned in 1968, and Pipe Band members' kilt just to 
"with the help of a number of check. She did, and her face is 
good people in Terrace, some still probably still red to this day. 
there today, I established the first "But most of all it was the 
Parish Council with a Constitution celebrations of. life with people. 
and the first School Board, both The marrying and burying and 
also being the first in the [prince baptking, the love and the 
George] Diocese." laughter, the joys and the sorrow 
• .-.Father Bob Dalton, assistant to and just being there for one 
Father Turgeon from 1968 to another. And the children. 
1970, recailed "ail the ladies of the "Yes, I have my share of 
C.W.L. [Catholic Women's memories. People ~ how precious 
League] who did so much,..[and] they are, how unique, how very 
the Knights of Columbus and what special. And there were moments I 
great work they did for the parish." will cherish in my heart until the 
In 1972 the church property was day I die and beyond." 
Sold; Veritss School and the Newly-ordained Father Tim 
mnvent were moved away from Coonen came to Terrace as 
busy Lakelse Avenue to an assistant to Father Jim Jordan in 
Undeve!oped area-of town on  1983 and "...thus began a pretty 
StraLuneAvenue, The conventwM, special three years. I have been 
moved, "as is" on a truck flatbe d, told that every priest falls in love 
without:the usualpacking up of with ~ first parish, and spends 
¢on~nis and furnishings, and it ~tbe'rest of lib life comparing his 
• :~as noted that "notevena teacup present,asalgnment to that first 
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ideal situation. And Terrace was 
ideal for me." He particularly 
remembered "...working with 
adults, :especially •marriage 
preparation, and the RCIA, with its 
groups of people seriously seeking 
a new way of life within the 
Catholic Church... the Faster Vigil 
celebrations.., being invited into 
someone's life in a deep and 
meaningful way at important times 
of celebration or tragedy is the 
deepest form of affirmation. 
Becoming the pastor and the only 
pdest [in 1986] in such a busy and 
vibrant parish, while also looking 
after Stewart and Hyder one 
weekend a month was a challenge 
that never left me bored... It was 
the best any young, newly- 
ordained priest could ever want." 
Today, the Sacred Heart Paflsh is 
an integral part 0f the community, 
yet it reaches out to others far 
away. In Peru, the parish sponsors 
a young man furthering his studies 
as a Seminarian, and also the 
training of people for lay- 
leadership. They also support 
Sister Maria Raposo in her work at 
a Brazilian orphanage, and Sacred 
Heart's prayer group donates the 
funds necessary to provide milk 
for the children there. The convent 
is now "Saint Joseph's Centre for 
Spiritual Growth", a multi- 
denominational retreat centre for 
the northwest. Veritas School is a 
thriving educational centre for 
families desiring. . .. a quality 
Christian education, fi'om 
kindergarten through Grade 7. 
The anniversary weekend will 
begin with an adult-only Wine and 
Cheese Social in the Vefitas 
School Gym at 8:00 p.m. on 
Saturday October 6th. Honoured 
guests will be introduced at this 
function, which is sponsored by 
the Knights of Columbus. 
Monsigneur Turgeon, Father Jim 
Jordan, father Tim Coonen and 
Father AI Noonan will be among 
the 10 concelebrants at the 1 p.m. 
outdoor Mass on Sunday, October 
7th. Bishop Hubert O'Connor will 
be the main celebrant of the Mass, 
and Bishop Fergus O'Grady will 
give the homily. 
Immediately following the mass 
will be the unveiling and blessing 
of a stained glass window, created 
especially for the 75th anniversary 
celebration. The window, which 
took over 400 hour~ of dedicated 
volunteer labour from design to 
completion, is reputed to be the 
THE 
largest of  its kind north of 
Vancouver. 
The afternoon Tea at 
approximately 3 p.m. Sunday will 
be an opportunity for adults and 
children, parishionem and visitors 
to socialize and reminisce while 
wandering through Vedtas School 
or looking over the memorabilia "to 
be on permanent display in the 
church. 
Tramportation to and from all 
events can be arranged for those 
who requite it. I f  you need 
assistance, please phone Mrs. Pat 
Palahicky at 635-2582. 
Seating will be available in the 
tent during Mass for seniors and 
handicapped people. Please phone 
the church at 635-2313 and let 
someone know if you require a 
seat, or if you know of somebody 
who does. 
Souvenirs of this event such as 
lapel pins, collector's poons and 
notecards will be available dudn 8 
the annivemary weekend. Sacred 
Heart Parish hopes you will be 
able to join them in their 75th 
anniversary celebration. 
The Pastor and Parishioners ot 
Sacred Head Parish, Terrace, B.C. 
invite you to join us 
as we celebrate the 
75th Anniversary 
of our parish on 
October 6th 
and 7th, 1990. 
October  6 th  - -  8 p .m.  : Wine  & Cheese  Soc ia l  
October  7 th  - - '1  p .m.  - Outdoor  Mass  
October  7 th  - -  3 p ,m.  -A f te rnoon  Tea  
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• LONG JOHN BALDRY: Boojie woojie man may tour Northwest. 
Local.,.music i a ns,se,ek direction 
The Terrace, Musicians' Associ- 
ation had a'succ~' ful meetinglast 
Thu~la3; night with many new 
ideas in the works. Approximately 
35 people, including current mem. 
bars and quite a few new people, 
attended to re-activate the associa- 
tion. Members from different 
musical groups were present and 
wanted to become associate mem- 
bers with other groups. 
The Terrace Musicians' Associ- 
ation views its purpose as promot- 
ing musical and .performing am 
appreciation i  the community and 
working with other groups to en- 
courage them to assist in this en- 
deavour. To that end, suggestions 
were made to co,sponsor an event 
or events with the Terrace Little 
Theatre and to do a "benefit" for 
the Northern B.C. Winter Games 
Society. Secretary-treast~r (lo d 
Shaben says, "There was a lot of 
Long John plans spring tour 
by Se~ Sarto. 
For those of you under 30, your 
fLrst question will probably be, 
"Who is this guy?" For those of 
you over 30, Long John Baldry 
performed in concert at Prince 
Rupert's Performing Arts Theatre "peculiar to the American egro." 
last Monday night. An unexpected treat was Baldry's 
The self-professed "boojie woojie 
man" played his unique blues jazz 
to an enthusiastic full house. This 
English-born musician plays music 
that he describes in a song as 
The Best 
from the 
Stacks 
Reviews of books from the 
Terrace Public Library 
by Harrier 
Fjaagesund 
rendition of Woody Guthrie's ong 
Why? This was prompted by: a 
young .boy from the audience 
yelling "Hello, Long John Baldly". 
BalchT's response was an old 
favourite that he said he hadn't 
performed for at least 20 years. 
With different voices and facial 
expressions, Baldly delighted 
everyone, including his musicians. 
He ended his concert with the 
original Boojie Woojie song, 
which prompted a standing ovation 
and an encore. Long John Baldry 
says he'll be back in the spring, 
with full entourage, todo a tour of 
the Northwest. 
excitement and interest at the 
meeting." 
A questionnaire has been formu- 
lated to determine people's interest 
and expectations about he Terrace 
determining the talent present in 
Terrace, the registry will provide a 
resource list for entertainers need- 
ing accompanists, back-up players 
and spare musicians. Musicians 
Musicians' Association. The ques- 
tionnaire is available from Jackie 
at the Northern Motor Inn. As 
responses start o come in, acom- 
mittee has been formed tocompile 
and analyze the information to 
focus the Association on the needs 
of the residents. 
Also .being •compiled is a 
musicians' registry. In addition to 
can contact Karin Ljungh at 635- 
6916 or Jackie at the Northern 
MoOr Innto register. 
• The Musicians'. Association is 
having their next meeting on Oct. 
18. Memberships wi l l  be en- 
couraged. Election of a new execu- 
tive will be held. Only memlgrs 
may vote, but everyone is wel. • 
come to attend the meeting. 
Northwest Academy of 
Performing Arts N.O,T.E.S 
Violinist Heinz Radek will be joining, the Academy to teach 
strings. Mr. Radek began his career in symphony orchestras in 
Eissen, Germany before coming to Canada. He then taught at the 
Bible College, 3 Hills, Alberta for 12 years. Mr. Radek is interested 
in teaching all ages and will also beavallable to play at weddings. 
Adult string players... It's time to get the violins out of the attic, 
dust them off and come join us for an adult string chamber group. 
Ruth Halleck, newswoman ofnote in the Pacific Northwest, will be 
offering an effective speaking course one evening a week in the 
new year. Sign up early for this one as space is limited. Ruth will 
also be available to coach speech arts competitors in the Pacific 
Northwest Music Festival. 
Just beginning to play the trumpet? T-Jay Mackenzie, consistent 
winner in the Pacific Northwest Music Festival and B.C. Festival of 
the Arts winner, is available to teach beginners on a limited basis. 
Shoebag by Mary James 
Juvenile fiction published by Scholastic Hardcover 
Shoebag is a happy young cockroach living with his parents, 
Drainboard and Under The Toaster, in a tenement building in 
Boston. Except for the Persian cat on the third floor and the 
black, seven-legged jumping spider who'd like to make a meal of 
Shoebag, life is pretty good for the roach family. 
While snoozing in the hall closet one day, Shoebag wonders 
idly what it would be like to be human. If he were human, he 
reasons, he would step on the seven-legged spider and put an end 
of his family's persecution. He receives a rather nasty shock upon 
waking when he discovers he has somehow been transformed into 
a human boy! 
He is immediately adopted by the Biddle family and renamed 
Stuart Bagg. He soon becomes friends with seven-year-old Eunice 
Biddle, better known as Pretty Soft, star of bathroom tissue TV 
commercials. Eunice leads a very sheltered life. Her tutor, 
Madam Grande de la Grande, explains that Pretty Soft must be 
kept free from all worries because worries cause wrinkles and 
wrinkles end television careers. 
Stuart is enrolled in the Beacon Hill Elementary School where 
Tufty Buck, the school bully, waits to beat him up each day. 
Every day at noon hur, Stuart has to sit in the school cafeteria 
with all the other kids who aren't liked. Stuart/Shoebag longs for 
roachdomf 
And as if life weren't already bad enough, Stuart can't bring 
himself to step on the seven-legged spider. He's come to realize 
that there's nothing wrong• with being different. So he begins a 
campaign to get the kids at school to stick up for themselves, and 
in the process even Pretty Soft learns how to be less selfish. 
The Sly Spy by Marjorle and Mitchell Sharmat 
Juvenile fiction PUblished by Delacorte Press 
Olivia Sharp, Agent for Secrets, is a grade-A number one 
sleuth. Whenever one of her friends has a problem, it's Olivia to 
the rescue. But this time Olivia's the one with the problem. 
A new detective on the block E.J.'s Spy Service, is covering up 
all her ads with his. This is definitely not good for business[ And 
when Olivia is hired to hide a birthday present, she discovers that 
E.J.'s Spy Service has been hired by someone lse to guess what 
the present is. But who is this sJy spy? 
Other books in the Olivia Sharp, Agent for Secrets, series are 
The Pizza Monster and The Princess Of  The Fillmore Street 
School 
For information on all of. these programmes, please call the. 
Northwest Academy of Performing Arts at 638-1183. 
Northwest Arts and 
Entertainment Calendar 
The Terrace inn ; ; 
• Until Oct. 13th in Gigi's - "Moving Pictures" 
• Augie's -Karin 12jungh and Glen Fossum 
 Northern Motor Inn 
R,E.M. Lee Theatre 
• Oct.6, 2 p.m, -Kinsmen annual Variety Show 
• Oct.16, 8 p.m. Naden Band in concert 
• Oct.19, 8 p.m. -"six Palm Trees", a warm play about growing up in a large 
family. Caitlin Hicks of Third Coast Theatre Works. Presented by the Concert 
Society. 
• George's Pub - Larry Roberts, until Oct.6th 
Royal Canadian Legion, Branch 13 
• Oct.5 - Steak Nightl 
• Oct.5 & 6 - Peter Turner and friend 
Prince Rupert Performing Arts Centre 
• Oct.7, 1:30 & 4 p.m. - Kinsmen Club Variety Shows, featuring magician Murray 
• Haffield 
• Oct.7, 8 p.m. - Cornucopia Brass 
• Oct.20, 8 p.m. -"Six Palm Trees" 
Mount Elizabeth Theatre, Kitimat 
• Oct.5, 4:30 and 7 p.m. - Elks Lodge #383 Variety Show 
• Oct. 11 - Carmen Campagne primary school concert series 
• Oct. 17 - Six Palm Trees with Caitlin Hicks 
Kitimat Centennial Museum 
'Until Oct.12- Kitamaat: "Old Town" and "NewT own", historical photos & 
artifacts 
• Until 0ct .13.  Our Native Languages, circulated by the Royal B.C. Museum 
• Oct.13, 9 a .m. .  3:30 p.m. workshop on Old Forest Growth with Leslie 
Gottesfeld. Slide lecture and field trip to Hirsch Creek Park, 
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Ni ana : a  metaphysical"kind of" business begins • 
by Harrktt Fjaagesund ~*r 
Laurel Gregg, operator of the 
Nirvana Modem Metaphsics 
Centre, which officially opened 
its doors Oct. 1, says metaphys- 
ics is probably the oldest ype of 
healing known to man, going 
back  to biblical times and 
beyond. 
Although it may sound like 
something right out of a high 
school chemistry class, meta- 
physics is a combination of 
science, religion and philosophy. 
Meta means beyond so meta- 
physics means beyond the physi- 
cal. 
Metaphysics, Laurel explains, 
is the exploration of universal 
energy and knowledge within 
yourself. Reaching inner aware- 
ness is achieved through various 
meditation methods and exer- 
cises, and proponents claim it 
can relieve stress, pain, encour- 
age self-healing, and allow you 
to be healthy physically, emo- 
tionally and mentally. 
Courses at the centre include 
such subjects as telepathy and 
chakras (the seven energy cen- 
tres of the body), dreams, heal- 
ing, past-life therapy (reincar- 
nation), energy building, focus 
and concentration, transforming 
pain and emotion, letting go of 
stress, channelling and out-of- 
body, and strategies for mental 
fitness. The centre also offers a 
healing roup (no charge, dona- 
tions only) and an open sharing 
group that is ongoing. 
Laurel has been teaching 
metapysics for over four years. 
She taught in the Women's Cen- 
tre for two years (she has numer- 
ous clients, both men and 
women, from all walks of life), 
as well as at home. Metaphysics 
has been a part of her life since 
she was a small child. She says 
that part of her training is self- 
learned, and part is from the 
astral or non-physical level in 
what could be described as an 
astral school. 
Laurel goes on to explain that 
there is nothing mysterious 
about metaphysics, that it is 
quite simple and something we 
are all capable of understanding. 
In fact, most of us practise one 
form or another without even 
realizing it. She cites telepathy as 
a good example of this --  you'll 
suddenly find yourself thinking 
about someone when the phone 
rings, and the person you were 
just thinking about is on the 
other end of the line. 
But there is a great deal of 
misunderstanding about meta- 
physics, Laurel says. "People 
have listened to too many 
theories why it can't work. We 
used to believe in witches. It's 
easier to go to the drug store 
The Haunting of Sarah Hardy 
Starring Sela Ward, Michael 
Woods, Roscoe Born. Produced, 
by Richard Luke Rothschild and 
Salli Newman. Directed by Jerry 
Condon. Not Rated. Running 
time: 92 minutes. 
The movie opens with the 
funeral of 12-year-old Sara 
York's father. She is devastated 
by his loss. Shortly after the 
funeral we watch as Sarah's 
mother, who is completely in- 
sane and feels nothing but bit- 
terness and hate towards her 
young daughter, commits 
suicide by walking into the sea 
and drowning. Sarah's attempt 
to stop her mother are futile. 
Now it is 15 years later, and 
Sarah (Sela Ward) has just 
married the handsome and 
dashing Austin Hardy (Michael 
Woods). Sarah and Austin 
begin their married life at The 
Pines, Sarah's childhood home. 
But things begin to go wrong 
right from the beginning. 
Sarah is haunted by a 
shadowy figure that looks and 
sound very much like her 
mother did the day she com- 
mitted suicide. Worried that 
she may have inherited some of 
her mother's madness, her hus- 
band and friends urge her to 
seek professional help. 
So Sarah turns to Allan 
(Roscoe Born), an old friend 
who is now a psychiatrist. But 
Allan, who is secretly in love 
with Sarah, isn't entirely con- 
vinced that she's hearing and 
seeing things that don't exist. 
This gothic tale practically 
drowns itself in cliches and old 
fashioned cliff-hangers. 
Tales From tha Crypt 
Rating: Not Rated. Running 
time: 90 minutes. 
This collection of three weird 
tales, taken from The Haunt of 
Fear and The Vault of Horror 
comic magazines, is just in time 
to get you in the mood for 
Halloween! 
Only Sin Deep 
Sylvia (Lea Thompson), a
street-toughened prostitute, 
receives a little help from a 
mysterious pawn broker in cap- 
turing the heart of R0nnie 
(Brett Cullen), a very wealthy 
and eligible bachelor. Ronnie's 
immense wealth is within her 
grasp; all she need offer in ex- 
change is her beauty in the 
form of a plaster mould. What 
a deal! 
Lover Coma Hack to Me 
Charles (Stephen Shellen) has 
married sweet little Peggy• 
(Amanda Plummet) for her 
money. On their wedding night 
they're stranded at a deserted 
house. Poor mercenary Charles 
is about to learn an interesting 
lesson about family tradition 
from his new bride. 
Collection Completed 
Newly retired Jonas (M. Em- 
met Walsh) needs a hobby in 
the worst way. His wife (Audra 
Linley) is slowly driving him 
crazy with her collection of 
stray animals. Worse yet, Anita 
treats him as though he's just 
another one of her "children". 
But Jonas is about to have the 
last laugh, or so he thinks, 
when he finally comes up' with 
the perfect hobby -- taxider- 
myl 
when you have a problem than it 
is to take 20 minutes to work it 
out." 
Laurel adds that a lot of mis- 
conceptions come from books 
and television, especially where 
demonology is concerned. 
"Those things just don't hap- 
pen. People haveto get over 
their fear. Sometimes people are 
hesitant, but more and more are 
becoming aware." And she says 
her success rate is good. "I've 
never had anyone come back to 
me and say it didn't work. I get a 
lot of letters and phone calls 
from people." 
The picture of the guru sitting 
cross-legged on the floor, medi- 
tating for hours, in another mis- 
conception. "One minute of 
meditation isjust~as effective as 
30. That you have to sit still is 
another misconception; you can 
carry on with what you're doing 
and no one will even know 
you're meditating." 
Laurel is also an open channel 
medium, meaning she can reach 
the non-physical level where she 
can speak to non-physical ener- 
gies and relay the information 
back. She adds that she later 
cannot remember the informa- 
tion. 
Sometimes outright belliger- 
ent people or non-believers will 
show up at the door, but Laurel 
says they're welcome. "Actual- 
ly, non-believers work the hard- 
est." Many of her students also 
attend church regularly. "Meta- 
physics hares a lot of common 
ground with the bible." She 
stresses that she uses absolutely 
no rituals of any kind. 
She will not give third-person 
Laurel Gregg: People have listened to too many theories about 
why it can't work. 
sort of thing goes against every- 
thing I believe in." And she will 
not teach anyone who is ob- 
viously out for money or power. 
Laurel explains that the small 
fee she charges is simply to 
maintain the centre, adding that 
opening the centre has never 
been for financial considera- 
readings because it's an invasion tions. She also gives away lots of 
of privacy. Nor can she read handouts, such as instructions 
minds, "People sometimes get and diagrams. 
nervous aroundmebecausethey She says there are people 
think I can read their mind. That down south who teach meta- 
physics, but none of them offer 
quite the same course. Some- 
thing new this year will be a 
metaphysics course for young 
adults. Laurel says it will be 
much like the regular course, but 
a little more fine-tuned. 
If You'd like more informa- 
tion give Laurel a call a t  
635-7776 or drop in at 3611 Cot- 
tonwood Crescent in Thornhill. 
The centre is open now for read- 
ings. 
Pre-Christmas 
'SALE 
October 4,5 & 6 
15% OFF ALL BOOKS 
20% OFF 
CRAYONS AND 
COLOURING BOOKS 
4606 Lakelse, Terrace 
635-4428 
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Who Is,,. Jake Terpstra' . . . . .  
, . ' .  
clown's responsibility olot a chil 
come to him, rather than appr0acl 
ing a child who might initially 1~ 
apprebensive. At the same time, I~ 
says, "Kids and teens really idol 
tify with clowns and are fascinate 
by the whole concept., 
Jake is now eligible for the "Re 
Nose" award, having accumulate 
the  required 150 hours "in fac~ 
during the last year, raised $1£ 
for the Sneaker Fund, and had 
article published in "Clown AIIc] 
magaz ine .  
Jake as Gyzmo and his wiJ 
Jackie as Pebbles belong to tt 
International Clowns of America, 
in addition to Jake's role as a Jake and Je¢kle Terpetra: As a clown, you have set a flood 
Shrine clown. "It's something we example. ~ 
enjoy together", says Jake. They 
often attend Clown conferences 
and workshops together. There, 
they are critiqued (with construc- 
tivecriticism),andJakefcels,.If TERRACE you're willing to accept :that, the 
seminars are invaluable:" They 
clown at birth~y parties and other 
private functions. "I wouldn't be 
the clown I am without Jackie. She 
Gyzmo and Pebbles: Play hard, and raise (funds) hard. makes the costumes, helps me with 
my make-up and is my audience 
when I practise my clown tricks." 
by Betty Barton When Jake isn't "in face" as 
Jake says the learning and the Gyzmo, his other face is seen as 
Jake Terpstra is the Terrace satisfaction of seeing the delighted the bakery manager at Canada 
Safeway's bakery manager, an ex- looks on the faces of youngsters Safeway. Jake has been at Ten'- 
RCMP officer and Gyzmo, the when the clowns appear make it ace's Safeway bakery for the past 
Shriner clown. He is a dedicated, the most worthwhile xercise he's seven years. Prior to that, he had 
outgoing and enthusiastic parlici- been involved in. his own bakery in Massett on the 
pant in all that he undertakes. He explains, "I become achild. I Queen Charlotte Islands. In Prince- 
Jake Terpstra joined the Shriners had never played in my life." At ton, he operated a bakery, dell and 
about two years ago, after a long age  11, Jake Terpstra came to restaurant. For four years, Jake ~ 
relationship with the Masons. "It's Canada with his parents. He served with the RCMP in Smith- 
all part of the building blocks of describes their early years as most- ors, after eight years as an attxili- 
the Masonic order," explains Jake. ly hard work. And he describes his arT policeman. He worked in 
In April 1989, the idea of a Tar- father: "He taught me the baker's Prince Rupert bakery for five 
race unit of the Gizeh Temple trade with a cook book in one years. 
Shrine clowns began with a group hand, a Bible in the other and a This year, Jake Terpstra is vice 
of t0 men, Jake being one of boot to my backside most of the president of the Gizeh Temple 
FALL IS IN THE AIR -- BUT THAT DOESN'T MEAN THE END OF them. The other nine were Rick time." Shriners. His next term will be as 
VISITORS TO OUR CIW! THEY CONTINUE TO VISIT THROUGHOUT 
Wintemute, Ron Burnett' Cam "The children are so special and president. He will also be a worthy THE YEAR -- WHETHER FOR BUSINESS OR RELAXATION. AND THE 
Simon, John LeSage, Ed Martin, I can view the world from their patron of Eastern Star next year. WAY THEY'RE TREATED BY THE PEOPLE WHO LIVE HERE MAKES A 
John Smith, Bill McCauley, Paul perspective. The satisfaction....it's "You're all family in the Masonic BIG DIFFERENCE. BILL EDMONDS HAS BEEN THE MANAGER OF 
Monaghan, Don Morphet and Leon indescribablel" He goes on to say, order", explains Jake. Jake and THE ROYAl_ BANK IN TERRACE FOR THE PAST FIVE 'C~(~S, AND HE 
ENJOYS THE WIDE RANGE OF FACILITIES IN THE AREA. BUT MOST 
Dumstrey Sees. "Once I become a clown, I'm a Jackie met through the Eastern ESPECIALLY HE ENJOYS THE WARMTH AND FRIENDLINESS OF THE 
The Shrine clowm in Terrace different person, with different Star and had a "wonderful" Eastern PEOPLE! 
began that first weekend with a attitudes, awareness and manner- Star wedding, four years ago. .  
workshop on "clowning", given by isms. It's relaxing at the same time When time permits, Jake and 
a Master Clown from Vancouver. as it's tiring." Jackie would like to attend a three- 
During the intensive three-day But, more than that, the Shriners week immemion course at the 
sessions, they learned about cos- and their clowns are an organiz- International C own College at the 
turning, make-up, clown etiquette, ation dedicated to the provision of Univexsity of North Florida, where 
mannerisms and diplomacy. Then, services to young burn and ortho- they can take Gynno and Pebbles 
with names picked for themselves, paedic patients. Last year in the to further refine their clowning 
they were ready to begin, province of B.C. alone, Jake skills. W,TH ASSISTANCE FROM THE CffY OF TERRACE 
Always an organizer, Jake Terp- proudly points out, the 3,700 , - . 
stra took on the job of chairman °f Shdners Of B.C. raised over • 
entertainment. In this capacity, he $300,000 to fund 22 bum units, 
,Im,  o IpOIk  makes all the arrangements forthe Children's Hospital in Montreal 
clowns to attend a particular event, and a proposed .bum unit in Van- ~. " . 
makes ure that they have all their couver's Children's Hospital. The~ [ .~  ~f" * ~ - ~ "  "~"~"~ :'~ ' ' * ~  ~1~ ~. 
gear and that they put their best Clowns also support he Sneaker ~ ~ , T ~  ~ ' 
tors, young and old alike, appearances, but they willingly " 
Jake, as Oyzmo, has served more accept donations. The Sneaker 
than 172 "in face" hours (time Fund was originated to provide i 
behind the make-up of his clown shoes for needy children. Ja~ says Op.en,ng ~OctoberV  
chamcter) ln. his . year .and a half as they play hard, : but they:-rabe : : '  " in  ,, 
a'clown; The clown unit in Ter- ,(fun., hard, too . .  " " ' " rrace s hrst full blown balloon • race, with its 10 members, have They try to parttcipate in every } ~ 
totalled 412 "In face, hours. April shriner function, community event, 
22, 1989 was their first day "in Variety Club show. 
face". They've attended 70 func- Oyzmo the clown attended a .Spectacular decorating foe evep/event or oeculon 
tions and they haven't stopped Shriners circus in Vancouverthis ,unique floral designs 323"/Kalum St. 
'since. " ' " ' ' : " ' summer. He was surpdse, d.at how .Balloon girt wrapping (wrap your gilt In a ,1 11oo n) 
,akesay~,"Themlnuteyoudon many peeplereco'gnizedhim,.evenl ', :~~f fe ,  "_,. ' 635'6312'nee, 
a face, you're under amlcroscope, down there. Oyzmo also~offe~ : ' 
As a clown,i,youhave to seta  chlldren the speclal:treatofhavln8 ' ' l . lvaB 
, good ,exami~le .  The  kids am very their hand stamlxxlWlth a.  unlqbO . . . .  : . . .  up.your next o¢ slon wlth.usl. 
.observant . . . I t ' s  a .  rea l . cha l lenge . "  Oyzmo p iCture .  .He  fce ls . : . . i t , s  a " . . . . ' ' " ' - ' . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . .  ' 
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